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Introduction

A building's structural evolution is often difficult

to document through written and visual materials alone.

Analysis of the building material itself can give a

clearer understanding of the building's original physical

composition and subsequent alterations. It is for this

reason that this thesis will focus on the physical and

chemical analysis of building materials. For each building

selected in this study a short historical background and

present physical and structural review will be given. This

will be fallowed by the results of the paint and mortar

anal y s i s

.

The Fair mount Park Commisssion has been kind enough

to allow three of their buildings to be used in this

study. The houses &re°. 1) Rockland in East Fairmount Park

on Mount Pleasant Drive, 2) The Monastery in Wissahickon

Park on Kitchen's Lane and 3) 206 Lincoln Drive in

Rittenhouse Town on Lincoln Drive, (see Appendix #1).

These three buildings were chosen for different reasons.

206 Lincoln Drive may soon undergo restoration if

fundraising by The Friends of Historic Rittenhouse Town

proves successful. Rockland is rented by the American

Rowing Society. The society is planning to renovate the

building, and at the present time is repainting the

interior. Other renovations are planned for the interior

and exterior of the building. Mortar and paint analysis

are important for this renovation work. The Monastery was





chosen for two reasons. The first and foremost was that

the researcher at the commencement o-f this study lived at

the site, and this allowed an in-depth study of the

building's materials as well as its deterioration

processes. The second is that this building is presently

undergoing renovation; an attempt is being made to

document past paint and plaster surfaces in the building

be-fore they ans removed because of their deteriorated

condi tion

.





E^yisb! Qf iluiQiiQa I§£tlQLay<§ §Qd Analyses Procedure..

In each of the buildings, paint, plaster and mortar

samples were obtained. Each sample was chosen for what it

would reveal about its materials composition and also what

it may reveal about the building's structural evolution. A

change in paint layers -from one wall to another in a room

may indicate a past alteration to that room. Differences

in mortar composition may indicate an addition, alteration

or a repair to a building. So the aim of material analysis

is two -fold. The -first is to better understand the

materials used in past building traditions; the second is

to compile information on the building's structural

evol ut i on

.

All sample sites were recorded on -floor plans (See

Appendix #2). The samples were placed in small plastic

bags and given code numbers. Masonry and wood samples were

not taken because their removal was deemed to be too

destructive to the buildings.

P|lQ£§dure £QC E^iQt Anal^ysi_s

Paint analysis is a time-consuming and difficult

task; much care needs to be taken at all times. The

process of identifying the media and pigment of a single

paint layer in one paint sample can take up to one hour.

A single paint chip can contain up to thirty layers of

paint. With sixty-two samples to analyze it became clear

that an in-depth analysis of each individual layer of





paint contained in every paint sample would be impossible.

To reduce the amount of time spent on each sample only the

first one to three layers of paint were studied in depth.

The media, pigment and paint colors were matched. Because

a Munsell chart was not available the colors were matched

to a Philadelphia paint company'' s colors. Many of the

white samples were not matched; most had a linseed media

and had yellowed. The various samples of white were not

exposed to U.'v. light in order to bring back their truest

shade.

Paint samples were extracted with an "Exacto" Knife

from each building by cutting into the substrate. In most

cases the paint was too brittle to obtain a one inch

square sample without the paint flaking off the

substrate. Since the one-inch square sample was found to

be impossible, smaller samples were taken with more

success. Where it was possible, paint samples were taken

from the walls and woodwork. Not all rooms in each

building were done. Once the paint samples were coded and

brought to the laboratory the paint samples were set into

small ice trays using small balls of clay to keep them

upright, while a polyester casting resin was poured to

encase half of the sample. Once the polyester resin had

hardened, the samples were removed, tagged and examined.

Two microscopes were used. The first was a stereoscopic

microscope with a magnification from 10X to 30X. It is

with this microscope that most of the work was done. The





second microscope was a stage microscope with a

magnification from 10X to 100X, and was used to examine

pigments and crystal formation. A polarising microscope

was not available.

The procedure for paint analysis begins with the

recording of the paint layers in the paint chip. The

color names given in this step &r& arbitrary and do not

reflect a color match. It is suggested in some paint

analysis procedures that the paint chip be sanded flat

before recording the number and color of paint layers. In

the experience of the experimenter this procedure did not

always yield the most information. If the sample contains

an oil -based media it will take on a shine that, refracts

light and blurs the divisions between the layers. Sanding

also removes the natural fracture between layers found in

an unsanded sample. It was necessary to experiment. In

some cases the layers were easier to determine before

sanding; occasionally they more difficult to discern.

Once all layers have been recorded, one half of the

sample was tested for the presence of lead, using a .

1

molar solution of sodium sulfide. If the paint layer

contains lead, the solution will turn black. It is

important to treat only one half of the sample; if several

consecutive layers react the lines between layers Are

obscured and distinguishing the layers becomes difficult.

The unrelated sections are needed as a reference. After

this the sample is then subjected to UV light. Any white

layer of paint that did not react with the sodium sulfide

8





and fluoresces yellow-green may contain zinc oxide. This

pigment was not used in the United states until after

1340. The presence of zinc oxide in a paint layer,,

there-fore, indicates that it was applied to the structure
1

after 1840.

These two tests were performed on all samples and

always completed first because these tests would not

destroy the paint sample. The other tests for media could

destroy a sample, so they were done last. The next step

was to remove the first three layers from the paint chip.

This was done under the stereoscopic microscope with a

razor blade. The paint layer was lightly scraped to

expose a fresh surface and the color was matched. It

should be rioted that for accurate color matching a larger

sample should examined under natural light. Next

the paint layer surface was again scraped and the

fragments placed on a glass slide and treated with

reagents to determine the pigment and media of each layer.

Finally the media of all the layers were determined. Four

solvents were applied in this order: Water to test for

water based paints, di chl oromethane to test for latex-

based paints, di met hi yf ormal dehyde for oil -based paints

and hydochloric acid for lime or calcimine paints. This

order was used because each test is progressively more

destructive to the sample. Water will only dissolve

water-based paints and has no effect on the other paints.

Dichl oromethane dissolves latex paints and slightly





softens oil-based paint, but has no effect on calcimine

paints. Di methl yf ormal dehyde dissolves both oil and latex

paints but has no effect on calcimine paints.

Hydrochloric acid is applied last because it will react

with many of the pigments used in all paints. If all of

the previous tests fail, then the acid will react with the

paint to confirm a calcimine-based paint. If the acid is

applied first it can give a false positive and destroy the

sample. Unfortunately the paint sample is destroyed in

the above test. It is for this reason that it is

important to have two samples of every paint chip. ( See

Appendix #3 For Chemical test)

EUSQgdure for Mortar Anal.ysi.s

Mortar and plaster samples were taken at the edge of

damaged areas where the materials were still sound. 50-

gram samples were obtained from each building, coded and

stored in a plastic bag and brought to the laboratory.

Twenty-five grams of mortar was ground to a fine powder

using a mortar and pestle. This powder was placed in a

1000 ml beaker with 300-400 ml. of 3M. HC1 . The hydrochloric

acid reacts with lime and other calcium carbonate based

binders found in mortars. When the acid reacts with the

binder, carbon dioxide is produced. The solution bubbles

and foams as the binder dissolves. When all the binder

has reacted with the hydochloric acid the solution no

longer foams. The remaining solution consists of

water containing the byproducts of the reaction (CaCl )

10





and the insoluble portion o-f the binder (sand and tine

impurities). The solution is then washed with large

amounts o-f water and swirled to suspend the -fines (very

small silt particles). The -fines and the liquid solution

a.re decanted off. The aggregate remains in the beaker.

The fines 3.r& caught in the filter paper and the liquid i;

contained in a 500 ml. filter flask. There are two

methods of filtering liquid from a solid: either by

gravity filtration where the liquid drains through the

filter paper by gravity or by the use o-f a vacuum system

that pulls the liquid through the filter paper. The

second method of filtration was used in the procedure

because it is less time-consuming.

Once the sand and the fines have dried they are

weighed. This weight is then subtracted from with the

initial 25-gram sample to obtain the weight of the binder,

The weighted percentage of binder, fines and aggregate

contained in the mortar sample can then be calculated.

The aggregate is then subjected to a grain sine

distribution test. The aggregate is placed on

the top of a stack of sieves which descends in mesh size

from 2.36 mm to 75 urn. Through ten minutes of gentle

shaking the sand or aggregate is separated by grain size.

The amount of sand caught in each sieve is weighed and

compared to the initial sand sample. The end result, is a

grain size profile of the aggregate.

1 1





The Monastery^ Historical, D§veiggment and Conditions
Survey

The Monastery was constructed by 1752 -For Joseph

Gorgas, and stands three and one-halt stories high. It

was made -from rubble fieldstone with a cut ashlar -front.

Today the exterior o-f this building looks much the same,

except -for minor additions and alterations (for 1760 floor

plans see Appendix #4). Additions constructed be-fore 1303

included a kitchen wing and small bake oven covered by a

shed. By 1900 a pantry had been added to the kitchen

wing. Subsequently, after 1900, the small bake oven and

shed were removed. Interior alterations were made during

the 1830s when Joshua Garsed owned the property. These

alterations are recorded in Notes on Germantgwn written by

John Fanning Watson. He described the alterations; "the

place was last owned and occupied by Joshua Garsed, a

large manu-f acturer of flax and twine... He has shut up

many of the former windows, before equal to four to every

chamber, making two on every angle of the square. Those

who saw it C the Monastery] sixty years ago say that it

then had a balcony all around the house - at the second
5

story." In an article for the Germantgwn Iel_egragh

Watson also wrote that Garsed had closed up the corner

chimneys and modernized the house to make it a comfortable

dwelling. Others said that the center stairs in the house
6

were removed and new ones put up in a different location.

(for 1840 floor plans see Apendix #5) After Garsed's





tenure, little was done to the house in the way of

alterations other than inadvertent changes due to poor

maintenance. These occurred after William Gordon

Kitchen's death in 1871. He had owned the property since

1353, and during this time the buildings and lands had

prospered. However, in 1373, after his death, the City of

Philadelphia bought much of the mill lands which had

supported the building. The Kitchens moved from the

property in 1376; as a result of the buildings

abandonment, its pent eaves fell off and the roof

collapsed. The City of Philadelphia finally purchased the

property in 133? (See Appendix #6). After minor repairs

were made the building was rented to the Kitchens Lane

Golf Club, which undertook a thorough renovation of the

building in 1900. In this renovation, the windows which

Garsed removed were replaced. Two entry doors were added

on the ground floor on the west side of the building. The

small bake oven and shed was removed from the kitchen wing
3

and a porch was added to the main wing.

The building today is much like it was after the

1900 renovation, although the wrap-around porch was

removed sometime after 1.935 and a front and back porch

were put in its place. Interior alterations since 1900

include the alteration of the kitchen fireplace during the

1960s by the insertion of a smaller fireplace in the

original hearth. The eighteenth-century wooden mantle was

cut into and part of the mantle shelf removed. The mantle





remains in this condition today. The building's interior

finishes were vandalized when it was vacant between I960

and 1980. Shutters in the parlor were removed. All of

the balusters on the stairs were broken and many of the

walls damaged and de-faced. Many of the interior plaster

surfaces were lost because of water damage. Only one

plaster ceiling survives on the first floor, and one on

the second. Several of the ceilings on the third and

fourth floor also remain. Sometime before 1969, the

kitchen wing suffered a small fire which destroyed the

dormer window and the roof. By 1969 the house was slated

for demolition, but was saved when it was suggested that a

children's museum be placed in the building. This idea

never came to fruition, and it was not until 1980 that

r en ovat ion b eg an

.

The roof was replaced on both the main and kitchen

wings. The third and fourth floors were altered to

accommodate an apartment. In comparing the 1935 HAB3

drawings with what exist today, the changes become clear

(see Appendix #7'). The third floor southeast bedroom was

converted into a kitchen by removing a closet along the

south wall and moving the entrance to the wall between the

two south bedrooms. This created a new circulation

pattern between the new kitchen (formerly the southeast

bed room) and the new living room (formerly the southwest

bedroom). A bathroom was installed in the third floor

northeast bedroom. On the fourth floor a wood board

partition along the west side of the stairs was moved to

14





the east side to create a room on the northeast side o-f

the building. The wall between the southwest and the

northwest rooms was removed to create one long room along

the west side of the building. A partition separating the

third floor apartment from the second floor was also

installed. At this time baseboard heating was introduced

into the second through fourth floors. Little in the way

of alterations occurred on the second floor when a second

apartment was added in 1986. A closet door was removed

from the southeast bedroom and used for a closet door on

the third floor living room. The bathroom was renovated

and a closet added to this northeast room. The first

floor main wing was unaltered, except for repainting and

the substitution of sheetrock walls for damaged plaster

walls. All the balusters on the stairs are new. Minor

alterations have occurred in the kitchen wing. The wood

floors in both the kitchen and the pantry had completely

decayed and were replaced. A built-in kitchen cabinet was

removed along with the remains of the plaster and lath

ceiling. In 1936, the pantry was converted into a small

modern kitchen by removing a pantry closet and changing

the basement stairs. At the east end of the pantry a

bathroom has been proposed but never fully installed.

There is no heat in the first floor. A hot air system had

been proposed.

Very little has changed on the exterior of the

building due to the 1986 alterations. A small roof which

15





once sheltered the kitchen entry door was removed. The

pantry window where the modern kitchen was installed was

replaced and a section of the kitchen wing was repainted.

CyQ^Ltigns Survey

The building is presently in relatively stable

condition. However, there are some plaguing deterioration

mechanisms that have yet to be addressed. The first is

water penetration into the foundation. This problem is

caused by two factors: no gutters on the building and poor

ground drainage patterns. The lack of gutters allows

water to drain directly through the foundations, removing

mortar from between the stone. As water pools in the

basement it will elevate the humidity of the air, in turn

causing the wood floor joists to begin to decay.

The second source of leakage into the building is

via ground drainage. The Monastery sits on a plateau

above the Wissahickon Creek, but not at the highest point

of the surrounding grounds. Higher fields behind the

house drain into the back yard of the building. Here,

water pools along the west wall and back porch of the

building. As a result, water is absorbed into the

masonary wall by capillary action. In turn, both the

interior plaster and the exterior stucco are spalding off

the stone surface (see typographical map of site Appendix

#9) .

There is one structural crack in the main building,

hidden by the roof of the kitchen. This crack is in the

16





northwest corner o-f the main building and runs from the

second floor northwest window on the west wall of the

building to a hole in the wall where plumbing has been

punched through the exterior wall of the main building

(see Apendix #10). The positioning of the crack seems to

indicate that this corner of the wall has moved or is

moving away from the rest of the building. Whether or not

this crack is growing is unknown. At this point the

progress on this crack cannot be monitored.

The other outstanding problem with the Monastery-

is the condition of the masonry joints (see Appendix

#11). The gaps between the stone at the peaks are very

large. 100 7. repointing may not be necessary. However,

the roof peaks, foundations and kitchen wing require

immediate repair.

1
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E!§iQt A D. ssLY.ilis for The Monastery

The objective in examining the painted surfaces in

the Monastery was twofold. The -first was to determine the

comparative ages of the existing finishes in the building

through the examination of the number of paint layers. The

second was to determine the composition of the earliest

paint layers in each sample. This may reveal if the paint

was applied in the eighteenth century or if it was applied

in a later renovation.

In observing the style of the finishes in the

Monastery it appears as though the main building was

altered in 1340 and 1900. The Kitchen wing seems to have

the oldest existing finishes, even though structural

evidence indicates that it is a later addition to the main

building. By combining written information, structural

evidence and results of paint and mortar analysis, the

relative age of the existing finishes will be determined.

5§QJEl§ L9£iiti_gns

On the exterior of the Monastery samples were taken

from painted woodwork and stucco on the first floor level.

On the interior samples were taken from the walls and wood

work in three rooms on the first floor. These rooms were

the kitchen, parlor and the small music room under the

stairs. The entry on the first floor and rooms on the

upper floors were not done because much of the paint





layers were removed during renovation work (see Appendix

#2 -for sample locations).

Bisu^ts/ Conclusions

iQterigr /Kitchen

All of the information gained -from the paint analysis

indicated that there is little eighteenth-century paint if

any on the -first floor o-f the main building. However, the

interior -finishes of the kitchen may be from the

eighteenth century. The doorway molding from the entry to

the kitchen may also be original. The fireplace mantle is

o-f the same age, as is the doorway to the loft. The

question remains, &r& these older elements unaltered since

the kitchen wing was added? At this point all that can be

determined is that these three elements are of the same

age. The reason their age in relation to the age of the

kitchen addition is in question is that in probing the

wall on the northeast side of the kitchen wing an older

plaster layer was found an inch below the present plaster

layer. This indicates that this wall was altered. There

is other evidence that the kitchen was altered: scars on

the west wall of the kitchen suggest that a fireplace or

bake oven was once here. Scars from a stair that

descended into the basement predate the fireplace or oven

in this same area.. One explanation for these older

elements being of the same age (even though the walls

around them indicate alteration) is that the wooden





elements may have been moved and re-used as the kitchen

changed. The conclusion is that the wooden elements 3.re

eighteenth century but they may not be in their original

1 ocat i on

.

The ceiling beams were originally exposed in the

kitchen and whitewashed- Twenty-nine layers of whitewash

accumulated before a plaster and lath ceiling enclosed the

beams. The loft above the kitchen, as well as the section

o-f wall above the -fireplace were also whitewashed. The

rest o-f the walls that are seen today were covered in a

light green oil -base paint. In time, perhaps after the

fireplace was no longer in use, the area above the

fireplace was painted the same color as the walls of the

room.

It is difficult to conjecture how the kitchen looked

when it was first built. The first layer of wall paint is

covered by a completely new layer of plaster, which

includes a brown coat and white plaster. This in turn is

covered by twenty—nine layers of white wash and the

ceiling was then enclosed with plaster and lath. The color

of the first paint is red (iron oxide); the paint found on

all of the older wood work is also red. It was common to

use iron oxide as a primer coat on wood work. Thus, the

first paint combination may have been red walls with white

woodwork that was then varnished. The ceiling beams were

exposed and whitewashed as was the arsa. above the

fireplace. After the original plaster layer was covered,

the ceiling remained exposed and white washed; the walls





were a light green and the woodwork was white.

Later in the paint sequence both the wall and

woodwork colors become stronger. The woodwork was painted

consecutively pink, green, yellow and then grained. The

walls were painted strong greens and yellows. Finally,

white regains its appeal and is used on all surfaces.

Musi.c Room

The music room has been altered. At some point a new

white coat of plaster was applied to the walls in this

room. The west wall of this room is spelling badly

because of rising damp; the older layer of plaster can

be seen. This layer consisted of a base coat with fibers

and a white coat of lime. This in turn was coated by

thirteen layers of whitewash. The white plaster coat was

applied over the whitewash and painted nine times. The

woodwork in this room has very few layers of paint. The

doorway which leads to the exterior on the west side of

this room was added in 1900. It has the same number of

paint layers as the doorway molding on the opposite side

of the room. Stylistically the molding used in this

doorway is older but seems to have been re-used in this

location. The window is older than the rest of the

woodwork in this room; it has three more layers of paint

and the first coat is the same iron oxide with which the

woodwork in the kitchen was coated. This suggests that

the window may be an original element or at least

contemporary with the kitchen finishes. The

21





fireplace, although it is in an 1840s style, seems to have

been re-used, because it has the same number o-f paint

layers as the doorways. The one difference is that the

fireplace has a base coat of black. This fireplace may

have been marblized, a common finish in the period 1320-

1840. This room seems to have gone through two

alterations; once in 1840 with the alteration of the

fireplace and in 1900 when the door to the exterior was

added and the door leading to the entry was also altered.

Based on the composition of the paint and on a

comparison of paint layers with a known 1900 alteration

the wall surfaces seen in this room today are probably

post-1840, and most likely twentieth-century coatings.

The wall begins white; this may be a primer coat for the

next red coat of paint. Three out of the four samples

show the next layer of paint as a translucent gray color.

After this there seems to be a difference in how the wall

just below the ceiling was painted as compared with the

rest of the wall. The three samples taken from the middle

of the wall show a red, yellow and then a green or blue

sequence in paint layers. The sample from high up on the

wall does not contain these colors but remains a cream

white. The evidence indicates a polychromatic decorative

treatment. This was a common wall treatment during the

Victorian era. Another section two feet below the ceiling

may have been wallpapered. The plaster wall on the

northwest side of this room has the remnants of a glue on





the surface. All wall surfaces eventually return to white

and are now painted green.

To determine the -first paint colors applied to this

room is difficult. At one point the walls were

whitewashed, taut what the woodwork was like is unknown.

The woodwork treatment that exists seems to date -from the

1900s, and the wall -from somewhat be-fore.

Parlor

The parlor shows much o-f the same treatment as the

music room. The walls have been replastered and the

previous plaster layer has been whitewashed, although not

as extensively as in the other rooms. There is very

little paint on the woodwork; it dates from the 1900

restoration. The woodwork dates -from the 1840s; the

earlier paint may have been removed when the twentieth-

century paint was applied.

Exterior

The treatment o-f the first floor exterior of the

Monastery has changed through the years. The front or the

southeast wall under the porch was originally ashler cut

stone pointed with white mortar. At some time the

pointing mortar was whitewashed. In 1900, when doors were

introduced into the west side of the building, a porch

which wrapped around three sides of the house was put in

place and the first floor exterior was stuccoed with a

very soft mortar. The mortar was then painted seven

times, mostly in shades of white but once blue. The back

of the house (which like the two sides of the building is





rough field stone rubble with white mortar joints) was

originally le-ft bare. However, when a small shelter was

placed over the back entrances to the kitchen and the main

house (be-fore 1900) the walls in this area were

white washed. Twenty-two applications of white wash were

applied over the pointed stone work before stucco was

placed over the white washed walls in 1900.

Frequent periods of abandonment and neglect of the

Monastery have left very little exterior paint. The

samples taken were generally inconclusive, but they

indicated that the oldest windows on the first floor are

those on the kitchen wing and that the first coat of paint

was iron oxide. This was probably a primer coat not

a final coat (see Appendix #13 for test results and

Appendix #12 Paint Stratigrapy ).





'IlQCtar Analysis for the Monastery

Objective and Samgle Legations

The main building of the Monastery has a kitchen

addition, and a thick masonry wall may have been

introduced on the interior of the building between the

parlor and the entry. Mortar samples were taken from these

areas to see if there mortar compositions differed.

Exterior mortar samples were taken from stucco added in

the 1900 (photographs taken at this time verify its date),

a modern stucco patch applied in 1935 and deep mortar

samples from the walls of the building. These samples

were taken in these locations in order to determine if the

later mortar apli cations were compatible with the original

mortars. The composition of the original mortars was also

needed if a new mortar was to be produced to repomt the

building in areas of damage.

Bgsylt s /Conclusion

s

There a.r& six types of mortar found in the

Monastery. These include two types of interior mortar The

first #1 contains animal hair and is used to cover the

interior wall of the main building, the second #2 is an

interior deep mortar taken from the interior center wall

of the parlor. Four types of exterior mortars included, #3

a deep soft yellow mortar found only in the exterior walls

of the main building; #4 a white pointing mortar found in

main building on the surface of the deep yellow mortar; #5





a white mortar -found through out the kitchen wing exterior

walls; and -finally #6, modern mortars characterized by

their gray color, slow dissolution in acid, and low

percentages o-f fines and binder.

lQt§CiQL Mortars

#1: Interior brown coats -found beneath new layers o-f

plaster in the parlor, music room and kitchen were

similar. All contained animal hair -fibers. The sample

-from the parlor had a higher concentration of -fibers than

did the other two samples. The percentage of fines in the

interior sample were 57. with the kitchen wing having 127.

fines. The colors of the fines from the kitchen and the

music room are identical although the sample from the

kitchen has twice the amount of fines. The percent of

binder in these samples ranged between 30 and 40 percent

of the total sample. The amount of aggregate was between

50 and 607.. The aggregate range is narrow with most

falling between 600 urn and 150 urn. The sample in the

kitchen and the music room may be of the same period the

parlor sample may be later. The interior brown coats are

21-M-M, 16-M-M, 15-M-M, and 11-M-M.

#2: A second interior mortar sample (17-M-M) taken from

deep within the stone wall that separates the parlor from

the entry in the main building did not have the

characteristic yellow color of a deep mortar found in the

exterior walls of the building. This mortar is gray white





and much harder, it has a lower content o-f fines (11.67 "/.)

than exterior deep mortars. The aggregate range is much

the same as the exterior deep mortars but the percent o-f

sand is higher (50.9%). This deep mortar is more like a

pointing mortar in its hardness and amount o-f binder

(29.43 '/.) . However, it di-f-fers -from pointing mortars in

its range o-f aggregate. It is -for this reason that the

term transitional mortar has been applied to this sample.

It has been suggested that this wall was added when a

center -fireplace was constructed. This mortar analysis

tends to support this hypothesis.

Ex.teri.or Mortars

#3: The deep mortar found on the exterior walls of the

main building of the Monastery is characterised by a burnt

umber color and a high percentage of fines (157. — 307.).

The range in aggregate size can be quite large with up to

24 V. of the aggregate being larger than 2.35 mm. This

mortar is very soft with a binder content ranging from 307.

to 50 '/.. It washes away quickly once exposed to the

elements (see samples 10-M-M, 13-M-M-B, 5-M-M, 3-M-M, 8-

M-M. Appendix # 14)

#4: The pointing mortar was found throughout the main

building. It is characterized by a smaller range in the

aggregate size, (most of the sand falling between 1.13 mm

and 150 urn) its hardness and white color. The percentage

of binder (40 7. to 53 7.) usually exceeds that of the

aggregate (37 7. to 44 7. ). It was used as a pointing

mortar above the deep yellow mortar in the main building





(see Samples 4-M-M, 2-M-M, 6-M-M, 13-M-M-A Appendix #14).

#5: This type of mortar was found in the kitchen

wing. All samples, whether from the interior or the

exterior had the same basic composition. The percent of

sand was between 45 and 53, with fines from 10 to 18

percent and binder from 30 to 40 percent. This difference

in sand/binder proportions collaborates with historical

evidence that the kitchen wing was added sometime after

construction of the main building, (see samples 9-M-M, 12-

M-M., 1 4-M-M, 1-M-M) .

#6: Modern mortars found on the Monastery have a higher

percentage of aggregate (73 "/. ) with a smaller range in

aggregate size (between 600 urn and 150 urn). The amount of

fines is very low (5"/.). The hardness varies with the type of

binder used. Sample 7-M-M was very hard and was very

difficult to dissolve. This may indicate the use of a

Portland or natural cement. There were two cases of this

type of binder in the Monastery. One was the stucco on

the west side of the main building ( 6-M-M-S) and the

other was a stucco repair.

The analysis indicates that all but the modern

mortars used lime for a binder. This is indicated by the relativi

softness of the mortars and high acid soluble portion and

gas evolution during dissolution. The aggregate used in

all of the mortars found at the Monastery (except the

modern mortars) came from the Wissahickon Creek. The





color, composition and range in particle size is the same.

For -finer work the larger aggregate was removed (see

Appendix #14 for all data sheets).

The mortar analysis also indicates that the wall

between the entry and parlor was a later addition. The

Kitchen wing was also a later addition. However, unlike

the mortar -from the parlor wall the kitchen wing mortar

composition is very similar to that of the mortar -From the

main building. This information probably indicates that

the kitchen wing was added earlier than the wall

between the parlor and entry.





B§£2QJQJ§Qd§ti.gns

Deterioration caused by water penetration into the

basement and the -foundations of the building could be

eliminated or mitigated by placing gutters on the building

and regrading the land in the upper -fields behind the

building. Gutters would keep water out of the basement and

regrading would redirect water runoff to storm drains

that lined the access road to the site.

The introduction of hot air heat into the first floor

should be done with caution. Punching a large hole though

the main building wall below a stress crack may destablize

this corner of the building. Also, introduction of this

type of heating system into the first floor will require

partial removal of the 19th-century floors. Before this

type of heating system is introduced into this building

it is recoiTnTiended that a complete study of the wall

movement be made. Alternative heating systems with less

impact on the structure should be considered. This would

determine if a hot air system is appropriate for this

bui 1 di ng

.

The repainting of the Monastery should be a priority

in its restoration. The roof peaks and kitchen wings need

immediate attention. A lime-based mortar using one part

hydrated lime to three parts washed and sieved Wissahickon

Creek sand should be used.

The stucco on the first floor exterior should also be
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completely removed so that the foundations may dry. The

stone beneath the stucco, once exposed, may bare the scars

of past windows and doors. This should also be repaired.

It should be noted that without removing the water from

the foundations the repainting of the first floor stone

work will deteriorate quickly. It is also recommended

that if there is a desire to repaint the first floor of

the Monastery in the colors revealed in this study, a

second study with emphasis on the composition of the first

paint layer be completed and the color matching be done

in natural light based on larger samples scraped down to

the desired layer. If general color schemes only are needed,

then the findings in this study could be used.

In conclusion the Monastery's present condition is

stable and the rehabilitation of the interior progresses.

However , the continued deterioration of the building's

foundations and walls should be addressed. Ignoring this

problem will only defeat the rehabilitation of the

building in the long r un

.





iQg Lincoln Driyei Historical. Develaement
sOd QQDdltigns Survev

This building being studied sits on a bank above

Lincoln Drive in Wissahickon Park. Once one of many

buildings comprising Rittenhouse Town, it now stands in a

small cluster of six structures. 206 Lincoln Drive is one

o-f the oldest buildings on this site; it was erected on a

tract of land purchased from Samuel Carpenter by William

Rittenhouse and others in 1705/6. William Rittenhouse had

already constructed the first paper mill in the colonies on

this land in 1693. This building and the site surrounding

it were of a great importance to colonial Philadelphia, and

the family has played a significant role in Philadelphia
9

history. It is said that as the family enlarged, so did

their buildings. 206 Lincoln Drive has been altered from

a two and one-half story dwelling to a three-story stucco

and stone building with several additions. Additions

include a two and one-half story structure on the east

side, a two-story wood frame addition on the back of the

house, and a porch which united the three-story building

with its two and one-half story addition., (see Appendix

#15)

Before a complete discussion of 206 Lincoln Drive can

be undertaken, it must be understood that this site is

very difficult to document. The Rittenhouses who settled

and built a modest-size village at this site did not

record their real estate transactions with the Department





o-f Deeds and Records in Philadelphia. The -few deeds that

do exist o-f ten list past transactions, but without detail

as to what improvements were on the site when those

transactions took place. This makes it very difficult to

determine when this building was constructed or altered,

and by whom. The first deed that was found in the City

Archives was written in 1760 and reviews the title
10

transfers between 1690 and 1760. (See Appendix #16)

By the language in this deed, 206 Lincoln Drive could

have been constructed at any time between 1706 and 1760.

Unless earlier deeds are found, it is not possible to date

this building through deeds. The use of maps has also been

found to be unsatisfactory. The surveys done by Christan

Lehman between 1764 and 1772 do not supply any answers. The

first map done in 1746 and reviewed in 1764 was drawn to

show the division of property below the 20 acre plot upon

which 206 Lincoln Drive sits. No dwellings are shown.

Other maps done during this time do not include dwellings.

It is not until 1772 that the surveys begin to show

buildings. 206 Lincoln Drive and several other buildings

appear in a 1772 survey showing the division of the

William Rittenhouse property. The building is shown again

in 1774, when Jacob and Abraham Rittenhouse divided the 13
11

Aore plot bought from William Rittenhouse in 1760. (for

maps see Appendix #17) Even the interior of this building

has been altered drastically over time, and its layout is

of little help in determining its original configuration

or age.





For the purposes of this study it will be

assumed that the dwelling was constructed sometime be-fore

1760. By looking at the surveys done in 1772, the

building seems to be two and one-half story- The other

buildings that exist today on this site are also two and

one-half story. LJn-f ortunatel y there is no hard evidence

in the written record to confirm the assumption that this

building was originally two and one-half story, instead of

three. By looking at the inventory of furni shi ngs -found

in Jonathan Ri ttenhouse •" s will the number o-f rooms can be

speculated upon. There seem to have been one or two bed

chambers, an entry, kitchen and dining room. This would

equal a total of -four rooms in the house, two rooms on the

first floor and two on the second indicating a small two

story house. (See appendix #18). Reviewing insurance

survey maps done between 1374 and 1924, it is not clear

whether the building was altered from a two and half story

building to a three story as many secondary sources
12

insist. A change in the footprint is evident, though.

In 1384 the footprint is essentially a square; this

changes by 1892 when the building becomes oblong with a

13
small extension on the back. This change in footprint

coincides with the change in ownership, from the estate of
14

Naomi Rittenhouse to William Umsted. William Umsted is

credited with adding the two and one-half story masonry
15

structure to the original section of the building. He
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must have also added the the small two-story wood frame

section on the back of the building. In 1911 the

footprint changes to show the addition of the wooden

porch. The footprint of the masonry section is
16

unchanged, but the number of floors is given as three.

Since the footprint of the building is the same as the

1391 map it may be concluded that Ulmsted completed the

major alterations. This included raising the roof of the

original portion from two and one-half story to three

story, the two and one-half story Victorian addition, the

wooden addition on the back of the building, and the

wooden porch after the turn of the century. In 1916 a

written survey of the building, done for Fair mount Park

before they purchased the property in 1917, describes the
17

structure as follows:

The Nurses home which was formerly the old mansion
consisting of a three story stone building with two story
stone and attic addition. The first floor has one large
room with open grate, three other rooms, sun parlor, bath
room with toilet.

The second floor contains three rooms, each with large
fire places, one small room and large bath room with
porcelain tub, shower enclosed in marble, toilet and wash
stand. The third floor contains three rooms and attic used
for storage.

The house is wired for electricity...

There have been a few changes in the house since this

time. The fireplaces have been removed from the second

floor, and the second floor shower is no longer enclosed

in marble.





Conditions Survey

Since this house is a collection of additions the

root can be a problem where old and new join. At the head

o-f the stairs on the second -floor of the two and one half

story addition there is evidence o-f a roof leak where the

two roofs meet. Other roof leaks are seen in the old wing

of the building on the third floor. Above the stairs, and

in the small back room the plaster ceilings shows signs of

water penetration. The worst water damage is seen on the

third-floor chimney stack (See appendix #19). A large

section of the interior plaster has fallen away from the

chimney to expose the brick. On the -floors below, the

problem is repeated. Water is seeping into the chimney

through poor flashing around the chimney on the roof and

destroying the interior plaster in the older wing of the

house. A glaring problem seen on the exterior of the

building is the del ami nat i on of the white coat in the

stucco. This creates large holes in the surface. The

paint is also peeling on all surfaces. The general

overall appearance of this building is poor. Some work

was performed on the exterior of this building during the

1970s. All of the existing window frames, sills, and sash

inside and out were to be restored, cleaned, repaired and

painted and made operable and weather tight. Mot all of

this work was completed. New shutters were made where

they were lost and the back door leading from the wooden

frame addition was altered (see elevations Appendix #15 ).





18
The number of windows that were repaired is not known.

The house is presently being used as a residence and i

in a poor state o-f repair. The heater is not working

properly and emits black smoke through out the interior

o-f the building. The roof is -Failing in several places

and should be repaired or replaced.

The interior of 206 Lincoln Drive at present is in

relatively good condition. Patching o-f piaster and a new

coat of paint will solve most of the interior problems as

long as the roof is repaired. There is some water

penetration in the basement but it does not seem t;

major problem (See Appendi;; #20).
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206 LIQCQLb 2ci.ve Paint AnaWsis

206 Lincoln Drive is a building that is not well-

documented in written history and yet the folk history

surrounding this building is very strong. There are

plans to "restore" this building to its perceived original

con-figuration of a two and one hal-f story building. The

paint analysis was used in this building to try and

determine if any of the "original" finishes still existed

in this building, so that if restored, the sections of

original fabric could be salvaged. The second aim of the

paint analysis was to document the structural evolution of

the building. The older sections of the building should

have more layers of paint than later additions.

Sample were taken from opposite ends of the building

on the first floor. The dining room on the west end and

the living room on the east end. Paint samples were also

taken on each floor of the west end on the building to see

if there was a significant change in paint layers between

the second and third floors.

Biliylts/ Conclusions

The early date placed on the west end of this building

is not substantiated by paint analysis. This does not mean

that the building was not constructed in 1720; it merely

suggests that the interior of 206 Lincoln Drive is not the

original interior. The number of paint layers is not

extensive; calcimine or lime wash is not found and zinc

oxide appears early in the paint sequences, thus post dating
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the subsequent paint layers to after 1340.

Exterior

Although little evidence remains of the earliest

painted -finishes, paint analysis does reveal how the building

changed in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

The number of paint layers -found on the -first -floor west

side exterior is much greater than on the east side first

floor. This was expected since it was known that the east

end of the building was added at the end of the nineteenth

century. The existing exterior wood work of 206 Lincoln

Drive has always been white oil-based paint. It was not

until recently that the color was changed to green. The

stucco that is seen on the building is a second coat with

a very fine white aggregate, indicating that it is a

twentieth-century application. This stucco also has

several layers of paint applied to its surface. The porch

floor was initially painted gray; its color then

alternated between green and gray with gray finally

becoming the predominant color (see Appendix #21).

Anterior

Eimt ElQQL

Paint samples were only taken from the woodwork on

the first floor because any damage to the walls was deemed

unacceptable. Analysis indicated that the dining room

baseboard was usually painted white in earlier periods of

its history. Out of the thirty-three layers found in this

sample twenty-four were white. It is not until later in
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the paint series that other colors begin to appear.

Yellow, orange and red a.re found once, and blue twice at

different intervals. The window lintel reflects the same

patterns. It was originally painted white (seventeen

layers of twenty-four); blue and yellow appear once in the

sequence. Woodwork in the living room was painted

in various shades of white fifteen times. Once again the

number of paint layers on the west side of the building

outnumbers the amount on the east side of the building.

The one area where this does not hold true is the

kitchen. The sample taken from the wooden panel in the

kitchen has very few paint layers. The wooden panel may

not be original to the kitchen, or paint layers were

removed before a fresh coat of paint was applied.

There is very little paint on the second and third

floors of the west wing. The second floor was painted only

seven times, while the third floor was coated only three or

four times. The third floor was also replastered some time

in the recent past. Another plaster layer can be seen where

a roof leak has destroyed a section of the ceiling. It has

been suggested that the third floor was an addition. The

lack of paint seems to support this hypothesis. However, it

is more likely that the surfaces seen on the second and

third floor postdate that alteration and reflect changes

during the later nineteenth century. It is possible that
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when the east, end addition was added these small west end

rooms were remodelled and then rarely used.

The second floor west room wall colors were not white.

The walls were initially painted yellow; that color

reappears once again later in the sequence. Several shades

D-f blue occur four times in the series with orange, pink and

white occurring once. The white is the last applied paint

color. The woodwork in the second floor hallway reverts

back to white, although blue shows up three times in the

sequence. The wall color in the stair hallway on the east

end of the building is white half of the time and shades

of blue of green the rest of the time. The trend seems to

be a color treatment of the walls and white woodwork; this

pattern continues on the third floor. Yellow and green

and white are the recurring colors found on the walls and

ceilings, while the wood work is white (see Apendi;: #22)





HlQntar; Analysis for 206 Lincoln Drive

Mortar analysis was performed to -find the

original composition of existing mortars and stucco

finishes, but due to limited access to samples in areas

not damaged, key mortar samples were not taken. Only

-four mortar samples were examined, two ar& -from the third

-floor interior, one -from the basement and the -fourth is a

sur-face layer o-f stucco -from the -first floor exterior.

Interior

The two samples taken on the third floor a.re almost

identical in the percentage o-f sand, binder and fines,

ie., 2-Ri-M: 67. U3 7. sand, 5.5 "/. -fines and 27.43 "/. binder;

3—Ri—M: 65.42 7. sand, 6.91 7. fines and 27.67 7. binder.

The aggregate found in both samples seems to have come

-from the creek which runs by this building. The only

noticeable difference in composition is that the sample

from over the stairs (2-Ri-M) contains animal hair while

the one on the fireplace chimney does not. Also the

chimney sample has a larger aggregate range than the

ceiling sample. The difference in composition of these two

mortars may be due to where they are applied. The ceiling

mortar may need the additional reinforcement that the

animal hairs provided. The wall mortar may not need to be

as strong so the animal hair is omitted.

The sample in the basement differs from the third

-floor mortars. The aggregate is not from the creek. There
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*re no large lime chunks found in the mortar, and the

mortar was much harder than the mortars on the third

floor. However the proportion of sand, tines and binder is

much the same, ie., 4-Ri-M 64.1? V. o-f sand, 6.78 % of

fines and 29.. 03 "/. of binder. This seems to imply that the

sand was shipped from another location and a hydraulic

binder was used instead of a lime binder, but the ratio of

binder to aggregate was maintained.

The other mortar sample (i-Ri-M) is a modern

application of a white plaster coat on stucco. The

aggregate has been selected for sise and is very uniform.

It has a high content of binder making it more similar to

a plaster than a stucco. Percent of binder is 72.79,

percent of fines 9.45 and percent of sand is 17.76 (see

appendix #23 for data sheets).





B§=cgmmendatJLgns

The root repairs should be made a priority in this

building. The deterioration seen on the interior plaster

ceilings and walls will only get worse with time. The

areas where different roof structures meet seem to be weak

points in this root design. After repairs are complete

these areas should be examined -for leaks once a year. The

spalling stucco on the exterior should be repaired using a

compatible stucco that is determined through mortar

analysis, and then painted. The interior after

both the heater and roof has been repaired needs to be

repainted. All of the exterior woodwork needs to be

repainted. It should be noted that the first paint color

found on the building was white not green.

The color combinations revealed in this study indicate

that the late nineteenth and early twentieth- century wall

treatments were white woodwork with wall surfaces of white

blue or yellow. Before any conclusions are drawn regarding

the age of this building or the period of the existing

interior finishes, it is strongly recommended that deep

wall samples be taken. Original plaster samples may be

found beneath the nineteenth and twentieth-century

plasters. This may lead to a better understanding of the

building's structural evolution through time. Minor

damage to small sections of wall is well worth the

information to be gained. In addition Mr. Peter (3d el 1

holds samples from his restoration of the kitchen

fireplace which could provid useful information.
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^SEki-Sncl!!, Historical Develggment
an d C on d i 1 1 on s Survev

Rockland, a striking example of Federal architecture,

was built c. 1310 by George Thomas. He owned the property

until the death o-f his wife five years later. He then sold

the house to Issac Jones, whose -family owned the property

until the City o-f Philadelphia purchased it in 1870 (see
19

Appendix #24). During Issac Jones' occupancy the house

must have been quite opulent, judging from the inventory
20

of furnishings found with his will (see Appendix #25).

Once the city came into possession of the property, its

uses varied from residence to headquarters for several

groups, the last two being the International Gastronomic

Society (1979-1933) and the present tenant, the American
21

Rowing Historical Society (since 1936).

Rockland is a three-story masonry building with

pebble-dash stucco walls and a ruled ashlar entry. Unlike

the other buildings in this study, Rockland has changed

little through the years. There have been no additions,

and few alterations. One exception which has changed

greatly is the basement. Once the location o-f the

kitchen, it is now used for storage and contains only the

furnace. The fireplace and bake oven have been bricked up,

and a new cement floor put down. The kitchen is presently

located on the -first floor in the small room opposite the

stairs. The upper -floors have not changed, although a





bathroom has been introduced on the second -floor in a

small room adjacent to the stairs (see floor plans

Append! x # 26)

.

Even though Rockland has not undergone major

alterations, it has seen hard times. A description o-f the

building -found in the Engineers'" Survey Notebook reviews

Rockland" s condition around 1363:

Bergdol 1 -floor in cellar or basement bad, one side
-falling in. First -floor good. Glass Broken—45 panes.
Second -floor good. Stairs good. Third -floor good. Tin
Roo-f on look out wants a little repairing around trap
door. Banister on top broken, the other part of
roof is shingle, not very good. 39 -feet front, 40 feet
deep. Front porch wants repairing.

Many of the problems described above can be seen

recurring today. Several glass panes are missing in the

windows; the front porch as well as the back need repair;

the balusters on the roof were removed when roof work was

completed in 1933. Chronic roof leaks have damaged plaster

on the third floor. Plaster and wood deterioration has

occurred through out the building due to the lack of heat,

and to water penetration. But unlike other park houses,

Rockland has not been neglected. The deterioration seen in

the building today has occurred since 1976, when

approximately $130,000 was paid for its restoration. But

since then, little maintenance has been performed by the

tenants. Adding to this problem was the lack of heat, which

resulted in the freezing of water pipes, this in turn

caused the destruction of the heating system and some of the

interior finishes.
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£2QditiDQ5 Survey

The basement is showing signs o-f rising damp with

e-f-f luorescence on the walls. During heavy rains, water

comes into the basement through a door on the south side

o-f the building. Also, a constantly dripping valve in the

basement soaks the floor and walls. Panes o-f glass that

are missing throughout the building need to be replaced.

The third -floor ceilings a.ns damaged from past, roof leaks

and most of the painted surfaces in the building Are

peel i ng.

The exterior of Rockland is showing the signs of

little or no maintenance. Although the interior shows

these same signs, the exterior renovation cost will triple

quickly if nothing is done. The stucco on the wall is

beginning to spall off. This may be due to poor ground

drainage, which allows water to be absorbed by the masonry

and carried up the wall by capillary action. When the

water freezes it forces the stucco off the wall. Much of

the wood fenestration is decaying from lack of paint. The

back porch baluster has been partially removed and a

section of it lies below the porch. The bottom section of

the leaders from the gutters has been dislodged, so that

water sprays onto the building walls and seeps into the

f oundati ons.

There is a structural deformity in the south wall of

Rockland. It is not know how severe this problem is is





not known? the situation may have stabilized- However,

the south wall ot Rockland at about its center bows out

and drops. There is a definite deflection o-f the wall at

the base- A crack is seen extending from the roof to the

ground on this wall. The interior shows the effects of

the drop; the window frame in the dining room is askew, i

is the window frame above on the second floor (see

append i ;; #27) .





P^iQt Analysis tor Rockland

Rockland is a high-style Federal building, built much

later than the other two vernacular buildings examined in

this study, and essentially unaltered structurally. It is

a building in which the initial paint treatments could be

revealed through paint analysis. The entry, dining room

and stair hall were sampled because it was -felt that these

rooms would have been ornately decorated because they

would have been used -for entertaining. Also, if a

restoration of this building was completed the correct

wall treatments would be an important factor in its

restoration.

B§5yIt§ /Conclusions

0-f all three buildings examined in this study, Rockland

has the most interesting and diverse wall treatments. Both

wallpaper and graining were seen in the paint samples. The

front porch columns were painted various shades of white;

there was not any evidence of sand in any layer.

interior

All of the first floor of Rockland was wallpapered at

one time. Evidence of this is can be found in the corners

where the walls meet the wood work. Samples taken in the

middle of the walls will only record paint applied after

the wallpaper was removed. This was not realized until

the samples were analyzed in the laboratory. In examining

the sequence of layers it becomes evident that the paint





samples without wallpaper are missing the -first layers o-f

pai nt

.

The -first floor samples that Are complete show the

first paint color as a translucent blue in the entry and

dining room. This is probably a Prussian blue in linseed

oil, but tests of different samples showed different

results. This blue also ran along the stairs below the

chair rail. The area above the chair rail on the stair

hall was painted white. The next applied layer on the

first floor was wall paper. The entry paper was a red and

green, while the dining room paper was green. The wall

below the chai r r a 1 1 o n t h e stairs c ar r i ed wa 1 1 p a p er t h

e

same color as in the entry to the second floor while the

area above the chair rail remained white.

A comparison of the number of paint layers on the stair

woodwork (23) and that of the doorway between the dining

room and entry (Door— 14, molding—8) suggests that the

doorway between the dining room and the entry may not have

been painted,, The first layer of paint on the doorway is

a pale, greenish-tinged white. This changed to a gray.

Light greens and yellows followed,, until it was grained,

as were the stairs. The stairway woodwork was painted

white until late in the paint sequence and then it was

grained twice. The stairs then revert, back to white. It

should be mentioned that the floral pattern found on the

stair woodwork is made from lead and is not carved from

wood (see Appendi;: # 23 and Appendi;-; # 29).
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Rockland was -found to be the most colorful o-f all three

buildings examined in this study. In the Monastery and

206 Lincoln Drive, the predominant color was white. In

Rockland there were many shades o-f blue, green and yellow.

Red is rare, as in the other buildings. Of all the

buildings, Rockland has been altered the least and still

remains •faithful to its architectural intent. It one were

to choose a building to "restore" this would be very good

candi date.
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dQHtar Anai_vsj,s of Rockl.and

Mortar analysis was done on Rockland to determine the

composi ti on of the existing plaster and mortar surfaces.

The analysis o-f the exterior rubble dash stucco was

important because visual inspection o-f the exterior wall

revealed that there were two separate applications of this

type o-f stucco. The analysis would reveal i -f these two

applications were o-f the same composition.

Exterior

O-f the -five mortar samples taken -from Rockland three

a.rB -from the exterior. A deep mortar sample was taken

from beneath two layers of rubble dash stucco on the

exterior of the building (2-Ro-M ). This deep mortar is

characterized by its softness; its bi nder-to-aggregate

ratio is one-third to two-thirds by weight. The two

rubble dash stucco samples on top of this deep mortar both

have a one-quarter to three-quarters ratio of binder to

aggregate ( 1-Ro-M, 6-Ro-M) . However, there is a large

difference in the aggregate size and coloration between

the two rubble dash stuccos. The original stucco aggregate

(6—Ro—M) looks as though it came from the Schuykill River.

It has mica shards and small chunks of schist stone. The

overall color of this aggregate is iron brown. The newer

stucco 1-Ro-M (probably a twentieth-century application)

looks as though its aggregate comes from beach sand. It

contains large white round pebbles not found in the

original stucco. As a result this stucco is much more





lumpy and white in color.

Interior

The samples taken -From the interior o-f the house came

-from the basement and the third floor. The basement sample

is probably the original plaster surface in this location

(3-Ro-TD . It is a brown coat, with animal hair to add

strength. It has the same characteristics as the brown

coat mortars found in the other two buildings but the

amount of binder indicates a pointing mortar when compared

to this sample group. The high binder content may be due

to a layer of pure lime plaster covering the brown coat.

The percentages by weight are: 26.297. aggregate, 10.677.

fines and 63.03 7. binder.

The third floor sample is a plaster with a fine white

aggregate (4-Ro-M). It is very similar to the stucco

sample on the exterior of 206 Lincoln Drive. It has a

very high binder content, and a low fines content. The

actual percentages are 31.73 7. sand, 3.31 7. of fines and

64.94 7 binder (see appendix #30 for Mortar Data Sheets).





Recommendations

A routine maintenance schedule needs to be developed

-For Rockland. The repairs that are needed today are

recurring problems that show at regular intervals. The

damage to the third -floor ceiling is -from roof leaks. This

roof seems to be predisposed to leakage in certain areas.

For this reason the root should be routinely inspected for

holes. The rest of the interior painted surfaces Are in

poor condition clue to the lack of heat during the winter

months. A tenant that occupies the building year round is

necessary. The other maintenance problems discussed in

this paper are easily corrected with some diligence. The

leaders that are missing their bottom sections are easily

corrected. The water coming into the basement through the

door could be stopped by regrading the land outside.

Broken windows can be replaced. All of the suggested

repairs Are minor in nature and would not consume large

amounts of time or resources.

Sections of the stucco on the exterior of the

building Are spalling off the building. At some point

this building will once again need to be restuccoed.

When this occurs it is suggested that the aggregate used

in the new stucco resemble aggregate found in sample

6-Ro-M useing a lime binder in the proprotions of one

quarter lime binder to three quarters aggregate by weight.

The use of the information provided by the paint





analysis should only be used as a starting point. I-f it is

desired to reproduce the first paint -found on the wood

work and walls it is suggested that -Further study be done.

Paint analysis is a complicated procedure and verification

o-f these results s.r<5 recommended. Also exact color

matching using large samples under natural of simulated

natural light.





In this study of mortars it was found that 206

Lincoln Drive and the Monastery used similar aggregates.

Both buildings are located in the Wissahickon Valiev and

used sands harvested -from the local creeks. If other sand

types were found in the mortar of these two buildings, it

was concluded that these were later mortar applications.

Similarity were found in all three buildings in the

proportions of binder and aggregates found in different

types of morters used in the construction of the

buildings. Bedding mortars or deep mortars found between

the masonry have a large range in aggregate size. The

older the building the larger this range becomes. The

older buildings also have a higher content of fines in the

bedding mortars. This could be that the sand was taken

directly from the creeks and not seived to removed the

fines. The percent of binder is often equal to the

amount of sand. Average proportions are: Sand 35—507.,

Fines 9-30"/. and the binder 35-507.. Pointing mortars have

a higher percentage of binder than sand and the amount of

fines is much lower than in the bedding mortar. Feinting

mortars Are harder and have a smaller range in aggregate

size; the larger particles Are not found in a pointing

mortar. Average proportions by weight are: Sand 30—45%,

binder 40-607. and fines 4-1 OX.

Interior mortars usually contain more binder than

sand except in the Monastery where the sand exceeds the





binder; in all buildings the aggregate is much finer than

in either the bedding or pointing mortars. The interior

mortars also tend to have animal hair or straw added to

as reinforcement. Average

proportions by weight ares 30-50% sand, 30-607. binder and

5-87. -fines. The last category o-f mortars has been called

"modern mortars." These di-f-fer -from the above mortars in

their strength and proportions o-f sand and binder. The

amount o-f binder is very low and the amount o-f -fines

minimal. The aggregate size is always narrow. Average

proportions by weight s.rBi 70-807. sand, 5-107. -fines, and

20-307. binder.

It should be understood that the above conclusions

are drawn -from only three houses. There ars strong

similarities, not shared with Rockland, between the

materials used in the construction o-f the Monastery and

206 Lincoln Drive. More buildings need to be studied, with

an understanding o-f when they were built and by whom. This

study drew comparisons between two buildings constructed

in the early to mid-eighteenth century and a third that

was constructed in the early nineteenth century. The

technique o-f construction may change over time and the

conclusion in this study may only apply to buildings

constructed be-fore 1820. For an accurate understanding o-f

building construction a larger number of buildings need to

be studied.





EsiDi. Bnsi.ysi.Si QQQ£i.ysi.2QS

Information about the buildings and progression o-f

additions was clearly reflected in the number o-f paint,

layers applied to each structure. No conclusions were

drawn in regard to identification of pigments in the -first

paint layers. Further work in needs to be done in this

area. Perhaps to establish both an exterior and interior

palette -for buildings of di-f-ferent periods be-fore evidence

is destroyed by renovation.

In conclusion it was found that paint analysis is a

valuable tool in determining the relative age o-f the

additions and alterations -found in a building. It also

documents exterior and interior decorative treatments not

o-f ten recorded in written documentation o-f buildings.





Conclusions /Recommendation

s

The restoration of a building is a long and involved

process. It can often be expensive and time consuming.

Before any restoration is attempted for a building of

historical value a through investigation into the written

documentation and structure needs to be performed. The

physical analysis of the building is as important as the

investigation of the written documentation. The building

itself contains a wealth of information that is often

ignored. Through a detailed examination of the building

material a complete history of a building's interior and

exterior treatments and alterations can be compiled. In

any building there will be gaps, but with this information

decisions on future interventions can be made.

In conclusion, a restoration of a building should not

be started without a complete analysis of that building's

structure and materials. These will reveal information on the

physical changes that the building has experienced through

its hi story.

The buildings in Fairmount Park s.re a rich and vital

resource for the park and the public. It is unfortunate

that so many of them are under-utilized and poorly

maintained. Attempting to manage many structures in a

large and diverse ares, such as Fairmount Park is

difficult. The policy at this point is to deal with each

building as an isolated entity, solving the problems

generated by each building as they occur. In order to
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generate -funds and support to maintain all of the

structures, it is suggested that a master plan be

developed which examines the buildings and their environs

as a whole. The historical background, present physical

condition and use o-f all the buildings needs to be

documented. Then the area in which each building stands

needs to be studied to determine how this section of the

park is used by the public and what is needed to

accommodate the public's needs. A list can be generated

as to what is needed in this area. The list may contains

bathrooms, information center, ranger stations, bike and

boat rental, concession stands, stables, restaurant, house

museum, nature center. Once this list is compiled it can

then be used to determine a use for particular buildings,

taking into account the building's historical background

and structural alterations. With information in hand a

policy can be developed on how to improve both the park

and the structures within it. Once generated the master

plan can then be used to generate funds from the public

and private sector.
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Sample Sites for the Monastery. Explanation of Code, le. 1-M-Mj
this means the first mortar sample from the Monastery. 1-M-P is
the first paint sample taken from the Monastery. All sample
sites are plotted on floor plans or elevations.

Written description of sample sites taken from the Monastery.

1-M-M: Exterior southeast wall of kitchen wing.
2-M-M: Exterior southeast wall of main building, west corner,
ribbon pointing found beneath stucco.
3-M-M: Exterior southeast wall of kitchen wing mortar sample
taken beneath 1-M-M.
4-M-M: Exterior southeast wall of main building, west corner,
mortar sample from beneath ribbon pointing 2-M-M.
5-M-M: Exterior southeast wall of main building, west corner,
deep mortar sample from beneath 4-M-M.
6-M-M: Exterior northwest wall, east corner on main building
pointing found beneath 6-M-M-S.
6-M-M-S: Exterior northwest wall, east corner on main building
surface stucco.
7-M-M: Exterior southwest wall main building, 20th century
stucco

.

8-M-M: Exterior southwest wall main building. Deep mortar sample
from where 20th-century door was introduced into the wall.
9-M-M: Exterior northwest wall, kitchen wing, west corner mortar
sample

.

10-M-M: Exterior northwest wall, east corner of main building,
deep mortar sample beneath 6-M-M.
11-M-M: Interior, center of northwest wall kitchen wing, mortar
and plaster sample from between beams right below the ceiling.
12-M-M: Interior northeast wall kitchen wing, mortar sample from
above window in loft.
13-M-M: Interior, crawl space above modern kitchen. Originally the
northeast wall of main building now enclosed in the crawl space.
Morter sample a. White pointing mortar.

b. yellow mortar beneath the white pointing.
14-M-M: Interior, crawl space above modern kitchen, originally the
southeast wall of kitchen. Mortar sample.
15-M-M: Interior west room or music room, southwest wall mortar
and plaster sample beneath 18-M-M.
16-M-M: Interior, northwest wall of parlor above door from the
entry to the parlor. Top plaster layer over 20-M-M and 21-M-M.
17-M-M: Interior, northwest wall of parlor. Mortar sample taken
from the stone wall exposed by the removal of door molding.
18-M-M: Interior, southwest wall of music room, top plaster
sample above 15-M-M.
19-M-M: Interior northeast wall music room, mortar sample just
below ceiling center of the wall.
20-M-M: Interior: northwest wall parlor above door from the entry
to the parlor, plaster layer between 16-M-M and 21-M-M.
21-M-M: Interior, northwest wall parlor above the door from the
entry to the parlor, brown coat beneath 20-M-M.

Monastery Paint Samples
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1-M-Pl Exterior, northwest wall, paint sample from east side
shutter center window.
2-M-P: Exterior, northeast wall, kitchen wing first floor
window lintel.
3-M-P: Exterior, northwest wall, kitchen wing, east window.
4-M-P: Exterior, southeast wall main building, west corner,
paint sample from on top of stucco see 2-M-M.
5-M-P: Exterior, northwest wall, kitchen wing, west corner, white
wash sample.
6-M-P: Exterior, northwest wall, main building, east corner,
white wash layer between 6-M-M and 6-M-M-S, Stucco-white wash-
mor tar .

7-M-P: Exterior: southeast wall, west corner, main building.
Paint on ribbon pointing, white wash-stucco-pai n t-r 1 bbon pointing
mortar, see 4-M-M and 5-M-M, and 4-M-P.
8-M-P: Interior: northwest wall, kitchen wing, center of wall
beneath ceiling. Mortar plaster and paint sample beneath a later
mortar and plaster coat.
9-M-P: Interior, northeast wall, kitchen wing, paint sample
from fireplace mantle.
10-M-P: Interior, northeast wall, kitchen wing, paint sample
from wall above fireplace mantle.
11-M-P: Interior, whitewash from kitchen wing beams.
12-M-P: Interior: Northwest wall, kitchen wing, white wash layer
over 11-M-M.
13-M-P: Interior: Northeast wall, kitchen wing, paint sample
from door to lof t

.

14-M-P: Interior: Northwest wall, kitchen wing, wall paint sample
from center of the wall four feet above the floor.
15-M-P: Interior, southwest wall, kitchen wing, door jamb, door

way from kitchen to entry.
16-M-M: Interior: Northeast wall kitchen wing, paint sample from
on top of 12-M-M. Loft space, below window.
1 7-M-P: Interior: Northeast wall. Kitchen wing, white wash
sample from stair to loft.
18-M-P: Interior, Northwest wall, main building, music room, paint
sample, west corner wall.
19-M-P: Interior, northwest wall, main building, music room,
window molding.
20-M-P: Interior, southwest wall, music room, second paint layer
found beneath plaster layer 18-M-M. On top of 15-M-M.
21-M-P: Interior, Southwest wall, main building, music room,
door way moulding to exterior.
22-M-P: Interior, Southwest wall, main building music room,
paint sample from wall ouer fireplace mantle.
23-M-P: Interior, Northeast wall main building, music room,
paint sample from center wall just below the ceiling.
24-M-P: Interior, Northeast wall, door way to entry from music
room. Molding of the door way.
25:
26-M-P: Interior southeast wall parlor, doorway moulding,
doorway from entry to parlor.
27-M-P: Interior, southwest wall, main building, music room,

paint from fire place mantle.
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Sample Sites for Rockland
Mortar

1-Ro-M: Exterior, East side, Rubble dash stucco beneath the north
up i ndow.
2-Ro-M: Exterior, East side, layer of stucco beneath the rubble
dash stucco 6-Ro-M. Under north window.
3-Ro-M: Interior, West wall of stair way into basement.
4-Ro-M: Interior, third floor. Plaster sample from underneath the
stai rs to the roof

.

5-Ro-M: Interior, dining room, south side, ceiling. Plaster
sample

.

6-Ro-M: Exterior, east side, rubble dash stucco underneath 1-Ro-M.
Under north window.

Paint
1-Ro-P: Interior, paint sample from stair baseboard final.
2-Ro-P: Interior, South side dining room, ceiling paint sample.
3-Ro-P: Interior, South side paint sample from ceiling in dining
room

.

4-Ro-P: Interior, West side wall south section, paint sample one
foot from celling
5-Ro-P: Interior, second floor paint sample above chair rail.
6-Ro-P: Interior, first floor entry, paint sample of trim around
doors

.

7-Ro-P: Exterior, east side, paint samples from porch columns.
8-Ro-P: Interior, south side of dining room, paint sample from
rosettes on ceiling.
9-Ro-P: Interior, west wall, northwest corner, paint sample from
below the chair rail.
10-Ro-P: Interior, east side, entry, wall paper sample.
11-Ro-P: Interior, east Side, entry, paint sample.
12-Ro-P: Interior, stairway wall second floor above chair rail.
13-Ro-P: Interior, doorway between entry and dining room, paint
sample from molding.
14-Ro-P: Interior, stairway wall, second floor below the chair
rai 1 .

206 Lincoln Drive
Mortar

1-Ri-M: Exterior, south face, Victorian addition, white coat of
stucco .

2-Ri-M: Interior, plaster sample from the third floor above the
door which leads to the west side room.
3-Ri-M: Interior, mortar and plaster sample from fireplace
chimney stack in the west room.
4-Ri-Ps Interior, mortar sample west side of basement wall.
5-Ri-Pi Interior, plaster sample from the ceiling above the
stairs on the third floor.

Pain t

1-Ri-P: Interior, second floor south side, doorjamb, on door way
leading from the stiarway to the west side room.
2-Ri-P: Interior, third floor, south side, door jamb, on the door
way leading from the stairway to the west side room.
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3-Ri-P: Interior: east wall in the living room southeast window
1 1 n t ©1 .

4-Ri-P: Interior: doorway from living room to stai rway/en try.

.

sample taken from entry side of moulding.
5-Ri-P. Interior: third floor, west room ceiling paint andplaster .

6-Ri-P: Interior, west wall. West room second floor southwestcorner

.

7-R.-P: Interior, First floor kitchen opposite entry door on woodenp ar 1 1

t

i on .

8-Ri-P: Exterior, east wall, southeast window lintel and shutter.
f« l~ L

Ex
.

terior
-
South "all. Victorian wing southeast window.10-Ri-P: Exterior. South side west section of porch.

\lZl\~l\ ^ erior
- f° uth ^11. Victorian wing entry door moulding.

east
Exterlor - South "all, West section, 4th window from the

!^~o
1_

n
!

;

nterlor
'
south "all, dining room, west window lintel.14-Ri-P: Interior, south wall, dining room, southwest

corner baseboard.
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Augendi_K #3
Chemical Test -for Paint Analysis
s t a f P i g me n t s W i t. h Ch em i c a I N ame

;

The nemical test used in this studv sere

Gettens,
i\i crobcop?:
Studi es,

t h er f or d J . a n d Geor g e L
i n Rout i ne Ex ami nat i an

g~l . Iv, Na. 4, April, 19

Stout. "The Stage
Paintings" Technical

:• o ,

P i es t er s , J ayc e
f si nt Sampl es"
No u 3 , Apr i .1, 1

Cross-sect i on and Uhemical Anal . si
15 2Lytii.ss i_n Conservation Vol. 2,
' n D (J . 1 1 ij -- 1 t'.S5 .,





JOYCE PLESTERS

Cross-sections and Chemical Analysis

of Paint Samples

Received 30/1/56

TABLES FOR IDENTIFICATION OF PIGMENTS Pages 134-155

2V„B. A dash. '—' under solubilities indicates that there is no visible effect
after a tew minutes' immersion m the reagent
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Cross-sections and Chemical Analysis of Paint Samples
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Cross-sections and Chemical Analysis of Paint Samples
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Cross-sections and Chemical Analysis of Paint Samples
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Cross-sections and Chemical Analysis of Paint Samples
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Cross-sections and Chemical Analysis of Paint Samples
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Cross-sections and Chemical Analysis of Paint Samples
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Reprinted from Technical Studies. Vol. IV, No. 4. April, 1936

Priaud U. S. A.

THE STAGE MICROSCOPE IN THE ROUTINE
EXAMINATION OF PAINTINGS
By RUTHERFORD J. GUI 1 ENS and GEORGE L. STOUT

Technical study of paintings as this may be carried out for the

purposes of historical research, museum record, care, and treatment,

has to do with a large number of questions about the materials which

make up these works of art. 1 Some such questions will have to go

without an answer and others will have to be referred to specialists

for a type of investigation which may not be suitable to a museum

laboratory. There are many, however, which can be answered with

relative ease and often with entire certainty by the museum examiner

when he can take specimens from the painting and study them with a

stage microscope.

Examination of specimens naturally can not displace the surface

examination which is carried out by eye and with a binocular micro-

scope, and often it can do no more than corroborate what has been

found out by established optical means such as radiography, photog-

raphy by infra-red radiations, and observations by ultra-violet

light. Specimens from a picture are studied for the purpose of answer-

ing very specific questions about materials, their constitution, or their

behavior in response to solvents or reagents. These are questions

which could not be answered by study of the painting itself. For the

curator, the student, or the conservator, analysis needs to be kept

down to rudimentary tests which can be quickly made and which

are calculated to help in reaching conclusions important to the purpose

at hand. The tests that are suggested here, as the result of some

experience, will have to be selected according to that purpose, and all

-l An outline for recording the results of a general technical examination has already

been suggested by a committee of the American Association of Museums (see ' A Museum
Record of the Condition of Paintings,' Technical Studies. Ill [1935], PP- 200-216).

t
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Stace Microscope in Examination

Reagents * (Distilled water)

Acids—Hydrochloric acid, concentrated

Hydrochloric acid, dilute (i vol. cone, acid to 5 vols.

water)

Nitric acid, concentrated

Nitric acid, dilute (1 vol. cone, acid to 7 vols, water)

Sulphuric acid, dilute (1 vol. cone, acid to 10 vols,

water)

Alkalies—Ammonia, dilute (1 vol. cone, ammonia to 5 vols, water)

Sodium hydroxide, dilute (5 g. NaOH to 100 cc. water)

Salts—Potassium iodide (powdered crystals)

Potassium ferrocyanide (powdered crystals)

Potassium mercuric thiocyanate (crystals) 4

Organic Solvents *

Ethyl alcohol (95 per cent)

Acetone

Ethylene dichloride

Xylene (xylol)

Naphtha (VM&P)
Mounting Mediums

Glycerine and water (1 : 1) for temporary mounts

Canada balsam for permanent mounts

• The strong acids should be kept in small, capped bottles provided with a ground-in

glass stopper which is drawn to a fine point for dropping. The dilute liquid reagents

and organic solvents may be contained in small dropping bottles with ground-in pipette

and robber bulb. (In order to keep the stopper of the sodium hydroxide solution from

being ' frozen,' it is well to put a film of paraffin or grease around it.) Dry reagents can

be kept in small salt bottles.

4 Potassium mercuric thiocyanate is not easily obtainable and it may have to be

specially prepared in a chemical laboratory- Directions for making it are given by

Chamot and Mason {Handbook of Chemical Micretcopr [New York: John Wiley and

Sons, 1031), II, 394) as follows: ' Dissolve 3 to 5 parts of KSCN (potassium thiocyanate)

and 1 part of Hg(SCN); (mercuric thiocyanate) in a minimum quantity of water and

evaporate in a desiccator. Collect the first crop of tabular crystals, wash with alcohol,

and dry.'
1 Preliminarv studv seems now to indicate that a small amount of dye held in solution
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Stage Microscope in Examination _.:

a mutilation of the design is not to be contemplated. This does not

make such a severe restriction as may at first appear. Obviously, the

minute quantities required for microscopic study can always and

easily be supplied from the support, from the ground where it extends

beyond the paint film or is exposed in lacunae, and from the surface

film where it runs over the edge of the paint film, or where its ultimate

location beneath the rabbet of a frame makes the removal of super-

ficial flakes entirely harmless. The sampling of tire paint film itself is

sure to be more difficult, but it is usually possible to find.locations

at the edge or bordering lacunae where specimens can be safely

removed. If these are so large as to be easily visible to the eye, they

are apt to be an extravagance for microscopic study. Sampling is

ordinarily done with a fine steel needle or the small steel harpoon

commonly used in biological laboratories. The process of removing

small samples in the field provided by a binocular microscope or a

high-power magnifying lens and of transferring these to a glass slide

without applying pressure, or in any other way endangering the

painting, can be worked out by any examiner who is familiar with

museum technique.

Among the other articles of equipment useful in the routine

microscopic examination of specimens from paintings is a set of

reference or comparison slides. The extent to which such a set can be

built up is, of course, the problem of each examiner. Responses of

known film materials to solvents and reagents, if they can be pre-

served for reference, will be valuable, for the memory of the examiner

is seldom sufficiently stocked with their appearance. Slide reference

material may include, also, specimens that are preserved for record

on a particular painting. This method is little used to date but is one

which is capable of almost unlimited growth and value. Small metal

carriers for object slides are available in the market, so cut that they

will fit into 3X5 inch filing cabinets; various types of containers for

storing microscope slides are to be had.
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Stage Microscope in Examination' :. -^

when a drop of dilute acetic acid is placed on it, this estimate can be

accepted. (This and other reactions of the two materials are shown in

Table I.) For negative confirmation, or to try the specimen for

calcium sulphate (gypsum) in the event that it has not shown the

typical response of a carbonate, a drop of water is put on it and into

this is dipped a thin rod that has been moistened with dilute hydro-

chloric acid. If the specimen contains gypsum, this will recrystallize

and, after the drop has stood for a minute or so, until the water has

partially evaporated, the edge will contain the characteristic needle-

shaped (acicular) crystals of this mineral (see Figure 3). In general,

gypsum makes a softer plaster than lime, is more finely crystalline,

and rarely contains any large admixture of sand.

Cloth that is used for the support of paintings is almost sure to

be either of linen or of cotton fibre. Since the former was far the more

prevalent during the Renaissance in Europe, it may be of some value

to distinguish between them. The fibres, combed or pulled out at the

ends of threads, can be studied by transmitted light if they are put on

a microscope slide and teased apart with a needle. They may be

sealed in one of the usual mounting mediums for more permanent

record. If they are of linen, the fibres will be long, and will show

joint-like cross-markings that make them look rather like bamboo;

they will also show longitudinal striations; the natural fibre end,

though rarely seen, is gradually tapered. Cotton fibres are smoother

than linen, are usually twisted, have no nodes or joints, and look like

tubes with thickened walls; they are not so long as linen, and the

natural end of the fibre is blunt.' (Compare the two photomicrographs

in Figure 2.)

The fibres that go into the paper used as a support for painting

are much the same as those prevalent in cloth supports, but do

• See John S. Skinlde, Elementary Textile Microscopy (New York: Howes Publishing

Co., 1930), pp. 64-68.
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Stage Microscope in Examination

include a few others and, because of their relation in paper structure,

are somewhat more difficult to identify. Staining tests for paper are

now fairly standard and have a considerable variety, both in the

solutions used and in the results obtained. According to H. N. Lee,'

a traditional stain (like the one frequently called 'the Herzberg

stain') is made up as follows: '. . . iodine I part, potassium iodide

5 parts, water 30 parts, zinc chloride 40 parts. Dissolve the potassium

iodide and then the iodine in the water and add the zinc chloride. Allow

the mixture to stand, decant the clear liquid and store in a brown bottle.'

Before the stain is applied, a few fibres of the paper are separated in

water on the microscope slide and are allowed to dry. When the

stain solution has been put on the fibres and they are studied at

50X with either daylight or artificial light, the following reactions

are observed:

'

Blue—thoroughly purified wood, straw, grass, and similar fibres.

Brownish red—the cotton-type group, i.e., cotton, linen, ramie, hemp, paper

mulberry, and bleached Manilla hemp.
Yellow—woody fibres when not chemically purified from wood itself, straw,

or grass. Partly purified woody fibres are less yellow and show greenish,

brownish, or even blue or reddish if nearly pure. Papers showing yellow,

greenish, or brownish fibres will also show a red or pink with the phloro-

giudn test.

The grounds and paint films of pictures had best be considered,

not according to their positions in the structure of a painting but

according to the two principal ingredients that compose them—the

medium and the pigment or inert substance. In routine museum

examination definite data about the medium can not now be expected.

Often the original structure has soaked up film materials put on the

surface either by the original designer or during later treatment. Ex-

tensive study has been made in an effort to bring the types and combi-

nations of painting mediums within a range where detection is

T ' Established Methods for Examination of Paper,' Technical Studies, IV (1035), p. 8.

« Hid.
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Stage Microscope in Examination
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mulberry, and bleached Manilla hemp.
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or grass. Partly purified woody fibres are less yellow and show greenish,

brownish, or even blue or reddish if nearly pure. Papers showing yellow,

greenish, or brownish fibres will also show a red or pink with the phloro-

glucin test.

The grounds and paint films of pictures had best be considered,

not according to their positions in the structure of a painting but

according to the two principal ingredients that compose them—the

medium and the pigment or inert substance. In routine museum

examination definite data about the medium can not now be expected.

Often the original structure has soaked up film materials put on the

surface either by the original designer or during later treatment. Ex-

tensive study has been made in an effort to bring the types and combi-

nations of painting mediums, within a range where detection is

: 'Established Methods for Examination of Paper,' Technical Studies, IV (1035), P- 8 -

• Hid.
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TABLE I

Recognition or Certain White Pighents and Inekts

UNKNOWN
WHITE SAMPLE

Add diL mmc add

Drop ooo not 017

completely; no crvw

rallme rendue {ai.

ciun nitnrt)

Oris
Utoce-*ork of den-

dritic cryetal* 0***

nrtrace)

at a moo
end rate; drop doc*

not dry coespicecry;

no crrftaiime re»-

waacli osy roame*
how at icoX-soX
(sac moire)

To confirm c&jcrarji,

idd drop of water

and email drop erf mi.

suipeanc acid: char.

icTtraiK necdleJike

j miiii 01 calcium

rurphate

Toconarm teacLadd

drop erf water and

mall crystal 0/ 00-

caana xxuoe;

DflnK Ttiiow ptfttB

oflcad iodide

Indicatei CAL-
CIUM CARBON.
ATE (chalk or whit,

mg) LEAD WHITE ONC WHITE
Indicate* GYPSUM
(planar of Pan*)

onrf *

white men each at

CHINA CLAT.
BARTTES, or

SILICA
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Figure 3. Photomicrographs of recrystallized calcium sulphate indicate its appearance

under different conditions of illumination and magnification. In a, by reflected light

and at 35 X, a hedge of the crystals may be seen. They have formed at the edge of a

drop of dilute hydrochloric acid which was applied to the small specimen of plaster of

Paris at the center. In b the calcium sulphate has recrystallized from a particle of light

gray paint film taken from a Fayum portrait; it is seen by transmitted light at 75 X.

In c are shown, also by transmitted light and at 75 X, a group of well-formed sheaves of

hydrated calcium sulphate crystals.
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Ficure 5. Crystals of zinc mercuric thiocvanate show highly characteristic forms. In

a, white, feathery aggregates of these crystals are seen by reflectec light at CcX. In i,

by transmitted light at 100 X, crosses with fern-like arms predominate. In c with the

same illumination and magnification another preparation snows this precipitate in

mossy aggregates. Differences in concentrations of the reagents cause these differences

in form.
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TABLE II

Recognition or Certain Types or Green Pigments

UNKNOWN
GREEN SAMPLE

Add water;un i rrm i

u flui ot potBMnm
uimmum; laa

mail drop ai diL

hrarachiane aad:

piruuih-ml envelope

o/ copper lOlUkya*

nidc

WiMutim witn ener- Dadm* Doa doc aaaonrc

Allow to dry; add

drop « diL ndnim
hrdraodc

Add drop oi mob-;
addoyitaiof pom
uun mercanc thio*

crmn; praaprowe

oi feathery enrou
connfnis HRB

lne^cataa a carbonate

of copper, MALA-
CHITE or GREEN
VERDITER

Indicate VERDI-
GRIS, SCHEEUTS
GREEN, or EM-
ERALD GREEN
(OOPPCT BOwHpw»w»w*w j

Green aanpat coral

yellow; add to rot

drop a drop 0/ diL

nrdroouonc acid: if

Color it not arTccted:

warn with drop of

cone hydrochloric

add

Not diaaohrad and

not affected

1

COBALT GREEN
lndkata

CHROME GREEN

Indicates

EARTH
RID1AN

GREEN
or VI-

* In cobalt green, if the sample is large, there mar be a pale, blue-green residue.

*" Change from green to blue color occurs at this point, however, in chrome green and is the first indication of

that pigment.
""" Effervescence may occur at this point from the action of the acid on a sodium carbonate impurity in the

sodium hvdroxide.
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TABLE III

Recognition or Certain Types or Blue Pigments

UNKNOWN
BLUE SAMPLE

Divide

Part I

(Uvea to confirm

Pmrt 1

AdddiLbrorochlonc

mod

Add waoa:add email

o yiuu of potsaeiuui

ferrecTBmdc: add

cuil drop of diL

l i rdrochione aod;

pmictth-roo cBTciopc

of copper taimf a-

rude

Dinol»e* with erfer- Bleecne. Dos not diaoi*c

Warm imoi dry; *4d

drop of diL

hruruuuuc

Indicate* a copper

COBipOBBQ* Aj-U—

RTTE or BLUE
VERDITER

Color imua brown;

to confirm, add to

tear drop a drop of

diL - hrdrocnlortc

acid; if —at pif-

mcBt at preaent, brae

color return*

Color it not amtc-

nd;* allow to dry;

add drop of diL nitne

aod and warm

Color ran»r*N<>"««» Color not ailecud

ULTRAMARINE
Indiotts

PRUSSIAN BXUE

in ran with cone
nyorocntonc of tuuic

Indicate* INDIGO

Indicate. SMALT.
COBALT, or CE-
RULEAN BLUE

* Effervescence may occur at this point from the action of the acid on a sodium carbonate impurity ir the sodium

hydroxide.
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Stage Microscope in Examination ----'.

vescence or" the copper carbonates.) Natural ultramarine is much

coarser and is less homogeneous in particle size than artificial

ultramarine.

b

Ficuie 6. When dilute hydrochloric acid is added to most of the copper pigments, a

residue of pale green, grass-like crystals of cupnc chloride is obtained. When wanned,
these crystals mm dark orange-brown, as may be seen in <x, by transmitted light at ic X.

In i, c, and d are shown, by the same illumination and magnification, variations of the

pinkish-red envelope that surrounds a particle of a copper-beanng pigment when it

is treated with abd-ferroeyanide solution. The dark particle in the middle is the treated

specimen. In b and d the edge of the test drop is seen.

If the blue color in the sample being examined is unaffected by-

dilute hydrochloric acid, it is allowed to dry and is treated with a drop

of dilute sodium hvdroxide.
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Stage Microscope in Examination : _

ingredients. In routine museum examination, solubility tests are

practically the limit to which microscopic study can go. Particles of

the surface film can usually be removed with comparative ease and

be placed on microscope slides. The changes in such particles made

by drops of solvent—xylene, alcohol, or toluene, for example—can be

observed and the results noted. If the particles break down either on

first or on repeated application of these solvents, it can be assumed

that the surface film is largely composed of a soft resin. If dilute

sodium hydroxide is required to disintegrate the specimen, the film

^
urOBC3

Ficu*x 7. A diagram explain! part of the method for capillary immersion of a surface

film specimen in a stained solvent. A small dropper with a rubber bulb is uaed to apply

the solvent to the mouth of the tube. The ground, angular shape of the end of the large

capillary is shown in profile, twice actual size, in a. The position of the sample in the

mouth of the tube is indicated in b and, in c , the way a drop of stained solvent draws up

the sample. Below (d) is a diagram of the whole tube in actual size. At the end a small

piece of rubber tubing helps in delivering the drop.

is probably composed largely of oil or of a hard resin fused in oil. The

obvious exception would be a film that had been recently applied and

in which solvents would strongly affect the fresh oil; general observa-

tions or the record of the painting ought to indicate this condition.

The difficulty with the application of solvent in drop form to

specimens of surface film is its rapid evaporation. This can be greatly

reduced and the test of solubility made more easily readable by a

process of capillary immersion of these specimens in a stained solvent.

The stain in this case has no preferential character so far as resins are
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Stage Microscope in Examination .. .

concerned, and is used only to produce sharper definition in the field.

Malachite green, a dyestuff which is soluble in water and in a few of

the organic solvents, has been tried for this purpose. It is taken up

to at least c.ci per cent by ethyl alcohol, acetone, ethylene dichloride,

diacetone alcohol, and probably by other solvents particularly of the

alcohol and ketone groups. Particles of the resin, approximately a

half millimetre square, are put in the end of a large capillary (having

an inside diameter of about I mm.) which is ground down to a shape

like that of a hypodermic needle (Figure 7). At the other end is a

short piece of rubber tubing. A drop of the stained solvent is placed

on the resin particle which is taken up by it and is carried a short way

into the tube by capillary movement. It can stay there for some

minutes without losing enough solvent to prevent its easy delivery on

a slide. The drop is delivered by pressing the rubber tube and a second

drop of pure stained solvent is put on the same slide. After both this

and the specimen are thoroughly dry, the slide is washed with water

until the stain that was carried by the solvent alone has disappeared.

This leaves a small drop of sharply-defined, stained, dissolved or un-

dissolved resin, and comments about solubility can be made from this

more exactly than from exposure of the solvent on the slide alone

(Figure 8). If there is pigment in the surface film introduced for the

purpose of darkening the tonality of the painting, particles of that

will be left in the drop and will be held in place by the surrounding

resin.

FOGG ART MUSEUM, HARVARD UJUVERSITT

Figure 8. Examples of drops ot' stained solvent after varnish specimens had been left

in them for 20 minutes each. Immersed specimens were kept in a capillary for tnat nme
and after the drops were delivered on a slide and were dry, they were washed with

water to remove excess stain. Complete solution occurred with mastic in acetone (a),

copal in acetone (e), mastic in ethylene dichloride (<f), *nd dammar in ethylene dichloride

(e). Particles of undissolved resin are left in the specimens of dammar in acetone (*)

and of a proprietary amber varnish in ethylene dichloride (/). Dark particles in the other

fields are lint caught from the air when the specimen was drying. (Magnification in

all cases is gX.)
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Pigments Tested tor During Paint Analysis

Common Name Qhenucal. N^LDS Qhenucal ll2!in}yLs

White Pigments

Lead White Basic Lead Carbonate PbOH

Whiting Calcium Carbonate CaCQ

Zinc White Zinc Oxide ZnO

Gypsum Calcium Sulfate Dihydrate CaS0^-2H^0

Titanium White Titanium Dioxide TiO

Qc§§D EiQQi^Qts

'verdigris Dibasic Copper Acetate:
Two Parts Cupric Acitate
One Part Cupric Hydroxide
Five parts Water

2Cu(CH2C00)a sCu(0H)a>
: SH^Q

Scheele's Green Copper Hydro-arsenate CuHAsQ-j

Emerald Green Copper Aceto-arsenate CuUCpH^Oa.) 3Cu ( AsO a.) ~x

Chromium Oxide Green
Anhydrous Chromic Oxide Crx° «*

Viridian or Guignets Green
Chromic Hydroxide Cr (OH)^ nH^O

Chrom Green Mixture at Prussian Blue
and Chrome Vellow

Fe H CFe(CN)/, ] 3
+PbCrO

liye Pigments
Prussian Blue
Ber Lin Bl ue
Chinese Blue Ferric Ferocyanide Fe«yLFe (CN) (,

1
-j

Paris Blue
Hamburg Blue
Mineral Blue

Azurite Basic Copper Caorbonate ZCuCQ^-Cu (OH) a,

Ul tramar i ne Sodium Aluminum Silcate
(Lapis Lazuli) and Sul-fur Na jAl^ Si^ 0^ 3 y.

Colbalt Blue Cobalt Aluminate CoO-Al^O^

5^d Pigments
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veriTii 1 ion
Chinese Red
Ci nnabar

Red Mercuric Sulfide HgS

Iron Oxide

Red Lead

Madder

filizarin

Ferric Qxide

Lead Tetroxide

Fe ;°3

Pb^Oo

Extract -from the root o-f the madder plant
an Aluminum Hvdroxide Base.

Aliiarm

Purpun n

Yel_l_gw Pigments

Litharge Lead Monoxide

/el low Ochre Hydrated Ferric Dxide

Naples yellow Lead Antimonate

Barium Yellow Barium Chromate (IV)

Strontium Yellow
Strontium Chromate (IV)

Cobalt Yellow Cobaltic Potassium Nirite

Cadmium Yellow Cadmium Sul-fide

C (^H^O,^

PbQ

FeQ(OH)- nH^J

Pb ?(SbO^) *£_3
{

BrCrO,

SrCrQ ^

C0K4N (,0 | -2.

CdS
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Chain of Title for the Monastery Mansion

Philip Lehumani Sapt. 2, 1685. Lettar of patent to Philip Lehuman
for 200 acras of land in Roxborough Township. Patant Book A-Foil.
106, citad in Oaad book H-2-214.

John Jennat Daad Book, E-5-199 Jan. 9, 1685/6
citad in Daad Book, H-2-214

Hanry Fray Oaad Book, B-2-360 Oct. 1. 1692.
citad in Oaad Book. H-2-214

Hanry Fray splits tha lot into two piacas and sails twanty
acras to George Jacob on Fab. 3, 1724, which, on March 2, 1729/30
is in turn sold to Jacob Rinker. Both transactions ara cited in
Daad Book H-2-21 . Two and a half acras of the twenty acres is sold
to Benjamin Shoemaker on Nov. 3, 1742.
A 100 acre portion of the original lot is sold to John George Wood
on March 9, 1729.

John Qeorge Mood Daad Book, H-2-214 March 9. 1729
100 acres for 87 pounds.

From 1742 to 1746 Benjamin Shoemaker buys up the two tracts of
land mentioned above and two others.

The lots arei

To Benjamin Shoemaker Nov. 3, 1742 From Jacob Rinkar
Deed book, H-12-321
2 acres and 149 1/2 perches

To Benjamin Shoemaker Oct. 29, 1742 From John Gomrey
cited in Deed Book H-12-306 along with the

complete chain for this property, which contained a messuage
plantaion and two tracts of land, one of thirty-seven 1/2 acres
and the other of eighty-five acres. The deeds for this
transaction can be found in the Germantown Historical Society.
See Appendix *1

To Benjamin Shoemaker March 21, 1745/6 From John George Wood
Deed Book .H-12-299
3 acres 73 perches
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In 1746/7 Benjamin Shoemaker sells all four lots to John Gorgas.

John Gorgas Deed Book, H-12-306 March 2, 1746/7
3 acres and 72 perches
2 acres and 149 1/2 parchas
85 acras
37 1/2 acras

Described in the Deed as two tracts of land and a Messuage Plantation
Paid 300 Pounds

John Gorgas sells partial interest in these tracts of land to several
people.

To Jacob Simon Deed Book, H-12-314 Now. 27, 1747
Michael Pelsner Sold 1/2 interest three tracts of land:

3 acres and 72 perches
2 acres and 149 perches
27 acres part of the 85 acres.

To Adam Yager Now. 16, 1751 From Jacob Simon
Deed book, E.F. -15-182
Convey 1/4 interest in the land which

was originally sold to Simon by John Gorgas.

In 1752 Joseph Gorgas begins to buy up all the interest to the
property which his brother John originally owned. The deeds describe
improvements made on the land asi A saw mill, grist mill, and
several other messuages and buildings.

To Joseph Gorgas April 6, 1752 From John Gorgas
Deed Book , H-2-356

Conveys the moiety of two acres of land part of the twenty-seven
acres. On this land Joseph Gorgas is credited with the building
of the house. ' . . . Where upon the above named Joseph Gorgas has
since at his own cost and charge built and erected a stone three
story house of messuage on a certain piece or spot of ground part
of the aforesaid 27 acres.'
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To Joseph Gorqas April 10, 17S2 From Adam Yager
Skin Drtn.r Deed Book H-2-3S9

Paid Five Pounds
Sold 1/4 intarast in a stona messuage and tuo-acre lot part of
the 27 acre lot.

To Joseph Gorgas April IS, 17S2 From Mary Pelsner
Millar late Skin Dresser Deed Book, H-2-362 Widow of

Paid 23 Pounds Michelle Pelsner
Description of the tracts of land includes this description of the
improvements that 'Jacob Simon, John Gorges and Michael Pelsner
who in possession of the other moiety did build and erect a Grist
Mill, Saw Mill and several other messuages and buildings.' Mary
Pelsner sells her 1/4 interest in the land and improvements to
Joseph Gorgas.

The remaining 1/4 interest in the three tracts of land which was
bought from John Gorgas by Adam Yager is never conveyed to Joseph
Gorgas. It is reunited with the whole when Peter Care buys the
property

.

To Joseph Gorgas Deed Book. H-12-302 Dec. 21, 17S9
Interest in three tracts of land and whole

interest in nine acres, which was part of the twenty-seven acre tract,
The mills are mentioned in this deed but a messuage is not.

Paid 600 pounds.

To Edward Milner June 8, 1761 From Joseph Gorgas
of Roxborough Deed Book, 1-3-317
Miller Paid 1500 dollars.
Conveyed to Edward Milner interest in three tracts of land. Two
acres 149 perches, 3 acres 72 perches and 27 acres. See Appendix
•2. 'On the first tract of land there is a certain Messuage or
tenement erected and on the second and third a grist mill, or a
corn mill and a saw mill.' The improvements are further described
asi 'on the first described tract of land with the messuage or
tenement and other buildings and improvements there on erected by
the said Joseph Gorgas by force and virtue of some good
conveyance or assurance in the law duly had and executed."

To Peter Care March 17, 1773 From Edward Milner
Deed Book, 1-14-279
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To Peter Care June 11, 1776 From Paul Engl*
Deed Book, 1-16-20
This indenture convey* 1/4 interest in the

three tracts of land originally bought by John Qorgas and sold to

Yager. This interest in the land is then sold in a iherrif'i sale to

Leonard Stonebumer . Stonebumer sells the interest to Paul Engle in

1758. Deed book 1-14-436.

To John Miller Jr. April 21 1802 From Peter Care
Thomas W. Francis. Deed Book, Ef-9-170
For benefit of creditors.

Peter Care became bankrupt and gawe the property to Miller and
Francis to sell to pay his creditors.

To John Livezy Feb. 18 1803 From John Miller Jr.

Miller Deed Book, EF-13-569 Thomas Francis
paid 914,250.

To Joseph Livezy Feb. 7, 1805 From John Livezy
and wife Deed Book, EF-22-463

1/2 interest in five tracts of land,

the stone messuage and the mills.
Paid *17,195.

Description of property I Stone messuage and merchant mill, and
five pieces of land. Bolting mill, 3 pr . of Burr mill stones,
elevators, screening fan and weights, scales and wheels.

To John Conrad Aug. 27 1808 John Livezy

City of Philadelphia Deed Book, EF-30-469 Joseph Livezy

Book seller Paid »19,500 Millers from
Roxborough

To Gavin Hamilton. April 28, 1815
Deed Poll, Supreme Court. Recorded in Book C page 481.

John and Joseph Livezy vs. John Conrad deeded to Gavin Hamilton.
Paid S5.900. Gavin Hamilton bought the property with funds from
Robert and Samuel Paterson Campbell, who each own 1/2 interest in

the property.

To Samuel Campbell et all. April 23 1816 From Samuel Paterson

New York Broker Deed Book, MR-14-10 Campbell,
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John Chamber*, Book seller Convey 1/2 interest gentleman
George Davis Paid SI. 00.

Description of land: Paper mill, messuage and tracts of land.

To John Lonstroth July 13, 1818 From Samual Campbell,
Merchant Deed Book, MR-17-40 et al

.

Description of land: eighty-three acres containing five
tracts of land and a messuage, paper mill and tenement.

To The Pennsylvania Company for Insurance on lives and Granting
Annuities Assingnees. Deed Poll, District Court, Recorded in
Book F page 166. June 16, 1832.
The Pennsylvania Company. Vs. John Longstroth, Deed to the
Pennsylvania Company. Paid S7,000 for five tracts of land containing
83 acres on which a messuage and paper mill stood.

To Joshua Garsed et al . Aug. 10, 1832 From The Penn

.

of Frankford Deed Book, AM-29-681 Company,
John Raines Paid 10,000
Joshua Garsed Jr. 83 acre lot.
William Willock
Under firm of Garsed, Rains
and Co. Manufactures.

To John Brock and Sept. 11, 1841
James Hart

Deed Poll, District Court, recorded in Book K page
344. The Pennsylvania Company for Insurances in lives and
Granting Annuities Vs. Joshua Garsed Jr. and William Willock
deeded to John Brock and James Hart. Eighty-three acres with
tenement and paper mill.

To Elisabeth Meest April 13, 1843 From John Brock
Deed Book, RLL-7-34 et al

.

To William Kitchen Nov. 24, 1853 From Francis Weest
William Gordon Kitchen Deed Book, TH-52-264 Nephew of

Paid »10,300 Elizabeth.
Elizabeth died in testate, property was given to her nephew.
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To William Gordon Kitchen Sept. IS 1864 From Willu
Deed Book, LRB-51-173
Conway 1/2 interest

In 1871 William Gordon Kitchen died in testate and property was
given to his wife, Susan Kitchen, and their seven children.
In this same year the City of Philadelphia determined that it needed
this land for Fairmount Park. In 1873 the City of Philadelphia paid
Susan Kitchen and her seven children S53.500 for the property
which ran along the Wissahickon Creek.

To The City of Philadelphia March 31, 1873 From Susan Kitchen
Deed Book FTW-41-283 et al

.

To The City of Philadelphia June 30 1898 From Susan Kitchen
Deed Book WMG-327-215

The Monastery Mansion was built between 1747 and 1752. It is
clear from the deeds that Joseph Gorgas built the house.

Sources

i

Title Registry of the Department of Records, Philadelphia
City Hall.

'Brief of Title to a Tract of land, part of which is included
in the bounds of Fairmount Park, the property of The Estate of
Willian Gordon Kitchen.* Fairmount Park Commission, Box *&, William
Gordon Kitchen, City Hall Archives, City Hall Annex,
Philadelphia.

Fairmount Park Commission, Box *8-A, Susan Kitchen, City Hall
Archives, City Hall Annex, Philadelphia.
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Monastery
1986 Floor Plans

The 19S6 -floor plans are based on the Historic American
Building Survey drawings and the present configuration o-f

the building
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Ground Drainage





One of the problems -facing the Monastery is ground water
entering the building. This topographical map with the red
arrows shows how the water drains on this site. The
drainage problem could be eliminated through regrading of
the area so that water was directed into existing storm
drains. Following photographs demonstrate drainage
patterns into the back yard of the building.
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CracK tound in the mam building wall looking from the
lo-ft above the kitchen. Below the structural crack
plumbing and heating pipes have beer, introduced through
the main buildings exterior wall.
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Exterior Maintenance Probler
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N c r t ri .' a -; z n d 'E c _ t h'.-,' a ; -

~ E 1 a '-' 5 1 i o n

The building needs gutters, repointing end repaint in
The e f f e c t o f r i s i n g d am p a r a a ear; o n t h e a o u t hw a e- t

elevat ion

,





southeast E^_evati_on

The cornices and porch need repainting. I he stucco the
first story needs to removed and :he •jail underneath
?pa •

Northeast |l_evatign
1 he peaks on the main building and the kitchen winy need
r epo i n ting.
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Phase I: Sequence of Layers I

—
If1 ""

|

Structure (.ViTA^t^ y,.

Location of Sample SExWmg ^VfjW^,SVv^W tfrte. ^'"J"
Date Removed r\P»A V'^tr't Removed

<Y\V

v !B5ja .WJ^H

Significant Facts Regarding The Structure's History Which May Pertain The
To The Analysis ( dateconstructed. significant alterations, dates painted)

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

C&LES -Finish (F)

Primer P)

Glaze (G)

Varnish (V)

Shellac (S)

Wall paper (W)

Fracture ( )

Dirt Layer (-)

Reaction of Sodium Sulfide (Na-,S)

Hydrochloric Acid (HCI1
Dimethylformamide (DMT)

Methylene Chloride (CH„CL.,

Water (H„0)
*

Alcohol (OH)

Turentine (TURP)

Neat UV Light (UV)

Note layers of decorative painting, if any: (graining, marbleizing, polychromy
ect.).

Substrate:
Chromochronology Comments

6.

7._
8._
9._
10.
11."

12."

13."

14."

15."

SSOi

"TtOQ^L

>>K
Chromochronology Comments

1-6.

_

17.
18."

19."

20."

21."

22."

23."

24."

25."

26."

27."

28."

29."

30."

Summary:

r^
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A ?tj?f3tn p

Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations
Structure fYW„U , h . ,

Location of Sample TV, t U{( yvvi-i^ U oK ^_^
Date Removed t\p\} JuSS Removea By ^V
IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis

No. of Layers to be Studied
Reason for Layer Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to Oe Matched: (relative thinness, thickness
glassmess. ropiness, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finishlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.)

Possible medium Chemical Reactioji

Latex
Whitewash/calcimine _^^
Waterbased/distemper
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes no , Color
Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

~~~

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test Reaction

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE :

Probable pigment(s): '.P-AiS? u,L'. \r

Probable medium:
1 i

l
»<ofljV o,l

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleaching
purposes if approprate.)

Butens paint color Q t , y \ t-^> Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample; slide NO:

Report prepared - Date: , i
j

a~^ f£ By Whom: hvf\
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Phase I: Sequence of Layers u -
Y">"\~- j?

Structure HY\ipr\ci-^» -i • .

Location of Sample fojjg >^ 1^ Well Vl.V-tkt*. £"*crV ^Ua- w>X».
Date Removed Mf->\ AfrS Removed By (XwJ
Significant Facts Regarding The Structure's History Which Mav Pertain The
To The Analysis (dateconstructed. significant alterations, dates paintea I

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

CODES -Finish (F) Reaction of Sodium Sulfide (Na,S)
Primer (P) Hydrochloric Acid (HCI)
Glaze (G) Dimethylformamide (DMF)
Varnish (V) Methylene Chloride (CH„CL„
Shellac (S) Water (H,0)

Wall paper (W) Alcohol (OH)

Fracture ( ) Turentine (TURP)

Dirt Layer (-) Neat UV Light (UV)

Note layers of decorative painting, if any: (graining, marbleizing, polychromv
ect. )

.

Chromochronology Comments Chromochronology Comments
Substrate : \.-»ni. t^l.<
1 -vkja -±- 551 l"^j 1* v^j*

4
- \*WM -r fr**C 19.

20.
21."

22."

23."

10. 25.

_

11. 26.

12. 27."

13. 28."

14. 29."

15. 30."

Summary: .

c\
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-I p
Phase I: Sequence of Layers 3" rv\-i

Structure (Dim c Uf< Q .

Location ot Sample A/u LjJ^ *AtU~, ^,^ fUsf w,4~-
Date Removed f\n < A_\aii Removed ""By Q %"

Significant Facts' Regarding The Structure's History Which May Pertain The
To The Analysis (dateconstructed, significant alterations, dates painted)

^> »> i-f w.»i«.

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

CODES -Finish (F)

Primer (P)

Glaze (G)

Varnish (V)

Shellac (S)

Wall paper (W)

Fracture ( )

Dirt Layer (-)

Reaction of Sodium Sulfide (Na S)

Hydrochloric Acid





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations 5"

S tructure
Location of Sample

Date Removed

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Removed By

Purpose of Phase II Analysis_

tu.No. of Layers to be Stuaied_
Reason for Layer Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative thinness, thickness

glassiness, ropiness, ect.):^

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finishlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.)

Possible medium
Oil
Latex
Vh-itevash/calcimine
Waterbased/ distemper
Varnish
Shellac

Chemical Reaction „
' no <

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes nc

Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type

/ f Tr-rmr'ij,
t- (tad b ""y

Spot Test

t*r,fc.v\3T
Reaction

j jir.—1» lo /upUj Ui

*S- •-

, ,

/u ^dh
PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE:

Probable pigment(s):
Probable medium:

>^^-

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleaching

purposes if approprate.) /Vloii) ,

Shervin-Williams T^akwoo^ R, J QUil'i

**

Butens paint color

RECOMMENDATIONS

Color:
Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/ slide NO: ~-

-

Report prepared - Date: 7f> ^-3 3y Wnom: ,-, t
|

£
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Phase I: Sequence of Layers 4~~ *v*'" r
Structure VyVflTvOU'i
Location of Sample U.i. Xf. wV\ ^.A^y \a ux-hk gnJjE & ^v-"c
Date Removed Removed By -

Significant Facts Regarding The Structure's History Which May Pertain The
To The Analysis tdateconstructed, significant alterations, dates painted)

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

CODES





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations *"| *v» T

Structure
Location of Sample_

Date Removed

IN-DEPTH





Phase I: Sequence of Layers
Structure <T- r^ - P ^n if, , i

Sample (Yl^Tj-c-
§

lyVf„,w NVsl VJ^I) 1/

pr'A S5 Removed By mi/
vju-^Location

Date Removed
^

Significant Faces Regarding Fhe Structure's History ' Which May Pertain The

Wt^rV

To The Analysis (dateconstructed. significant alterations, dates painteo )

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

CODES -Finish
Primer
Glaze
Varnish
Shellac
Wall paper (W)

Fracture ( )

Dirt Layer (-)

(F)

(P)

(G)

(V)

(S)

Reaction of Sodium Sulfide (Na„S)
Hydrochloric Acid (HC1)
Dimethylformamide ^DMF)
Methylene Chloride (CH„CL„
Water (H„0)
Alcohol fOH)
Turentine (TURP)
Neat UV Light (UV)

Note layers of decorative painting, if any: (graining, marbleizing, polychro
ect. ).

Chromochronology Comments
Substrate: U^-^, rt(,v /V e ,£

2. —
3

- 5S5
4. —
5."

6."

7
- SZ5

... r-,-1

9- K<*rS. wW.w
io.vA^

13. -

Summary:

-^
2:

Chromochronology Comment a.

fro
f

1

SeuJi wV>,ii

fry

. n,W

Ljj
i -

. v
21.





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations
Structure K-,.,^„^,
Location of Sample / z.- y^-, 1>

Date Removed Removed By

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis

No. of Layers to be Studied
Reason for Layer Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative thinness, thickness
glassiness, ropiness, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finishlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.)

Possible medium Chemical Reaction
Oil
Latex
Whitewash/ calcimine t-{( i

Waterbased/ distemper
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes nc

Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test

VJWtmh,

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE :

Probable pigment(s): UV,\1|V
Probable medium:

-.r,n%

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place under LTV light for bleaching
purposes if approprate.)

Butens paint color Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Color:
Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/slide NO:

~

Report prepared - Date:
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Phase I: Sequence of Lavers fo — Vr»> —^>
Structure Moi^.Agfy
Location of Sample ^i.,,i . uj^ll K.T^Wr * LU\n.
Date Removed Removed By

Iw^l rennr ^

Significant Facts Regarding The Structure's History Which Mav Pertain The

To The Analysis (dateconstructed , significant alterations, dates paintea

)

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

-Finish
Primer
Glaze
Varnish
Shellac
Wall paper (W)

Fracture ( )

Dirt Layer (-)

(F)

(P)

(G)

(V)

(S)

Reaction of Sodium Sulfide (Na^S)
Hydrochloric Acid <HCI)

Dimethvlf ormamide (DMT)

Methylene Chloride I CH„CL.,

Water (H„0)
"

Alcohol 'OH)

Turentine (TURP)

Near UV Light (UV)

Note lavers of decorative painting, if any: (graining, raarbleizing, polychromy

ect.). uAiVf H->CLsW .

Chromochronology Comments
Substrate: /V^Yva-^e ViJ

9.

10.
11."

12."

13."

14."

Chromochronology Comments

\

aa Ift-yrra ^_ UjVmVc lho.sK
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Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations i-Vv^-V*
Structure
Location of Sample
Date Removed Removed by

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis

No. of Layers to be Studied
Reason for Layer Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative thinness, thicKness
glassiness. ropiness, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate pamt/finishlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.)

Possible medium Chemical Reaction
Oil
Latex
Vhitevasn/ calcimine HCX
Waterbasea/ distemper
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes no S , Color
Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test

Li.i>»V>w

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE :

Probable pigment(s): UjVAvak fl'i'wc)
rrobable medium: i.^y, )!) ii/frt h

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards: place under UV light for bleacnmg
purposes if approprate.)

butens paint color Sherwin-Williams '

RECOMMENDATIONS

Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/slide NO:

Report prepared - Date:
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Phase I: Sequence of Layers
>»n-P

Structure ^y\fi»_4.iUf • a <- r\

Location of Sample (-."U^t^ ->£ L/A (I lW IXC Ctti<' Vk~*sV tv rM^ pp^t ,^,

Date Removed Removed By ' ' ""

Significant Facts Regarding The Structure's History Which May Pertain The
To The Analysis (dateconstructed, significant alterations, dates painted)

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

CODES





Fhase II: Analysis and Recommendations -j -i*V

Structure
Location of Sample

Date Removed

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis_

No. of Layers to be Studied
Reason for Layer Selection:

Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative thinness, thickness
glassiness, ropiness, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finlshlayer from stratigraphy, if necessarv.j

Possible medium Chemical Reaction
Oil
Latei
Whitewash/ calcimine
Waterbased/ distemper
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary .

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes nc

Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE:

Probable pigment(s):
Probable medium:

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleaching
purposes if approprate.)

Butens paint color Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/ slide NO:

Report prepared - Date: By Whom:
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Phase I: Sequence of Layers 6 ' r^~ r
Structure Dlmi* iU'i . />, >j

|

Location of Sample FTj^jJu ixbtsiOX "U—Wt H t>rp gflttJ 1*^
Date Removed L/.l^H Reeved By /Ht^ =— =-
Significant Faces' Regarding The Structure's History 55533! May Pertain ihe

To The Analysis (dateconstructed. significant alterations, dates paintea

>

-^

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

CODES





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations l£ ' V

Location of Sample

Date Removed Removed By

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis K rljA*/^™ LSi Uy
No. of Layers to be Studied

Reason for Layer Selection: .

Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative thinness, thickness

glassiness, ropiness, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finlshlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.)

Possible medium Chemical Reaction

Oil
Latex
Whitewash/ calcimine (-{ (_ I

Waterbased/ distemper
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes no_

Probable pigment associated with flourescence:.

Passible Pigment Type Spot Test Reaction

/Vgv> o<ie(/ _BAjl Ce/zz h^ici-

^ 3 Eg- ft* is

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE:

Probable pigment(s): J, r <r* *.-*i»io

Probable medium: /_, k\ is j^fl £
COLOR: (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleaching

purposes if approprate.)

Butens paint color ^ga B *
i i£l t£jH Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Paint Type:
I ea .1 V > f-G

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/slide NO:

Report prepared - Date: j~< /ff By Whom:
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Phase I: Sequence of Layers ("" *V| "' *

Structure /f]im c i H / y. , r
Location of Sample /^w«»- Ht isnll /Ci(cif/n Um<, ^\rrgkt-l rt^j^
Date Removed Removed By
Significant Facts Regarding The Structure's History Which May Pertain The
To The Analysis (dateconstructed, significant alterations, dates painted)

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

-Finish
Primer
Glaze
Varnish
Shellac
Wall paper (W)

Fracture ( )

Dirt Layer (-)

(F)

(P)

(G)
(V)

(S)

Reaction of Sodium Sulfide (Na„S)
Hydrochloric Acid





Phase II : Analysis and Recommendations <J
' r°>

Structure
Location of Sample

Date Removed Removed By_

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis 77/

No. of Layers to be Studied

Reason for Layer Selection

:

.

Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative thinness, thickness

glassiness, ropxness, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finlshlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.

Possible medium Chemical Reaction

Oil
Latex
Whitewash/calcimine
Water based /distemper
Varnish
Shellac

J>
n/>-f cLudm. ±

PIOffiNT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes no_

Probable pigment associated with flourescence :_

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test Reaction

uL -LB. &i* f'^XX

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE:

Probable piament(s): y r,r^ ax "-/ f_
Probable medium: /ir\i*c_jc ~. 1

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleaching

purposes if approprate.) /HeS-1

Butens paint color Sherwin-Williams Zko/l.— ; £ QtJj

RECOMMENDATIONS

Color:
Paint Type:_

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/ slide NO: 3- m— P . .

Report prepared - Date: ,~7> 2^ By Whom: /7)V
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Phase I: Sequence of Layers
Structure ma~* <i U ; J
Location of Sample

'

Date Removed />

Es Regar

la-rn- f

Significant Fact's Regarding The Structure's History Which May Pertain The
To The Analysis (dateconstructed, significant alterations, dates painted)

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

CODES -Finish (F)

Primer (P)

Glaze (G)

Varnish (V)

Shellac (S)

Wall paper (W)

Fracture ( )

Dirt Layer (-)

Reaction of Sodium Sulfide (Na,S)
Hydrochloric Acid (HCI)

Dimethylformamide (DMF)

Methylene Chloride (CH„CL.,

Water (H„0)
*

Alcohol (OH)

Turentine (TURF)
Neat UV Light (UV)

Note layers of decorative painting, if any: (graining, marbleizing, polychromy
ect. )

.

Chromochronology Comments
Substrate : PUt l~er

i . u/ k, k
2.

-^

3 -,gr^n.nu I 35S
4.
5."

6."

1
• So»a - |-A| l«

9. >?nrw^ wx.ry
10._gij^xl_oJuj3_
11. —
12- ^<r>.,-> >.s, l-f

13. (.L,/lffs_ u.t. t-

ii;#

ZEES
2£ .r

Chromochronology Comments

16. Crf <nw
17. —
18. ,-»,.,, y//nv /)A,T ^/ft-

20. -- jT

21-~TV Crrftr-
22. JSZa
23. -/>,,„ /^n-

U '/**-

1 rv <"^25.

26.

_

27 - M v //>ir~

29
- ESI

30.

SEE

*
Summary:

c\
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Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations in-

struct ure

Location of Sample
Date Removed

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis

No. of Layers to be Studied ij I

Reason for Layer Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative thinness, thickness
glassiness, ropmess, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ flnlshlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.)

Possible medium Chemical Reaction
oil j)m(= —
Latex
Whitewash/calcimine M c

'

Waterbased/distemper
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary .

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes nc

Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test Reaction

^1 1 °
jj

/ant r*,a,IS

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE :

Probable pigment(s)

:

Probable medium: i~c^i"iik-

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleaching
purposes if approprate.) £te<sj« •»£-

Butens paint color Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Color

:

|

Paint Type: i-^tr U fagS

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/ slide NO:
Report prepared - Date: By Whom:
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Phase I : Sequence of Layers / '
' '

Location of S

Date Removed lerH fos-JF Removed By ^>
Significant Facts Regarding The Structure's History Which May Pertain The
To The Analysis (dateconstructed, significant alterations, dates painted)

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

CODES -Finish (?)

Primer (P)

Glaze (G)

Varnish (V)

Shellac (S)

Wall paper (W)

Fracture ( )

Dirt Layer (-)

Reaction of Sodium Sulfide *Na^S)
Hydrochloric Acid '. HCI)

Dimethylfonnamide !,DMF)

Methylene Chloride (CH,CL-
Water (H,0)

Alcohol (OH)

Turentine (TURP)

Neat UV Light (UV)

Note layers of decorative painting, if any: (graining, marbleizing, polychromy
ect.).

Chromochronology Comments
Substrate: TMc^-W r

uiW±3

^.w g£.
-y-<* J

UL'.kc -^i> b yo>o^i
UJLi lM j&^k pQT»i-u10.

15.
, Wl [ff^ WM tf

Summary:

/V,o *£<

<c« e-t^ t».; r/yyg'j

Chromochronology Comments

1-6.





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations \V

Structure
Location of Sample_
Date Removed Re

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis_

No. of Layers to be Studied
Reason for Layer Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative thinness, thickness
glassiness, ropiness, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finishlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.)

Possible medium Chemical Reaction
Oil DrhF- —
Latex
Whitewash/calcimine rJNo"-
Waterbased/ distemper ~

Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes nc

Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test Reaction

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE :

Probable pigment(s):
Probable medium: inl A/k u.<i i~.

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleaching
purposes if approprate. )

Butens paint color Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/slide NO: ,

, - rn - f
Report prepared - Date: ji Z-3 By Whom: /h

f.
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Phase I: Sequence of Layers L"L-"" V^i

Structure {t\f^*m* -,

Location of Sample
i T

Date Removed
~

Removed
-
By ^^

Significant Facts Regarding The Structure's History Which May Pertain The
To The Analysis (dateconstructed. significant alterations, dates painted)

Ration of Sample Tv.k-»r. Nvj W\j (McjU* <^^ a ^A\ ttwtul, :>Vi' l l ~ r*\

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

CODES -Finish (F)

Primer (P)

Glaze (G)

Varnish (V)

Shellac (S)
Wall paper (V)

Fracture ( )

Dirt Layer (-)

Reaction of Sodium Sulfide





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations \V
Structure 4JV\fi^»)UO
Location of Sample
Date Removed Removed By_

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis_

No. of Layers to be Studied
Reason for Layer Selection: ___________________
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative thinness, thickness
glassiness, ropiness, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finlshlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.)

Possible medium Chemical Reaction
Oil
Latex _____
Whitewash/calcimine / K l\
Waterbased/distemper
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS: (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes no , Color_
Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test Reaction

__-_i-_s ±

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE:

Probable plgment(s): iAil< ____ ____ wUllnne.
Probable medium:

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleaching
purposes if approprate.)

Butens paint color Shervin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Color:
Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/slide NO:
Report prepared - Date: By Whom:
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v 7
Phase I: Sequence of Layers \ a

Structure
Locat
Date Removed „/,\ \C\££

i : sequence or Layers \ o u

ture fAsTM^ \r< \ . .
I rt

ion of Sample J T»Uf^ hi fc WkU tv\iLv, m* t j££ &>0r- K (flf
<"

Removed By

Significant Facts' Regarding The Structure's History Which Mav Pertain The
To The Analysis (dateconstructed, significant alterations, dates painted)

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

-Finish
Primer
Glaze
Varnish
Shellac
Wall paper (W)

Fracture ( )

Dirt Layer (-)

(F)

(P)

(G)

(V)

(S)

P.eaction of Sodium Sulfide
Hydrocnlonc Acid





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations ' ^~ ~~
(f

Structure
Location of Sample
Date Removed Remo

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis

No. of Layers to be Studied
Reason for Layer Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to oe Matched: (relative thinness, thickness
glassiness. ropiness, ecc):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finishlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.;

Possible medium Chemical Reaction
Oil Vrr^f 5°-FUv-.r
Latex
Whitewash/ calcimine
Water based /distemper
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes no ^
, Color

Probable pigment associated with flourescence:
~~

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test Reaction

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE:

Probable pigment(s):
Probable medium:

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleaching
purposes if approprate.)

Butens paint color ^-» -..at , jtvxV Sherwin-Williams /*-oQ i«- vvo«i* LtV
ft" tcxkils .

RECOMMENDATIONS

Color

:

Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/ slide NO:
Report prepared - Date:
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Phase I: Sequence of Layers
Structure /TWa«-4f e

l^-t^-i»jcructure /TTnracte ry

Date Removed Ap*i JTfT removed By gjga 3' ___~T pVTl
Significant Facts Regarding The Structure's History Whic* Mav Pertain The

r ™
To The Analysis (ciateconstructed. significant alterations, dates painted)

(*>r> Vo mtk i^ bUlkiloAa- CltfrO

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

Finish (





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations l*1-**\ — <•

Structure
Location of Sample
Date Removed Remoi

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analvsis_

No. of Layers to De Studied X^yf, -w- l+M
Reason for Laver Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative tmnness, thickness

glassiness, ropiness. ect.): "TVqr.f. EajBtvpOS

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finlshlayer from stratigraphy, if necessarv.)

Possible medium Chemical Reaction

OH P/**- I f
Latex
Whitewasn/ calcimine H CB

Waterbasea distemper
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: ves no y/' , Color

Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test Reaction

ffJrirrunt h ^Sg>-| ±

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE:

Probable pigmentis): i">. [{_'*.

Probable meaium: liAMf^ «nl

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleaching

purposes if approprate. )

Butens paint color Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS





Phase I: Sequence o£ Lavers Is'
Structure l*\rsM <^ef v/

Location ol Sample X.r\Vrtif>r 2
Date Removed Apf.i If t Y

hn-P

Removed By AVKfl. g
tructure's Historv Whitt Mav Pertain The"

gn:

1

Significant Facts Regarding Fhe

To The Analvsis (dateconstructed, significant alterations, dates painted)

'h^^w Mo,y /g""* coifix^ malg/iV\\.

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

-Finish
Primer
Glaze
Varnish
Shellac
Wall paper (W1

Fracture ( )

Dirt Laver (-)

(F)

(P)

(G)

(V)

(S)

Reaction of Sodium Sulfide
Hydrochloric Acid
Dimethvl formamide





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations o'dn'r
Structure Q^rvr\ a. «.W t y
Location of Sample
Date Removed Remc

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis L.*,/>* \ , 2 ~K

No. of Layers to be Studied ox
Reason for Laver Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: ( relative thinness, thickness
glassmess. ropiness, ect.): U.A <Jc^j TU, jc -rr ;flt«

J3w«l Uyr SA^^.i, 'P<<-u^h \rna.*k. .

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/flnlshlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.)

Possible medium Chemical Reaction

Latex
Wnitewasn/ calcimine \Art £
Waterbased/ distemper
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes no , Color
Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test Reaction

uAtV-<- KJL.

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE :

Probable pigment! s ) :
3r/ I«-Qr\ Qx,'t/< . jfr %, Lc6.cL lOVurg-

Probable meoium:_ g^j U, I r . >w . >* 3, Cells'. n\\nt. .

COLOR : (Match sample to color stanoards; place under UV light for bleaching
purposes if approprate.)

Butens paint color -Lte^ CMtiit ftu> I Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/slide NO:

Report prepared - L>ate:
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Phase I: Sequence of Lavers ("7"V>i—^
Structure /V> ty^4c r \ I

Nation oi Sample Tn^-r, or A/.iE UJcJi. KAckc ry ruin 1 i <rti ll i n IrS + eue'SKe
Date Removed Kemoveo By '

Significant Facts Regarding The Structure's History Which May Pertain The
To The Analysis (dateconstructed, significant alterations, dates painted )

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

-Finish (F)

Primer (P)

Glaze (G)

Varnish (V)

Shellac (S)

Wall paper (W)

Fracture ( 1

Dirt Layer (-)

Reaction of Sodium Sulfide (Na„S)
Hydrocnloric Acid (HCI)
Dimetnvlf ormamide (DMF)
Methylene Chloride 'CH„CL.
Water (H„0)

"

Alcohol (OH)
Turentme (TURP)
Near UV Light (L'V)

Note layers of decorative painting, if any: (graining, marbleizing, polvchromv
ect. ).

Chromochronoiogy Comments
Substrate: fii&An~ Hg-t

t^/V.tt.





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations Q— V»\— V^
Structure
Location ot Sample
Date Removed Remov

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis

No. 01 Layers to be Studied Mfc I

Reason for Layer Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative thinness, thickness
glassiness, ropmess, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finlshlaver from stratigrapny , if necessarv.)

Possible medium Chemical Reaction

-atej
~"nitevasn/ calcimine
'» a ternasea/ distemper
Varnish
Shellac

FIGMEN^ ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: ves no f , Color
Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test Reaction

Ha .SQM _ —=

—

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE: S^M^It. Va^^—i- too U+**.ouJrtxL i-v / l'oh

Probable pigment(s): !L <f^ ax\iiA-
Probable medium: r ,K \^\ ^-^l
COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleaching

purposes if approprate.)

Butens paint color ami V'.nK fcY^teS Sherwm-Williajns

RECOMMENDATIONS

Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/ slide NO:

Report prepared
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Phase I: Sequence of Layers 1$ -*->- ?
Structure fllnh^lr-rW

/
,

Location ot Sample Tr,W ,,o .-
, A/. LU. UJa.ll rt\^ B btJ. /Wina muz, c Ucom luc± +

Date Removed Removed/ By comet wall

Significant Facts Regarding The Structure's History Which May Pertain The

To The Analysis (.dateconstructed, significant alterations, dates painted

)

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

-Finish (F)

Primer (P)

Glaze (G)

Varnish (V)

Shellac (S)

Wall paper iW")

Fracture ^ )

Dirt Layer (-)

Reaction of Sodium Sulfide (Na nS)

Hydrocnloric Acid (HCI)

Dimethvlformaraide (DMF)

Methylene Chloride (CH„CL.,

Water (H,0)

Alcohol (OH)

Turentine (TURP)

Neat UV Light (UV)

Note layers of decorative painting, if any: (graining, marbleizing, polychromv

ect. )

.

__

Chromochronology Comments
Substrate: ?/t^Wc y-

l
- 6/fr

2. Sfilc•ip Tio^j &5ZS AJc.-yS

3- P'.^k
K

-^3 ±

5 - TViir t "Tra.r»a iiscii\

6. -XW.n -F.L.Kt- gg£=£
7.nv,,,/< Tiro^.j.vcf »r
3. -R,,.ht- v^(/rtC^J
Q -TViH u/hitC

11. Ofam t, iKi'W
^a»J5

13. r igtkW>
14

- &T<:tim
15.

Chromochronology Comments

1-6.

17."

18."

19."

20."

21.
22."

23."

24."

25."

26."

27."

29.
30."

c\
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Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations |$-Trt-P

Structure fOovy/i <Vt. i'l

Location of Sample — -,—

,

Date Removed A p~
| 55S Removed By (Mty

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/ CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis >fr / . S.

No. of Layers to be Studied .
.

Reason for Layer Selection: ^_ _—
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative thinness, thickness

glassiness, ropmess, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finishlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.)

Possible medium Chemical Reaction

Oil mi.i >.prifr Sail nei

Latex
Whitewash/ calcimine
Waterbased/distemper
Varnish .

Shellac .

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes no S .
Color

Probable pigment associated with flourescence:_ .

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test Reaction

*/ ^x ,.a.v*- six_^

—

T-rr»\ V' l te, lit-

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TY?E :

Probable pigment(s): rtfi a £->.—>—

Probable medium: -/'" Tilt-" tti-l

COLOR: (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleaching

purposes if approprate.

Butens paint color *"*. ^.rlo suxtt^f Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS
qaii >-no'g nrv-ny.

Color:
Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample slide NO:

Report prepared - Date:
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Phase I: Sequence of Layers I7-Tr
Structure /-W,AUW
Ration ot sampieXirOTr.gy

—

m&ldlcxA-lhiuals. QaaixxlJLiL, '"•>>
Date Removed Ap^.f Iff? Remov^ By M. 1/7K .

'

Significant Facos Regarding The structure's History WhictrMav Pertain The
To The Analysis (dateconstructed, significant alterations, dates painted)

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

CODES -Finish (F) Reaction of Sodium Sulfide (Na„S)
Primer (P) Hydrochloric Acid (HCI)
Glaze (G) Dimethylformamide (DMF)
Varnish (V) Methylene Chloride (CH„CL-,
Shellac (S) Water (H.,0)

Wall paper (W) Alcohol (OR)
Fracture ( ) Turentine (TURP)
Dirt Layer (-) Neat UV Light (UV)

Note layers of decorative painting, if any: (graining, marbleizing, polychromv
ect . )

.

Chromochronology Comments Chromochronology Comments
Substrate : UJgypcl _

16.
17."

18."

19."

20."

21."

1.





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations H~ rTv F*
Structure /lr\or\A ,«,!-( r\ .

Location ot Sample i ^2yiyy~L

Date Removea Apr. I /Iff Removeo By )rtl//H

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis $fj. ^ ^L

No. of Layers to be Studied
Reason for Layer Selection:_
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative thinness, thickness
glassiness, ropmess, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finishlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.)

Possible medium Chemical Reaction
Oil ^fStr —
Latex
Whitewash/ calcimine

\\ g^ 4_
Waterbased/ distemper
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes no v /, Color
Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test Reaction

—~Lrn^ Ky fri. CCAO4, fllug-

»< P^d lr>,) K r V, l/flttj P -rf-

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE:

Probable pigment(s): laj oxrWr ¥ Irn^ <•,»,/»
Probable medium: / , n< , rJ ^A
rOLOR : (Match sample to color standards: place under UV light for bleaching

purposes if approprate.)

Butens paint color Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Pa1nr Tl""" taiwf. : LjUq •* rJ„.;.i

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/slide NO:
Report prepared - Date: By Whom:
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Phase I: Sequence of Layers <^ J ~V>">- f
Structure POgnajr^VLocation of Sample ~\ ^
Date Removed &,

*M row&it t o<** 7,1

4^ RemoTea By M. gatffiS

Significant Facts Regarding Fhe structure's History Which May Pertain ihe

To The Analysis (dateconstructea. significant alterations, dates paintea I

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

CODES





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations 2-^ - w» - (^

Scnjcture—Digbaa^a
Location ol Sample
Date Removed ^^^^^^^^^^ Removed Bv

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis

No. of Layers to be Studied
Reason for Layer Selection:

~ " —
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative thinness, thickness
glassiness, ropiness, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS: (Separate paint/ flatshlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.;

Possible medium
Oil

Latex
Whitevaan/ calcimine
Uaterbaseu/ distemper
Varnish
Shellac

•t± UaiLLt ^
PIGMENT ANALYSIS: (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes^ no , Color
Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test Reaction

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE : -io» £vt-CicJ& <-. ^t,^>^ ^eri bcW<
\^V,^..r^, j. ~^. 1»\C. O K- -

Probable pigment(s): 7.1 *1 » <
Probable medium: <*.. w.ry.

COLOR: (Match sample to color standards: place under UV light for bleacning
purposes if approprate. )

Butens paint color Shervin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS '

Color:
Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/slide NO:
Report prepared - Date: Bv Whom:
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Phase I: Sequence of Layers £ r m -?
Structure /M^,..!
vocation 01 Sample r* . » - o -^

Date Removeg Apr ,| , 7fy Kemoyed By ,-
^"

T^f1C
!
nt

,

tar" K^arQln? K Structure's History Infc
ved By

* ». ~==^sissbiS5555
DATA: Microscopic Analysis

CODES -Finish
Primer
Glaze
Varnish
Shellac

,

Wall paper (W)

Fracture
(, )

Dirt Layer (-)

(?)

(P)

(G)

(VI

(S)

Reaction of Sodium Sulfide
Hydrocnloric Acid
Dimethylformamide
Methylene Chloride
Water
Alcohol
Turentme
Neat UV Light

(Na-S)
HCI)
DMF)

CH-CL-,

(H,0)
*

(OR)

(TURP)
(UV)

Note payers of decorative painting, if any: (graining, marbleizing, polychromy

Chromochronology Comments
Substrate: ^nr,A
1- C re,.

Chromochronology Comments

c\
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Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations ^/-m-P
Structure /), '_..,
Location of Sample

'

Date Removed A si,. 1 '"Cif Removeo fiv ,ni/rJ"

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/ CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis

No. of Layers to be Studied
Reason for Layer Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative thinness, thickness
glassmess. ropmess, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS: (Separate paint/ fintshlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.)

Possible medium Chemical Reaction
Oil
Latex
Whitevasn/ calcimine
Waterbaseo/ distemper

'

Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS: (Separate paint/ finish layer from stratigraphy, if
necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes no \/ , Color
Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test Reaction
k* fl ^» SL^ T„. 1 ft/,., u

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE :

Probable pigment(s): Lcc A
Probable medium: ^-

t ^

COLOR: (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleacnin?
purposes if approprate.)

Butens paint color Sherwin-Williams^~^
RECOMMENDATIONS '

'

Color:

Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/slide NO:
Report prepared - Date: By Whom:
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Phase I: Seauence of Layers ^—^-~ *v>~ p
Structure OQ^^t^

__

Location or Sample _i_wU,.,<m iU w*U v-^s«-
Date Removeo Removed ov

Significant Facts Regaraine The Structure's History Which May Pertain The

To The Analysis (dateconstructed, significant alterations, dates painted

)

v. til sitS Kff.oUL<-

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

CODES





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations C(_i_ 1A-

"

Structure
Location of Sample
Date Removea Removed Bv

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis

No. 01 Layers to be Studied
Reason for Layer Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: t relative thinness, thickness
glassiness, ropiness. ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finlshlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.)

Possible medium Cheaical Reaction
°il t)rw£ sa£*f*(n>
Latex
Whitevaen/ calcimine

~
Waterbaseo/ distemper Z^^^^^^ZZZZTT^^^
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary. i

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes no
Probable pigment associated vith flourescence:"

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test Reaction
*m,i

ly^Yf ...n ~iu. tAsz

J±& idX

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE :

4 F.I- l<u*.wV;«< iv^Ht,*.,,!
Probable pigment! s)

:

« T lifi ^jj ,v U.,1,.,1
Probable medium: g >, - ^i„ fr^g -, -^.^^^. r ^,

g
COLOR : (Match sampie to color standards; place under LTV light for bleaching

purposes if appcpprate.

)

Butens paint color^l k,





Phase I: Sequence of Layers «i. _>
— Vl _

Structure f^n^>^
Location of Sample f„w<-*» Nt Ue,l> Pi^n 'jo"

,

wA W«vi tt>W Ct»1ff
"

Date Removed Removed By
-&

Significant Facts Regarding The Structure's History Which May Pertain ihe
To The Analysis (dateconstructed, significant alterations, dates painteQ)

"TV» w»\V gftg r\^Wf» ir^rfi

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

-Finish
Primer
Glaze
Varnish
Shellac
Wall paper (W)

Fracture ( )

Dirt Layer (-)

(F)

(P)

(G)

(V)

(S)

Reaction of Sodium Sulfide
Hydrochloric Acid





Phase I: Sequence of Layers J>j"M-
Stracture tfY^rmir
Location ot Samnie
Dace Removed Removed By

Significant Facts Regarding The Structure's Historv which May Pertain The

To The Analysis (.dateconstructed, significant alterations, dates painted)
i"\. l w^V.V y«j r\t,v<. ^ *~ -~— j

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

-Finish
Primer
Glaze
Varnish
Shellac
Wall paper (V)

Fracture K )

Dirt Layer (-)

IF)

IP)

C)

(V)

IS)

Reaction of Sodium Sulfide (Na„S)

Hydrochloric Acid HC1)

Dimethyl formamide DMF)

Methylene Chloride CH„CL.,

Water (H„0) "

Alcohol (OH)

Turentme (TURP)

Neat UV Light (UV)

Note layers of decorative painting, if any: (graining, marbleizing, polychromy
ect. ) .

Chromochronology Comments
Substrate : ?\ V%U^ TwC-
1. _^
I- \fut\p~ S5 _
3

- aEIES am
0">P

4^ 7w"

'"

> [fifti F'irlf. ;

\Drvf f}^,«srr_j

10.
11."

12."

13."

14."

15."

5gZS :

&a£

iiifc 1-A^tW yr t S

0UaJ>

i-'i'.r., ,„^.-.J.

i -il^

Lb y

Chromochronology Comments

1-6.

17."

18."

19."

20."

21."

23._
24."

25."

26."

27."

28."

29."

30."

c\
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Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations
Structure
Location or Sample
Date Removed

r TV*1 '*

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis

No. of Layers to Pe Studied
Reason for Layer Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: Ueiative thinness, tmckness
glassmess, ropiness, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint /fintshlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.)

Possible medium Chemical Reaction
Oil
Latex
Vhitevasn/ calcimine
Water based/ distemper
Varnish
Shellac

&a£

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if
necessary

.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes no , Color
Probable pigment associated with flourescence: ~^~~~^~

. Possible Pigment Type Spot Test Reaction
1 JEfti lAtii ^ LyljaB
ssA a SE

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE :

Probable pigment! s): ^fcjl y*** ' \CKftJ »J
Probable medium: ., r. J Wj 'i^

f
.„

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place unoer UV light for bleaching
purposes if approprate.) .

Butens paint colortt ^ I a <.,,^ ct- p l(>t«- Shervin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Color:
Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/slide NO:
Report prepared - Date: By Whom:
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Phase I: Sequence of Layers
Structure YVvyn oa^y -,

Location of Sample ,«m,ui.

Date Removeo !^o,,\ fo frfr Removed rw""= i>cmu»cu 'not>\ H K-fc- r\cmu.cu p; WW
Significant Facts Regarding rhe Structure's History Which May Pertain I~he

To The Analysis (dateconstructed. significant alterations, dates painted)

T\>. Aj»rw.. aaaj b iQss ^** ^»^

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

CODES -Finish (F)

Primer (P)

Glaze (G)

Varnish (V)

Shellac (S)

Wall paper (W)

Fracture I )

Dirt Layer 1-)

Reaction of Sodium Sulfide (Na.S)
Hydrochloric Acid 'HCI)

Dimethviformamide . DMF)

Methylene Chloride CH„CL.,

Water (H.,0)
"

Alcohol (OH)

Turentme . TURP)
Neat UV Light (UV)

Note layers of decorative painting, if any: (graining, marbleizing, polychromy
ect.).

Chromochronology Comments
Substrate:
fc W,«-U SI5 |rk,c>,

Chromochronology Comments

-3-. villas, w^ IflU C\ -,'IV. - f>

Uj£e£
i fr. —
3 ?. SSE iaias EZS ' 51.5

" ms ~
12.

,

13.

14.

15.
|

~

17.

_

18.
19."
20."

21.
22."

23T

25."

26."

27."

28."

29."

30."

Summary:

c\
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Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations 2.H~ Ifl >

S tructure
Location ot Sample ft. Q.^.„.. m-,lJ,A« - r>w.Mi r"^
Date Removed - Removed i

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis ~T r ^ Vo HtM- C c-^~l ''p-^irs

No. or Layers to be Studied
\

Reason for Layer Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative thinness, thickness

glassiness, ropiness, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finishlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.)

Possible medium Chemical Reaction
Oil DW\f- "* <*>«» g <"-

)

^"* Ub cu. SI
Whitewash/ calcimine H cv - ^ V«vj wmc I

~ S
Uaterbased/ distemper
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary-

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes y no , Color VftflyiN EtW.h
Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

,
_ Possible Pigment Type Spot Test Reaction

ov

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE:

I ft 11 / / j
'"* OA ' -7

Probable pigment(s): WLkjL wkre / -fc»^»fc»- ^ n

r

Probable meoium:
j^j

„. \ & . ,

,

, J-Ji-y:

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place unaer UV light for bleaching
purposes if approprate. )

Butens paint color Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Color:
Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/ slide NO:

Report prepared - Date:~p i~7- By Whom: ZY){T~
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Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations ->, ,,

Structure 2to '*" " P

Location of Sample
Date Removea Removed By_

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis

No. of Layers to be Studied
Reason for Laver Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative thinness, tmckness
glassmess, ropmess, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ flatshlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.)

Possible medium Chemical Reaction
Oil
Latex
Whitevasn/ calcimine
Waterbased/distemper

~

Varnish
Shellac

PIGHENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if
necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes no
, Color

Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE:

Probable pigment(s):
Probable medium:

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleaching
purposes if approprate. )

Butens paint color Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Color:
Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/ slide NO:
Report prepared - Date: By Whom:
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Phase I: Sequence of Lavers
Structure fYy-av^y? v ^
Location 01 Sampie ~y y^ \\

Remo'
^y W

^TDate Removed Hot A f,£ Removed By_

Significant Facts Regarding The Structure's History Which May Pertain The
To The Analysis (dateconstructed, significant alterations, dates painted)

-fiwtvfl. lA«w a V^y d j^afatf

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

CODES -Finish
Primer
Glaze
Varnish
Shellac
Wall paper (W)

Fracture ( 1

Dirt Layer (-)

(F)

(P)

(G)

(V)

(S)

Reaction of Sodium Sulfide (Na^S)
Hydrochloric Acid (HCt)
Dimethylformamide IDMF)
Methylene Chloride (CK.CL-
Water (H.,0)

Alcohol (Oft)

Tursntine (TURPI
Neat UV Light (UV)

Note layers of decorative painting, if any: (graining, marbleizing, polychromy
ect. )

.

Chromochronology Comments
Substrate : ,r A nw>

|

1- lA.M I V>1\

Chromochronology Comments

: -
i





Phase II: Analysis and Recommenaations c" V*V
Structure .Ylifin*-*'' h

Location or Sample

Date Removed R<

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis_ ^A U> (, ^f
No. of Lavers to oe Studied ' a- ~7-

Reason for Laver Selection: - rr\ \>.my-a
Visual Characteristics of Layer to oe Matched: (relative thinness, thickness
glassmess, ropiness. ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint.' fi.ilshlayer from stratiErapny, if necessary.;

Possible medium Chemical Reaction
Oil 'QvaP —
Latex
Whitewash/ caicimine n C-\

Waterbased, distemper I

j p
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary. )

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes no V
, Color

Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type Spot Testjssioie rigment lype ipot lest _ Reaction

V^ i ft s 'Av^.t, , urUv< -C.w.*». A
1 aUjUll - toliaa - \k3-

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE :

Probable pigment(s): '.^ *M"\\v\c ^
Probable medium: ^W,^CU £jjg is £ °

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleaching
purposes if approprate.)

Butens paint color ^> Sherwin-Williams \) ft

RECOMMENDATIONS

Color

:

C oa« iftg^L
' LgjiiajaLe^ Lfct p-tt>, VWj ,J W-. +

<

Paint Type: ,-,^». ±W. jpajag
"

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/ slide NO:

Report prepared - Date: By Whom:
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Phase I: Sequence of Lavers T-o^i- r*.

Structure QflgrmM?' "
Location of Sample Qfcjxic ^w Ufcli LibLtip ig-Sf ,

W*^ r^W^
Date Removea fW, t c-if£ kemovea By iMf
Significant Facts" Regaraing The Structure's History Which Mav Pertain The
To The Analysis ;dateconstructed. significant alterations, dates painted)

L ' -T-fcf lv»W V^A^V l«,.wr« fry > A jj - 1«~* it U. . [£ i^<

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

CODES -Finish
Primer
Glaze
Varnish
Shellac
Wall paper (. W">

Fracture (

Dirt Layer i-'

(F)

(P)

(G)

(V)

(S)

Reaction of Sodium Sulfide (Na,S)
Hydrochloric Acid





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations

Structure
Location of Sample

Date Removed

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis_

No. of Layers to De Studied

Reason for Layer Selection:

Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative thinness, thickness

glassmess, ropiness, ect.J:

•MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finlshlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.)

Possible medium Chemical Reaction
Oil
Latex
Whitewasn/ calcimine
Vaterbased/ distemper
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes nc

Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE:

Probable pigment(s):
Probable medium:

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleaching
purposes if approprate.

)

Butens paint color Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/slide NO:

Report prepared - Date:
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Phase I: Sequence of Layers I L ~ "^n-

Structure jVvgY^j^; s
Location ot Sampie ». ,y ,^, I Cx
Date Removed

•vsgy-U* pl]Jvf

Significant Facts Regarding The Structure's History which May Pertain The
.o The Analysis (dateconstructed. significant alterations, dates painted)

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

CODES -Finish





Phase II: Analysis ana Recommendations
Structure
Location of Sample
Date Removed

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase

No. or Layers to De Studied _____ m

Reason for Layer Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative thinness, thickness

glassiness, ropiness. ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finishlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.)

Possible medium Chemical Reaction

Oil
Latex __^
Vhitewasn/ calcimine hi. I

-*'

Vaterbasea/ distemper
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : ( Separate paint/ finish laver from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

J

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes no \s Color_
Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Typesible Pigment lype spot 1

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE : ^nabW \» ^^«(? n3 Le c*.«jc wU« S*,~ft«_

Probable pigment(s): _Ui \? v.t-^W

Probable medium:

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleaching
purposes if approprate.j

3utens paint color Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/slide NO:

Report prepared - Date:
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Phase I: Sequence of Layers (8 - W»l— **"*

S tructure / Y oy. „ a „ , K ,

Location 01 Sample '~?TT.<$t

Date Removed ^„| /^
« [Ajm_fl UCir l^-hn-VVi rrl US\C, Eoo^m ^^rSignificant tacts Regarding The Structure's History whith May Pertain The

To The Analysis (dateconstructed, significant alterations, dates painted)

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

-Finish
Primer
Glaze
Varnish
Shellac
Wall paper vWI

Fracture l )

Dirt Layer (-)

(F)

(P)

(G)

(V)

(S)

Reaction of Sodium Sulfide (Na,S)
Hydrochloric Acid





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations l%~rri— W\
Structure .Ttomr^'lCt t/

Location of Sample -levo^*—
Date Remoye d -,lr.l ' 7f"V Removeo By /ft </Q^

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis ^ /

No. of Layers to be Studied
Reason for Layer Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to Be Matched: (relative thinness, thickness
glossiness, ropiness, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finishlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.

Possible medium Chemical Reaction
°" -JCQ± S^tVen^l
Latex
Whitewasn/ calcimine ~^~~~^~~~^~~
Waterbasea/ distemper
Varnish
Shellac "

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finish layer from stratigraphy, if
necessary . )

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes no
, Color

Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test Reaction
-Z-l—Lra A urtitH y^ a joined hkeJs

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE :

Probable pigment(s): in. X (j jkil<.
Probable medium: L\nZrt*0 n,V

COLOR: (Match sample to color standards: place under UV light for bleachinc
purposes if approprate. )

Butens paint color Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Color:
Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/ slide NO:
Report prepared - Date:
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Phase I: Sequence of Layers /,0-rvi- lf>

Structure mm^K^
Location of Sampie ~T t -v«-> U^j\ri^\ Vmvc pvt*<^ A/no.

Date Removed fA:v>' ^ g Removed By "
r>ys

| B*ads

Significant Facts Regarding The Structure's History which May Pertain
To The Analysis (dateconstructed. significant alterations, dates painted

)

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

CODES -Finish
Primer
Glaze
Varnish
Shellac
Wall paper (W)

Fracture ( )

Dirt Layer (-)

(F)

(P)

(G)

(V)

(S)

Reaction of Sodium Sulfide iNa,S)
Hydrochloric Acid





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations 2^- "VW" ,% ^

Structure
Location 01 Sample
Date Removed Removed

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis

No. of Layers to be Studiea
Reason for Layer Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative thinness, thickness
glassiness, ropiness, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finlshlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.)

Possible medium Chemical Reaction
Oil
Latex
Whitewash/ calcimine j_l C\ bsA^V^
Waterbased/ distemper
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes nc

Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TY?E:

Probable pigment(s) : lA^ail g^4\^ &Wic* ^yf^
Probable medium:

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards: place under UV light for bleaching
purposes if approprate.

)

Sutens paint color Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/ slide NO:
Report prepared - Date: 3y Whom:
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Appendix #14

Monastery Mortar Data Sheets

!1 (continued)

MORTAR ANALYSIS: DATA SHEET

Name . - rn -~T.-. . Sample No. -rr.-^>

Date " t ( Origin of sample '^ora.

' - e

Visual description of sample (color. texture, hardness.
• inclusions, etc . ) :

'
- .,-- -

' _ t ;
'• • L

j Mortar Analysis :

*
Original weight of powdered sample (W]_)

lp. 2S \ . S <-( =6-82Weight of filter paper (W 2 ) =

Weight of filter paper + dry fines (W 3 ) = 10.^0

Weight of dry fines (W 3
- W 2 ) = '• 1

1

Weight of dry sand (W 4 ) = '3>- 5" ~L-

X of sand ( (W^/W^ x 100) = b">
'">

% of fines ( (W 3
- W 2 )/Wi_ x 100) - : j "!? /

* of dissolved binder = r

Observations: dissolution of binder, color of liquid:.

Characterization of Sand :

Microscopic Examination % Finer than 4.75 mm
2.36 mm
1.1B mm
600 um
300 um
150 um
7 5 um
5 3 um
38 urn





ex. 21 (continued)

Name

Date ' rr

MORTAR ANALYSIS: DATA SHEET

Sample No. ~ - m-Al
%<~~

Origin of samplej_£j
-fi;-.' ir n.'alj v itvi y^j-

Visual description of sample (colon. texture. hardness,
inclusions, etc ) :

Mortar Analysis :

Original weight of powdered sample (W^) »

Weight of filter paper (W 2 )

Weight of filter paper + dry fines (W 3 ) »

Weight of dry fines (W 3
- W 2 ) »

Weight of dry sand (W 4 ) -

* of sand ((W 4 /W L ) x 100) =

% of fines ( (W 3 - v 2
'> /v l x 100) =

% of dissolved binder =

<*.%Q V s~z (o.az

ies

\>o?-

iQvW^f

Observations: dissolution of binder, color of liquid:

Characterization of Sand :

Microscopic Examination % Finer





ex. 21 (continued)

MORTAR ANALYSIS: DATA SHEET Cfe*f>
'~"~^

Name Sample No . _?' I**~ »*v^
l ,

Date Origin of sample rfv>or<>AW: >~a ^

Visual description of sample (color. texture. ha^rdness.
inclusions, etc.): 1>aC-V II r kc\n A ± «j fi>v~^. yt/fomlk mu i-

,

~->C" i;>-)-n/..,

Mortar Analysis :

Original weight of powdered sample (W^)

Weight of filter paper (W 2 ) =

Weight of filter paper + dry fines (W 3 )

Weight of dry fines (W 3
- W 2 ) =

Weight of dry sand (W 4 ) =

t of sand ((W 4 /W]_) x 100) =

* of fines ( (W 3
- W 2 )/W x x 100) =

* of dissolved binder =

Observations: dissolution of binder, color of liquid:

Characterization of Sand :

Microscopic Examination \ Finer than 4-^?-5—mm





^
«p*

ex. 21 (continued)

Name_

Date

MORTAR ANALYSIS: DATA SHEET

Sample No. w ~ Yn - kvQ —

'

i^rrs

w Origin of sample >.*' ?» v<-

Visual description of sample (color. texture. hardness,

inclusions, etc. 1 : -.
,

/ ^
.

.- _
. / - ' r - . -

. t
r .-./-. ,>,

-9

Mortar Analysis :

Original weight of powdered sample (W^)

Weight of filter paper (W 2 ) =

Weight of filter paper + dry fines (W
3 )

Weight of dry fines (W-j - W 2 ) =

Weight of dry sand (W 4 ) =

% of sand ((W 4 /W 1 ) x 100} =

% of fines ( (W 3
- H2 )/W1 X 100) =

% of dissolved binder =

25-^
fc-so *

7,3$

L6^r
T.2K

V7. :

v/ 2 -

Observations: dissolution of binder, color of liquid:.

Characterization of Sand :

Microscopic Examination % Finer than 4.75 mm
2.36 mm

255





ex. 21 (continued)

MORTAR ANALYSIS: DATA SHEET

Name Sample No. S

Date
. r-i _ <"*. .Origin of sample ^cn<L^it r~ .

-><<< <z , . r , ,i -tv,,,i .-, i:,,-n . , litmni
deep rr^^t r X-' "* ro> fc "J/nW/jto <y -rv< - r>--\

Visual description of sample (color, texture. hardness,
inclusions, etc.): i.vr .. -.. r t > r ,^ P . -',

, . i- i nm, .^ .
., --

'-
- '<• - COLl •• i < • - -" £i ""' C_ --" ^"^ '-'

' '

Mortar Analysis :

Original weight of powdered sample (W]_) = ? S. A~'

Weight of filter paper (W 2 ) = k-'iX + ''? - (g.&S

Weight of filter paper + dry fines (W3) = /I 7- i •

Weight of dry fines (W 3
- W 2 ) =. ^I.'-II '.

Weight of dry sand (W 4 ) = \\Q~) ,

X of sand <.(.U i /V l ) x 100) =.

L
l
'*~>~- 2a

% of fines ( (W 3
- w 2 )/W 1 x 100) =

I 7
,

'> > '

t of dissolved binder - 2 c
;,

,,-
']

Observations: dissolution of binder, color of liquid:

Characterization of Sand :

Microscopic Examination X Finer than 4.75 mm
2.36 mm
1.18 mm
600 um
300 um
150 um
7 5 ura

5 3 ura

3 8 um
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ex. 21 (continued)
?

MORTAR ANALYSIS: DATA SHEET

Name Sample No .
q- hn- v>~\

Date Origin of sample rDonfl^W»-y>
AAtSStS. 'V tucum.ll /* ea(n.t l, DOttM

Visual description of sample (colodC texture. hardness.
inclusions, etc.): uA.U u. J a.igr*s^i*"\ hfll \ruA.U

\JCr K&. rat ^J! __
I.IOn 9m 4,Tlr*—^ .

Mortar Analysis :

Original weight of powdered sample (W^) =. 2 S

Weight of filter paper (W 2 ) = S'Alf ,?7-^ ,l3.

Weight of filter paper + dry fines (W
3 ) - > [J ^

Weight of dry fines (W 3
- W 2 ) = K~) 5" :

-

Weight of dry sand (W 4 ) = LLJ3 -•'

\ of sand ((W 4 /W 1 ) x 100) = fLtkZJ '

3

* of fines ( (W 3 - W 2 )/W 1 x 100) =

% of dissolved binder - I £

!

Observations :





ex. 21 (continued)

Narae_

Dace

MORTAR ANALYSIS: DATA SHEET

Sample No. - - -<*<\ - >v

J_ Ocigin of sample rrrr.t>-'-

"^tf v _, -u-x .- -CO
Visual description of sample (color. texture. hardness,
inclusions, etc. ) : <Jc , - - '..-.- r .- > .-« & e i Kt~ — li

'» .tot -. r -- !••> A lJ p. '

,

111^.
i

|
fl i

'
f : ' < % £ ~-^—

• - • - - -- Xraa ^ tv.« /^

Mortar Analysis :

Original weight of powdered sample (W^) =

Weight of filter paper (W 2 ) =

Weight of filter paper + dry fines (W 3 ) =

Weight of dry fines (W
3

- W 2 )

Weight of dry sand (W 4 ) =

* of sand ((W 4 /W 1 ) x 100) =

* of fines ( (W 3
- W 2 )/W L x 100) =

* of dissolved binder =

Observations: dissolution of binder, color of liquid





ex. 21 (continued)

MORTAR ANALYSIS: DATA SHEET

Sample No . Ifr'hn- rv>

Date L~, lt> )1kY Origin of sample OlDmte *~,

Visual description of sample (color. texture. hardness,
inclusions, etc.): i->o\^.-^ \"--; <BJS T ~ v,rvv

r,
^y ' to

Mortar Analysis :

Original weight of powdered sample (W^) *

Weight of filter paper (W 2 ) =

Weight of filter paper + dry fines (W3)

Weight of dry fines (W
3

- W 2 ) =

Weight of dry sand (W 4 ) =

% of sand ((W4/W].) x 100) =

* of fines ( (w 3
- W 2 )/W L x 100) =

% of dissolved binder «

Observations: dissolution of binder, color of liquid:

Characterization of Sand :

Microscopic Examination * Finer than 4.75 mm
2.36 mm
1.18 mm
600 um
300 urn

Q<r. ok





ex. 21 (continued)

MORTAR ANALYSIS: DATA SHEET

Sample No f?~

Date il.fw 3 1 Origin of EamDleftiom^c^.
/ Wfpm^U.^^ip/c. fegaaJUato 3SZT

1

£fJiK>-^ Ooor- introduced irtto coe/ //

Visual description of sample (color. texture. hardness.
inclusions, etc.): y //„...- b,).^ niwUm ^f.»^ .stw. -^ fiv^. t-

CJ*u*l,<. cX. A'lTJL., I -nm IkL* a+puf* A ,ArtA •

Mortar Analysis :

Original weight of powdered sample (W^) = /* 5~- Q\

Weight of filter paper (W 2 ) = &.3MT TU- '-.^O

Weight of filter paper + dry fines (W 3 ) = /! f %

Weight of dry fines (W
3

- W 2 ) = I. . °i%

Weight of dry sand (W 4 ) = 7. M3

\ of sand ((W^W^ x 100) = 2
c,

<
~>~ v-^

* of fines ( (W 3
- W 2 )/W 1 x 100) = Z", g

;
" -

% of dissolved binder - H"2, <-r

Observations: dissolution of binder, color of liquid:

Characterization of Sand :

Microscopic Examination \ Finer than 4.75 mm
2.36 mm
1.18 mm
00 um \%Q I

-'''

300 um ; . . i-l-V*>0

150 um :
~

'- ' - 7
'

~
/:

75 um TJ. q-fr2^
53 um
3B um

• ;• "7o

- \~<

260





ex. 21 (continued)

MORTAR ANALYSIS: DATA SHEET

Name Sample No. 2l±22ZHZl

Date Origin of sample ^ors. .

Visual description of sample (color. texture. hardness,
inclusions, etc.l :

~-
. .

-

'-- l- Y^

Mortar Analysis :

Original weight of powdered sample (W^) * ~*- - -3

Weight of filter paper (W 2 ) => C -23 v , S'H - C .71

Weight of filter paper + dry fines (W 3 ) = U.rs I

Weight of dry fines (W
3

- W 2 ) = M. "91

Weight of dry sand (W 4 ) = >*• ^ '

% of sand ((W^j/W^ x 100) =

,* of fines ( (W
3

- W 2 )/W L x 100) =

* of dissolved binder =

^S -'H-

Ob6ervations : dissolution of binder, color of liquid:.

Characterization of Sand :

Microscopic Examination * Finer than 4.75 mm
2.36





ex. 21 (continued)

MORTAR ANALYSIS: DATA SHEET ~

Name Sample No. ^>^- v>^,

Date Origin of sample ryion^lc y^ /"^'j j
*> Ig85 5a I'M. ^A^,^ ti^H-

,
ffit b-''

( inn martprim nmn ' -

Visual description of sample (color. texture. hardne66,
inclusions, etc.): U.,.^ I w>~fc.r. .^nln^ litwt <iAu„ /< ^—J.<*-y. sfant \ i r» '"" tiiT/rr>-. /X~\ Ĵ ~

U4ywrf -9 ^ ti irsM"-^

Mortar Analysis :

Original weight of powdered sample (W]_) «

Weight of filter paper (W 2 ) =

Weight of filter paper + dry fines (W 3 ) =

Weight of dry fines (W
3

- W 2 ) =

Weight of dry 6and (W 4 ) »

* of sand ((W 4 /W 1 ) x 100) =

% of fines ( (W 3 - W 2 )/W 1 x 100) =

% of dissolved binder =

Observations: dissolution of binder, color of liquid

Characterization of Sand :

Microscopic Examination * Finer than 4.75 mm
2.3 6 mm
1.18 mm
600 ura

2S.





ex. 21 (continued]

MORTAR ANALYSIS: DATA SHEET

Sample Ho. Ih*r\-*n

Visual description
inc lus ions . e tc . ) :

Origin of sample fllorujk"y
lxttf.n,- . CCnU~ \V^ toe. II jdht.^uj,*.

sample (color. texture. hardnese.

lKO^ICS
trow.AU«f/.\

Mortar Analysis :

Original weight of powdered sample (W]_)

Weight of filter paper (W 2 ) -

Weight of filter paper + dry fines (W3)

Weight of dry fines (W 3
- W 2 ) -

Weight of dry sand (W 4 ) -

% of sand ((W^W^ x 100) =

* of fines ( (W 3
- v 2 )/v x x 100) =

% of dissolved binder =

Observations: dissolution of binder, color of liquid

2.S-.0-; _
s.»





ex. 21 (continued)

A *

MORTAR ANALYSIS: DATA SHEET

Name Sample No .
"_ - r^ - *y>

Date / Origin of sample.

Visual description of sample (color. texture. hardness,
inclusions, etc.):

.

Qrcr\Kx k>zu.A

(..2H V ^^--C-73

Mortar Analysis :

Original weight of powdered sample (W^) - 2*7
. \(o

Weight of filter paper (W 2 ) =

Weight of filter paper + dry fines (W 3 ) - ^>1

Weight of dry fines (W
3

- W 2 ) - 2. fr 7

Weight of dry sand (W 4 ) = \1— g »

* of sand ((W,,^) x 100) = ^ * >

* of fines ( (W 3
- W 2 )/W 1 x 100) = ; '.

'->

% of dissolved binder *1 O'

Observations: dissolution of binder, color of liquid:

1—

L

'mnin <•
2

Characterization of Sand :

Microscopic Examination % Finer than 4.75 mm
2 . 36





ex. 21 (continued)

I
MORTAR ANALYSIS: DATA SHEET

Name Sample No . fc - Vt>- r*\ A

Origin of sample rVYnvAAWOrigin of sample i»qmli»< r\

Visual description of sample (color. texture, hardness,
inclusions, etc.): ujWiW - K^~/ fj^nM^. sr*j ^ <x»ra<uA-

X r/» <,V>^. A. v.

Mortar Analysis :

Original weight of powdered sample (W^) . 2 *-,
. ) i

Weight of filter paper (W 2 ) =

Weight of filter paper + dry fines (W 3 ) =

Weight of dry fines (W 3
- W 2 ) =

Weight of dry sand (W4 ) =

% of sand ((W^/W^ x 100) =

X of fines ( (W 3
- W 2 ) /W\ x 100) «

* of dissolved binder =

Observations: dissolution of binder, color of liquid:

S-Irvv .cx= k





ex. 21 (continued)

MORTAR ANALYSIS: DATA SHEET

Name wi /V Sample No. i^-tn-m-R

Date 'luni I

c
/

Origin of sample monadic - ~^-

Visual description of sample (color. texture. hardness. r

inclusions, etc.): \. tir, ^ , c \™^h ^i.Aumi..; i^coIa-
Cku ->/(« f > In—>> ^- - ~-.- pcait^ "-V fc" 1^

Mortar Analysis :

Original weight of powdered sample (W^) 7 ~s , ^ c
j

Weight of filter paper (W 2 ) - 6-3* V
. «T Co ' k.32

Weight of filter paper + dry fines (Wj) =
I V ? S>

Weight of dry fines (W 3
- W 2 ) = {? 3 *^>

Weight of dry sand (W 4 ) - i> S" I

% of sand ((W 4 /W 1 ) x 100) = "^7, ~?1> >

% of fines ( (W 3
- W 2 )/W 1 x 100) = ^."b. -? '-

* of dissolved binder - ^ ^ ZT,

Observations: dissolution of binder, color of liquid:

,-/-;

Characterization of Sand :

Microscopic Examination % Finer than 4.75 mm
2.36 mm
1.18 mm
600 um
300 um
150 um
7 5 um
5 3 um
3 8 um

166

3 : I





ex. 21 (continued)

MORTAR ANALYSIS: DATA SHEET

Sample No. \'i~trt-**^

Date ^Lfvc'3.1 IftK Origin of sample ^loiml-tfk .

Visual description of sample 'rcolor. texture. hardness.
inclusions, etc.]: G.A.U i-Ktmltt cX ^ l>v^v

;

Atrt/

Mortar Analysis :

Original weight of powdered sample (W^) = 2 S . [Jf

Weight of filter paper (W 2 ) =. Cil -V-
.
V ? - C gl

Weight of filter paper + dry fines (W
3 ) > f. 6 s

Weight of dry fines (W
3

- W 2 ) - ? feH

Weight of dry sand (W 4 ) = \~L.~Ll-

% of sand ((W^/W].) x 100) = ^~- -

% of fines ( (W 3
- W2 )/W 1 x 100) = : 3 " -'

t of dissolved binder = "0 7

Observations: dissolution of binder, color of liquid : ' -•>- -:<

Characterization of Sand :

Microscopic Examination \ Finer than 4.75 mm
2.36 mm -

| 3
1.18 mm " -

600 urn J,

300 um
150 urn

7 5 um
5 3 um
38 um

267





ex. 21 (continued)

MORTAR ANALYSIS: DATA SHEET

Sample No i b - >t*» - v»-->

Date __ Origin of sample nwxuki-.

Visual description of sample (color. texture. hardness.
inclusions, etc.): UjV\tU r'/uiU * -fini i-euCr\

V/kz\t.r (r.-) R-rnnTn rne-Ji- ^in-W

sii\- ,i~<rz<°-2.c-

Mortar Analysis :

Original weight of powdered sample (W^) «

Weight of filter paper (W 2 ) -

Weight of filter paper + dry fines (W3) « U «= -'
i

Weight of dry fines (W 3
- W 2 ) = 1 w o c

Weight of dry sand (Wq) = ' 1 .*> *j c

% of sand ((W^/W^ x 100) - S I.D 7 /)

% of fines ( (W 3
- W 2 )/W 1 x 100) = C 5 ~ ^o

% of dissolved binder = H'i-'iH ' O

Observations: dissolution of binder, color of liguid:

Characterization of Sand : _,Jt
>

Microscopic Examination % Finer than 4.75 mm
2.36 mm
1.18 mm
600 um
300 um
160 um
75 um ,

-
r

) i.j-^-

53 um
38 um





ex. 21 (continued)

MORTAR ANALYSIS: DATA SHEET

Name Sample No.

Date Origin of Eample sfrLstis* r -y

Visual description of sample (color. texture. hardness,
inclusions, etc. ) : wV ^ u^»>.-i — ' ^> ^v. ^r-r^. , ~^+ ut:,*.t/r

t ".t i.u.V iiil ,-<>. ,Mr-i <
>"- , M.a n-^ ^ ^,-,

., |
—. _i--,

Mortar Analysis :

Original weight of powdered 6araple (W^) « ; c. ,*-

Height of filter paper (W 2 ) «= L-"hi~ ,g%. ,^ '.-^6 7

Weight of filter paper + dry fines (W
3 ) » U^*S> 7 9 if

Weight of dry fines (W
3

- w 2 ) . rS^y/ft- 1 '
l ^

Weight of dry sand (W 4 ) = l^7T

* of sand ((W 4 /W x ) x 100) - <>
C-,X,~'0

% of fines ( (W 3
- w 2 )/w 1 x 100) - 1 1 *?s

X of dissolved binder = -. ^ r >j

Observations: dissolution of binder, color of liguid:

4.76
Characterization of Sand :

Microscopic Examination * Finer than 4.75 mm
2.36 mm
1.18 mm
600 um
300 um
150 um
75 um
53 um
38 um





-\ru. »^

ex. 21 (continued)

Name

MORTAR ANALYSIS: DATA SHEET

Sample No. j7_ rr^~ rvn

Date -x^—L2—!±±> Origin of sample ,7'

Vtt.. - i-m :-n,i

Visual description of sample (color. texture. hardness
inclusions, etc . ) : /, ,., , ,.,.., . lt .-;,

,

Mortar Analysis :

Original weight of powdered sample (WjJ - 2 S~iQ ^
Weight of filter paper (W 2 ) = - ' Vl.ao ;<> .BS

Weight of filter paper + dry fines (W
3 ) = %Tl

Weight of dry fines (W
3

- w 2 ) = 2. S 2_

Weiq- of dry sand (W4 ) > | <-\ 7 *f
~

% of sand ((W 4 /W 1 ) x 100) = =.?
j

* of fines ( (w 3 - v 2 "> l :*\ * 100) =
I 1 . J 7

'
-.

* of dissolved binder - 2 f , 13 'o

Observations: dissolution of binder, color of liquid:

Characterization of Sand:
,4,7,

Microscopic Examination % Finer than 4.75 mm
2.36 mm 1 . ; .

-3 » - -

1.18 mm
J

(,, 1 j

600 um I
„" 1> I

i

300 um > ?7 ,.

150 um - /
1
: -.

r

75 um .' .' '
1 lV s-

5 3 um i- 7-i I a
3 8 um

1

iq s&

270





ex. 21 (continued)

MORTAR ANALYSIS: DATA SHEET

Date \gjjS I (o SJLk

Visual description
inclusions, etc.): vj

**<r,. K
'ellliL., Bvo.il

Sample No. 3- J~ Yr\ - W\

Origin of sample lr\Wt<? -
,
AJLU

sample (color, texture. hardness r°'H, '*i

Mortar Analysis :

Original weight of powdered sample (W^) =

Weight of filter paper (W 2 ) = & *W_v

Weight of filter paper + dry fines (W
3 ) = 5

IS. c-7

s^.ao

Weight of dry fines (W 3
- W2 ) -

Weight of dry sand (W 4 ) =

X of sand ((W^Wj.) x 100) *

* of fines ( (W 3
- W 3 )/W 1 x 100)

% of dissolved binder =

— r

Observations: dissolution of binder, color of liquid:

Characterization of Sand :

Microscopic Examination

IS.HS

* Finer than 4". / b mm
2.36 mm
1.18 mm
600
300
150
75

um l.gB
um "7.7'?

ura H. W 2-

ura .1
[

53 um .10

38 ura

.VI %

1.1.!%

WW*- l5 - 3
< ****
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Cham of Title for 206 Lincoln Drive

The -first seven transaction are contained in a Deed between
William Rittenhouse on the one part and Jacob and Abraham
Rittenhouse on the other. This deed was found in the
Peter Rittenhouse envelope, Fairmount Pari. Commission Files. Cit>,
Archives. City Hall Annex, Philadelphia Pa.

From William Harwood Cited in next deed
To Samuel Carpenter
20 acres part of a 100
acre tract of land

1690 Agreement between Samuel Carpenter on the one
part and William Rittenhouse (First Generation) and others for
ground rent of 20 acers of land for the next 990 years.

Feb. 9, 1705/6 From Samuel Carpenter Cited in next Deed
To William Rittenhouse (1st gen.)

Deeds 20 acres ,a paper mill and other
improvements for 975 years with a ground rent of 5 shillings
sterling payable on September 9th. of each year.

Feb. 12, 1705/6 From William Rittenhouse Cited ne;:t Deed
To Claus Rittenhouse

For three-1/4 parts of 20 acers of land, a paper
mill and improvements. Subjected to a ground rent of 5 shillings
a year payable on September 9th. of each year. To Samuel
Carpenter. And one pepper Corn to William Rittenhouse per year.

1708 From William Rittennouse Cited in next deed
To Clause Rittenhouse
One-1/4 part of the above described lot.

William Rittenhouse dies intestate and Clause
being the only son inherits the last portion of the 20 acres and
paper mi 1 1

.

279





May 24, 1734 Will o-f Clause Rittenhouse Will Book: E
To William Rittenhouse (2nd. Gen.) pg. 230
20 acers and Paper mill

Nov, 21 1760 From William Rittenhouse (2nd. Gen.) Paper mater
To Jacob and Abraham Rittenhouse, Paper makers
For the sum o-f 370 pounds sterling
18 acers containing a paper mill , and singular

other mesuage tenement bui lding, edi -f ices improvements ways
passages mill dams mill race head waters and other water course.
Subjected to a yearly rent o-f 5 shillings sterling payable to
Samuel Carpenter.

The above deed found in Peter Rittenhouse
?lope in the Fairmount park commision -files. City Archives.

March 1, 1785 From Jacob Rittenhouse Paper Mater Deed Boot :

D

Abraham Rittenhouse, Miller vol 27 pg.56
To William Rittenhouse (3rd. Gen.) Miller
For 1000 pounds silver or gold.

Three lots o-f ground. The -first contianing 9 acres and stone
messuage, part o-f the 18 acre lot that William Rittenhouse (2nd.
Gen.) sold to Jacob and Abraham Rittenhouse. The second lot
containing 4 and 1/2 acre and 192 perches. The third a ten acsr
lot with grist mill. The -first lot is subjected to a ground rent
o-f 3 pence per acre payable on the 29th day o-f September to
Samual Carpenter.

Break in chain. William Rittenhouse
Maybe to Henry Rittenhouse

Nov. 23. 1812 From Henrv Rittenhouse Cited in ne:-t deed
To Daniel Rittenhouse ana

Jacob Rittenhouse
Both have equal shares
Two lots

April 21, 1817 From Jacob Rittenhouse Cited in next Deed
To Daniel Rittenhouse
1/2 share o-f 2 lots

280





Sept. 24, 1851 From Daniel Rittenhouse Deed Book: GWC.
To Jonathan Rittennouse Farmer vol. 122, pg 420
5 lots of land contianing
20 1/2 acres, Paid 4000 dollars

Lot # 3 has a ground rent of 3 pence per acre payable on September 29th
of each year. Also an old paper mill on this same lot is excluded -from
the deed. This is the same property o-f 9 and 1/2 acres.

Jan. 11, 1881 Will o-f Jonathan Rittenhouse Uii 1 1 Boot-:60
To Naomi Rittenhouse pg.219

t»o0 1831

March 1887 Will o-f Naomi Rittenhouse Will Boot: 14:
To William G. Foulre pg. 549
Last surviving Trustee #283. 1889

May 29. 1891 From William G. Foulke Deed BootiTG.
To William Umsted vol.60 pg.129
Paid One Dollar

April 23, 1914 From William Umsted Deed Boot : ELT
To Frovidence General Hospital vol . 335pg. 403

July 21, 1917 From Providence General Hospital Deed Boot : JMH
To City o-f Philadelphia vol . 252pg. 127
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Inventory of Johathan Rittenhouse

By Robert Thomas and Howard W. Lloyd. Febuary 1881

Household Goods:
Clock .40.00
Cupboard 5.00
Settee 1.00
Dining Table and Chairs 6.00
Kitchen Furniture and Cooking Utinsils ..10.00
Bedstead and Chamber Carpet 5.00
Bureau 10.00
Stove 2.00
Single Bedstead 2.00
Entry Carpet and Oil Cloth 5.00
Extention Table and Carpet

Contence of Barn:
Cow 40 .00
Heif fer 36.00
Dearborn Harness 6.00
Cart Gears 5.00
Garden Tools 1.50
Nheel Barrow 75
Sleigh 7.00
Bells 50
Cart 20.00
Old Carriage 20.00
Hay and Straw 40.00
Ladder, Lot of Tools 10.00
Lead Pipe 8.00
Patent Balance 2.50
Chickens 5.00
Premis on West Side Wissahickon Ave, Homestead, Teniment Barn and
other Buildings 620,00
Other Property listed.

Will of Johathan Rittenhouse, #63-1881: Register of Wills, City
Hall Annex, Philadelphia Pa.
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L i n c i n D r i v r e Paint Data





Phase I: Sequence of Layers I

- ^ v "
I

S tructure I ( ,
* H^ Ia«^j< , .

r

Location or Sample T«^.,«» 7-*k-fl -Jlift*-.^. y'tn. _,<»'» £ ^Jfst -??"

Date Removed nj*£t£ I'-.irt Removea By nrr
Significant Facts Regarding The Structure's History Which May Pertain The

To The Analysis (dateconstructed, significant alterations, dates painted)

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

CODES





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations
Structure

j

Location of Sample

Date Removed

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis_ H /

JLLNo. of Layers to be Studiea_
Reason for Layer Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative thinness, thickness
glassiness, ropmess, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finishlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.)

ReactionPossible medium
Oil
Latex
Whitewash /calcimine
Waterbased/ distemper
Varnish
Shellac

Chemical
2>r»f

PIGMENT ANALYSIS: (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes nc

Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type

t!si

Spot Test

4 3

-£2- i^//<r~

7v^^
no U,Jr,/r~* j,~-

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE:

Probable pigment(s):_
Probable medium:

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleaching
purposes if approprate.)

Butens paint color Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/ slide NO:

Report prepared
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Phase I: Sequence of Layers /."(Jul

Structure RAaWWsx 1o ^>

Location of Sample \.^vt/^ ^vt. fl

Date Removed

)tv~k jjjv C;r~ £*>> wja U Jl ,^ '6tA*^«»°—
Removed By

Significant Facts Regarding The Structure's History Which May Pertain The
To The Analysis (dateconstructed, significant alterations, dates painted)

£J^"^ .

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

CODES -Finish
Primer
Glaze
Varnish
Shellac
Wall paper (W)

Fracture ( )

Dirt Layer (-)

(F)

(P)

(G)

(V)

(S)

Reaction of Sodium Sulfide
Hydrochloric Acid





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations 2. "•

Structure

-?

Location of Sample

Date Removed

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis_ 4'

No. of Layers to be Studied
Reason for Layer Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative thinness, thickness
glassmess, ropiness, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finishlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary

Possible medium Chemical Reaction
oil TynoP
Latex
Whitewasn/ calcimine
Waterbased/ distemper
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes_^_no , Color W U ffw ^.rfsf

Probable pigment associated with flourescence: ~

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test
H t UK.tf le^d

^Jj{) l
32

< 1 ~?-~- <->^ KhF.(CN)^ h'k.r qm
s

(air

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE :

Probable pigment(s): ~~P>- >f>v^ uUrk. i* t M ^ Uv^
f
^- ~A

Probable medium: -
, .V rr.c^- T-nnr \~. »',

\

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleaching
purposes if approprate.)

Butens paint color Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/slide NO:

Report prepared - Date:
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Phase I: Sequence of Layers ->~ *-' '

Structure K\\.\t^U<yM.
Location of Sample |4 -Hcry S>€. lw'k^»/ wvait'r>- C
Date Removed IVWiL K- ~ Removed By t

/Vy'j~

Significant Facts Regarding The Structure's History Which May Pertain The
To The Analysis (dateconstructed, significant alterations, dates painted)

UiUdiX. .^tf.->- *j Kn-vu, uXZJC-2.

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

CODES -Finish (F)

Primer (P)

Glaze (G)

Varnish (V)

Shellac (S)

Wall paper (W)

Fracture ( )

Dirt Layer (-)

Reaction of Sodium Sulfide (Na^S)
Hydrochloric Acid (HCt)
Dimethylformamide (DMT)

Methylene Chloride (CH,CL
Water (H.,6)

Alcohol (OH)
Turentine (TURP)
Neat UV Light (UV)

Note layers of decorative painting, if any: (graining, marbleizing, polychromy
ect . )

.

Chromochrpnology Co
Substrate :k.*£ \AAiS.

- Mllr-i ntiA

'{CIJ,CL-

I l<w rL. VI

A.k
iWtf

_^

kL)y

*iuSi_ IE
10 - 4rirht wA.H

12.rpjg b p^,/rf
13 - uiui<

15. ^yilffw u,L, H

Summary:

|f)r>vf

Otag-

1-6.

17.'

18.'

19.'

20.'

:i.'

22.'

23.'

24.

25.

2b.

27.

23.

29.

30.

Chromochronology Comments

c\
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A
Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations '<-)'

Structure
Location of Sample
Date Removed I

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis
§J_

gl "U^r »n/i &£kj, /CtySr

No. of Layers to be Studied
Reason for Layer Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Hatched: (relative thinness, thickness
glassiness, ropiness, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finlshlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.)

Possible medium Chemical . Reaction
011 QmL 'p\y r7r7r>~
Latex
Whitewash/ calcimine
Water based/ distemper
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes 6-^ no , Color Uf///irv- ^rWi-i
Probable pigment associated with flourescence: "7 i"ir. £>*

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test Reaction

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE :

Probable pigment(s): 1L i-i r o -< i Jj
Probable medium: h*\cff* ai '

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleaching
purposes if approprate.)

Butens paint color Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Color:
Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/slide NO:

Report prepared - Date: By Whom:
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Phase I: Sequence of Layers l

Structure "f?,Ur<^Lo^t-^ ,

Location of Sample "] n%n.t<r*j>^ -^-~|>\|I

S

Date Removed fl\c, rL \C\fr% Removed By prwrT
Significant Facts Regarding The Structure's History Which May Pertain The

To The Analysis (dateconstructed, significant alterations, dates painted:

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

-Finish
Primer
Glaze
Varnish
Shellac
Wall paper (W)

Fracture ( )

Dirt Layer (-)

(F)

(P)

(G)
(V)

(S)

Reaction of Sodium Sulfide (Na.,5)

Hydrochloric Acid (HCI)

Dimethylf ormamide (DMT)

Methylene Chloride (CH,CL,

Water (h\0)

Alcohol (OH)

Turentine (TURP)

Near UV Light (UV)

Note layers of decorative painting, if any: (graining, marbleizing, polychromy

ect.). .

Chromochronology Comments

Substrate : PflavVT;r .

l.Vakib - rtar. 1 HU
fe

- rtff^

6.

7.

10.
11."

12."

13."

14."

15."

iLU £E
-*£

XLLL

Chromochronology Comments

17.
18."

19."

20."

21."

23.
24."

25."
26."

27.
28."

29."

30."

i~Val/ [*jt^W

c\
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Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations / g, -v>^
Structure
Location of Sample
Date Removed Removi

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis

No. of Layers to be Studied
Reason for Layer Selection

:

Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative thinness, thickness
glassiness, ropiness, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finishlayer from stratigraphy, if necessarv.)

Possible medium Chemical Reaction
Oil
Latex
Whitewash/calcimine
Waterbased/distemper
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessaxy.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes no
Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE:

Probable pigment(s):
Probable medium:

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleaching
purposes if approprate.)

Butens paint color Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/ slide NO:

Report prepared - Date:
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Phase I : Sea
Structure K
-ocation ot sampie

uence or Layers 5 -tf

lc£T
Date Removed 0f\ K . ,., VS >

^2_ ,-f

/R b

Semoveg By t"Y) J tr"

Significant Facts Regarding The Structure's History Which May Pertain The
The Analysis (dateconstructed. significant alterations, dates painted

)

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

-Finish
Primer
Glaze
Varnish
Shellac
Wall paper (W)

Fracture I. )

Dirt Layer (-)

(F)

(P)

(G)

(V)

IS)

Reaction of Sodium Sulfide
Hydrochloric Acid





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations S
Structure T?ir^

Location of Sample *"^
r j? fl »^t< ^>c-r

Date Removed

-?

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis <;ti uW^~ tvryV- \J^\-> U-yrJ

No. of Layers to be Studied 3 i

Reason for Layer Selection
: ^

Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative tmnness, thickness
glassiness, ropiness, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finishlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.)

Possible medium Chemical Reaction
Oil
Latex
Whitewash/calcimine
Waterbased/ distemper
Varnish
Shellac

fit-

1

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint /finish layer from stratigraphy, if
necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes nc

Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE:

Probable pigment(s): Vjsj^m^ w*gt^
Probable medium:

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleaching
purposes if approprate.)

Butens paint color Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Color:
Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/slide NO:

Report prepared - Date:
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Phase I: Sequence of Layers (f
~ lM ~ '

Structure V i-J-W-^ KayA^
Location 01 Sample " nX -Tl W< ^ f i-ft)

I T w f^nir
Date Removed fOcurjL 1

R
iaC Removed By f^lT

Significant Facts KegarainR The Structure's History Which May Pertain The

To The Analysis (dateconstructed, significant alterations, dates painted)

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

CODES





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations (.'

Structure
Location ot Sample
Date Removed

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/ CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis

No. of Layers to be Studied
Reason for Layer Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative thinness, thickness
glassiness, ropiness, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finlshlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.;

Possible medium Chemical Reaction
011 */ Htn£ cailkflXa
Latex
Whitewasn/ calcimine
Vaterbased/ distemper
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes no , Color
Probable pigment associated vrith flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test Reaction

[**& k± ±

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE :

Probable pigment(s): /t*J' ^h,t-c
Probable medium:

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleaching
purposes if approprate.)

Butens paint color Sriqw s. „ ^r^ Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Color:
Paint Type:_

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/ slide NO: '--(fT
Report prepared - Date: ~TI ' 7-S" 2y Whom: hr)~J~
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Phase I: Sequence or Layers
Structure lo <.

h
i-^ \ »>->.c<_

f-R-i-F

Location of Sample J.,

Date Removed ffWiX'M.
I<.\ j <X</~> gj .t< Wt,

/^a"
Significant Facts Regarding The Structure's History Which Mav Pertain The
To The Analysis ( dateconstructed , significant alterations, dates painted)

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

Finish





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations 7" *"

Structure
Location of Sample
Date Removed

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

-T

Purpose of Phase II Analysis r/(2-

No. of Layers to be Studied — /f '7.

Reason for Layer Selection: ______^
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: \ relative thinness, thickness

glassiness. ropiness, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finishlayer from stratigraphy, if necessarv

Possible medium Chemical Reacx^on

oil ;^F rW-W* (£qi£-
Latex
Whitewash/calcimine
Waterbased/ distemper
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes no \S , Color
Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Tvpe Spot Test Reaction

Jul " <i .^//^
ikrurx. UW/g^i ''-"- " 1 '>^ —B tk (t I EC:KrrfWi. Lj^Z/trw

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE:

Probable pigment(s): i ^«^ U<"°w v/l^ife /g*c^'
Probable medium: l.nretJt ,< /

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleaching

purposes if approprate.)

Butens paint color -ftA n ,.i P.-i ^ r~ Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/ slide NO:

Report prepared - Date: 3y Whom:
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Phase I: Sequence of Layers C " • >' <

Structure yfA^^u^H 1o^
Location of Sample\

\ ^A\-j, , t- W,»i>- nw>ytA - £ o*P<
r^

tft
Date Removeo
Significant Facts Regarding The Structure's History Which May Pertain The

To The Analysis (dateconstructed, significant alterations, dates painted)

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

CODES -Finish





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations c^ V
1-'

Structure
Location of Sample
Date Removed Rem

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis

No. of Layers to be Studied
Reason for Layer Selection

:

Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (.relative thinness, thickness
glassiness, ropiness, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finishlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.)

Possible medium Chemical Reaction
011 (\{\-K iiMf S.ft^- J,,!,/

w

J?
teit

. , ^x Iim£ saQ*
Whitewash/ calcimine
Waterbased/ distemper ^^~^~~~~~^~~~
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if
necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes no , Color
Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test Reaction—Ltfii—. —SLtS -Vw^.i Au.JL
MU-
JlZ \0iMat*

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE :

Probable pigment(s): I f*J( wi,,

Probable medium: /mirsU .

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards: place under UV light for bleaching
purposes if approprate.)

Butens paint color Shervin-Uilliams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/slide NO:

Report prepared - Date:_
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Phase I: Sequence of Layers
Structure JAf k^U^ir*.
Location of Sample j .^v^ ffilt.

Date Removed fAtr^ ^

9-/c;-P

<wdfifw ua ill.

Dry WniSignificant Facts Regarding The Structure's History' Which May Pertain The
To The Analysis (dateconstructed, significant alterations, dates paintea

)

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

CODES -Finish (F)

Primer (P)

Glaze (G)

Varnish (V)

Shellac (S)

Wall paper (W)

Fracture ( )

Dirt Layer (-)

Reaction of Sodium Sulfide (Na„S)
Hydrochloric Acid (HC1)
Dimethylformamide (DMF)

Methylene Chloride (CH„CL„
Water (H„0)

Alcohol (OH)

Tur«ntme iTURP)

Near UV Light (UV)

Note layers of decorative painting, if any: (graining, marbleizing, polychromy

ect. )

.

Chromochronology Comments
Substrate : kotl £ T /%V_.f ! %U •

3
- j^

i:t"
LHuAd

a;u
)W

iuii_

3. wtd.ii nr^-v.^.^
9. R^ 3

10._
n

- fcg&aa
12.

'

13.

14.

15.

Summary

:

Chromochronology Comments

16.

17.
18."

19.

_

20.

_

21.
22."

23."
24."

25."

26."
27."

28.
29."

30."

Ofi*. Lgjffit ~jj ^ ' JUikt fdjj&fuk he

c\
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Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations
Structure *7 - K<~

\

' - P
r y

Location of Sample p., j . '-njj .. Sgat^ EZ&l ^£ t~/mtf»v i1^''^
Date Remove d <T\^,j. ££ Removed Bv W
IN-DEFTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis (xj—fiosi-t,,^ £ f j f U\u <

No. of Layers to be Studied
Reason for Layer Selection:

Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative thinness, thickness

glassiness, ropiness, ect.): c\u rf Ut" wr! y, ,'ir-Jt./ JhnjnttL&

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finishlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.)

Possible medium Chemical Reaction.

Oil T)vyn-~ SSj£k£nsjl
Latex
Whitewash/calcimine
Waterbased/ distemper
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes nc

Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE:

Probable pigment(s): [€AiV vs^W
Probable medium: Imfiyi »,

COLOR: (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleaching

purposes if approprate.)

Butens paint color Shervin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Color

:

-M
Paint Type: LjJBifAJl

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/ slide NO: >\ - yf.

Report prepared - Date:
j j l^\ Bv Whom: _ YY\ 7J
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Phase I: Sequence of Layers W -~"f-\
~*

Structure |(A^Vf,^L» cyj-t

Location of Sample .V^lf fVrrX \j**rJU KrtA A o/t^ ML hf*
Date Removed *W
Significant Facts Regaraing The Structure's History Which May Pertain The
To The Analysis (datecanstructed. significant alterations, dates painted)

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

CODES -Finish
Primer
Glaze
Varnish
Shellac
Wall paper (W)

Fracture ( )

Dirt Layer (-)

(F)

(P)

(G)

(V)

(S)

Reaction of Sodium Sulfide
Hydrochloric Acid





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations \o

Structure
Location of Sample
Date Removed

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis Plv^ j[r*nt I i»' tw'f — /

fottfb.
No. of Layers to be Studied
Reason for Layer Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative thinness, thickness
glassiness, ropiness, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ fintshlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.)

Possible medium Chemical Reaction

Latex J

Whitevasn/ calcimine
Waterbased/'distemper
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes nc

Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test Reaction
?Urf_ ___^

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE :

Probable pigment(s):
Probable medium: 'tniee 3 >/«

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleaching
purposes if approprate.)

Butens paint color Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/slide NO: /o . fl , _ P
Report prepared - Date: /J\^„p, ,C-.£-3y Whom:

~
hn j

—
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Phase I: Sequence of Layers
Structure^
Location of Saapie tv>- , u ^ „

Dace ReaoTed
Significant Facta Regaraing The Structure's History Which Mav Ptrtain The
To The Analysis (dateconstructed, significant alterations, dates painted)

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

CODES -Finish (F)

Primer (P)

Glaze (G)

Varnish (V)

Shellac (S)

Wall paper (W)

Fracture ( )

Dirt Layer (-)

Reaction of Sodium Sulfide (Na-S)
Hydrochloric Acid (HCI)

Dimethylf ormamide (DMF)

Methylene Chloride (CH-CL.,

Water (H o0)

Alcohol (OH)

Turentine (TUKP)

Neat UV Light (UV)

Note layers of decorative painting, if any: (graining, marbleizing, polychromy
ect. ) _-

: ^ . -

Chromochronoiogy Comments
Substrate: --

I

1- feu

Chromochronoiogy Comments

:.





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations
Structure
Location of Sample
Date Removed Removed By_

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis -'
. - - • .

No. of Layers to be Studied -_

Reason for Layer Selection:

Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative tmnness, thickness
glassiness, ropmess, ec t . ) : —n. . ,

~
. —

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finlshlayer from stratigrapny , if necessary.)

Possible medium Chemical Reaction
Oil , v^ -
Latex
Whitewash/ calcimine i- ~
Uaterbased/distemper
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes no y , Color
Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test Reaction

?>- =

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE:

Probable pigment(s):
Probable medium:

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleaching

purposes if approprate.

)

Butens paint color Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Color: uj

Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/ slide NO:

Report prepared - Date: . <. v By Whom: ;
- „/ .-'"y
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Phase I: Sequence, of Layers ' *•

Structure "
\j ^,t^f~U-^ iu

Location 01 Sample .^,^.
|

^,
Date Removed Pt\i.f,'/, Removed By rn J

Significant Facts Regarding The Structure's History Which May Pertain The
To The Analysis (dateconstructed. significant alterations, dates painted)

-J t- _u_ g-- 1 -

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

CODES -Finish
Primer
Glaze
Varnish
Shellac
Wall paper (W)

Fracture ( )

Dirt Layer (-)

(F)

(P)

(G)

(V)

(S)

Reaction of Sodium Sulfide (Na^S)

Hydrocnloric Acid (HCI)

Dimethvlformamide (DMF)

Methylene Chloride (CH-,CL„

Water (H„0)

Alcohol (OH)

Turentine (TURP)

Neat UV Light (UV)

Note layers of decorative painting, if any: (graining, marbleizing, polychromy
ect. )

.

Chromochronology Comments
Substrate:

,w gA,
| [

' ~L-m
1

|

FHT
2. -> _

jahoi - '-i- fa

-.,-t.^-. - i.l.'.W

IV-Y yi

32C

.k.Vc. - ^ B10.

_

13. ..^
14.

15. L-vV.W

Chromochronology Comments

17. v.K.W
18- L.WA
i9. ;.iw

7ES

20.
21."

25.
26."

27.
28."

29."

30."

.A-.
1*

lSaH
'

,
-rZ i. r .

Est

Summary:

rv
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Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations \2."**'

Structure
Location of Sample
Date Removed Remi

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis

No. of Layers to be Studied \f -; r^,lir. ~-
t

r

Poflonn fnr I_3v«>r ^plprridfl' Q
"

Reason for Layer Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: l relative thinness, tnickness

glassiness, ropiness. ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finlshlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.)

Possible medium Chemical Reaction

Oil ~

Latex ________
Whitewash/ calcimine J7T

_~
Waterbased/distemper
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes no , Color_
Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test Reaction
ukl>vv "3 AWo, £->_.,„, W^. r<t tli In

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE:

Probable pigment(s):
Probable medium: *-jl,ibt ^rZT'

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleaching

purposes if approprate.)

wivV_Butens paint color WVmM, Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

X\<4 v___k
Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/slide NO:

Report prepared - Date : / _. * fl ~f
J By Whom:
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T>»
iirr.

^tii>^
<2-< cU iAA*.

X-

Phase I: Sequence of Layers \3 - (3

,

Structure j dk, R , Htn>iouS>«—
Location of Sanple "a.^M*., cUs-o-
Date ReooTed ^ Removed By
Significant Facts Regarding The Structure's History Which May Pertain The
To The Analysis (dateconstructed . significant alterations, dates painted)

»lrl.^

1U1 i hi
4- "TU ^uj^j^-yS

tSta^ -ft-1 <*M ~Z^yii.„ -A^rVl

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

CODES





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations fi-fti'-p
Structure fl,ft, n k,
Location of Sample £,„^-. {.{,*,„< ^< n „.^..
Date Removed Afw.i lUf 4 Removed By_

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis lh >u, ^ P^j. L^,^ ^ 2,o, orris.

No. of Lavers to be Studied ^»
|

Reason for Layer Selection: ,, ;.,., r̂ , r , ,, ,,_ An u , .„, )/ &.L, b It &**> r . lE W
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative thinness, thickness
glassiness, ropiness, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finishlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.)

Possible medium Chemical Reaction
Oil "kM <j- -+-

Latex
Whitewash/ calcimine
Water based /distemper
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes J no
,
Color y c llo>-' c r * 2

Probable pigment associated with flourescence: ^

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test Reaction

Jm.. CX^(_ "PgrUfeSn; ^ V<; fQCy u n.Uj. ?>U. / CeJ*.

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE:

Probable pigment(s): ?.,„ f . Qx.s.iA-
Probable medium: ;,„ ^...q q,

1

/ p„,.r ^^^/1l. ;g.30/ l,,„,/olu a,// <nV <-M »>_

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleaching
purposes if approprate.)

Butens paint color Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Paint Type: ?,„,, r>x„l.i. IjI J..n*~Ln,l

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/slide NO:
Report prepared - Date: By Whom:
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Phase I: Sequence of Layers
Structure -—/<,- /-

Location of Sampie T^.,,-^
Date Removea

h.i'-t £cA,^ ./(lOW* poo»v i't* i-fr T<XV.

Significant Facts Regarding The Structure's History Which May Pertain The

To The Analysis (dateconstructed, significant alterations, dates paintea I

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

Finish





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations yV
Structure
Location of Sample
Date Removed

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis_ ]_£3 £. xa

No. of Layers to be Studied
Reason for Layer Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative thinness, thickness
glassiness, ropiness, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS: (Separate paint/ finishlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.)

Possible medium
Oil
Latex
Whitewash/ calcimine
Water based /distemper
Varnish
Shellac

Chemical Reaction

PIGMENT ANALYSIS: (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes no , Color W///p»y ant >

Probable pigment associated with flourescence:
J

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE :

Probable pigment(s): "Lin f * , r -( .

Probable medium: I intent' *.. /

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards: place under UV light for bleaching
purposes if approprate.)

Butens paint color Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/slide NO:

Report prepared - Date: j] l_c 3y Whom:
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Phase I: Sequence of Layers 7-° ^ \v^-\f.-h -

Structure LOU (
( i"Hg^t>Bv,t<

. H^w^i Ac'v-^-X
Location of Sample
Date Removed Removed By

Significant Facts Regarding The Structure's History Which Hay Pertain The

To The Analysis < dateconstructed. significant alterations, dates painted)

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

-Finish





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations *"

Structure
Location of Sample

Date Removed Remo

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC /CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis

No. of Layers to be Studied
Reason for Layer Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: ( relative tninness, thickness
glassiness, ropiness, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finishlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.)

Possible medium Chemical Reaction
Oil
Latex
Whiteva6n/ calcimine
Vaterbased/ distemper
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes uo_^_, Color
Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test Reaction

rkrr^. ..,.,7'rw -J ,M' 'V.^VW =
N*flt ce /lr~ dqji: iuLx±C —

. M> p's.i,^. rt.KLi.~~ i~/+».] 'f ^U U,'(f p»iPIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE:

Probable pigmentis):
Probable meoium: ^ ,\

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleaching
purposes if approprate.

)

Butens paint color Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/ slide NO:

Report prepared - Date:
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Phase I: Sequence _p£ Layers 3 — P. I
~ r*"1

Structure ".3 1
location oi Sample StZLj^tWl -«" "-') »**>»<*
Date Removeo ff ;, ,A >?. :-emoved By 55J5fSignificant Facts Regarding The Structure's History ."men Ma? Pertain
To The Analysis (dateconstructea, significant alterations

3ATA: Microscopic Analysis

dates painted;

CODES -Finish 7





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations 5 - P •
' l""*

Structure
Location of Sample

Date Removed Remove

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis_

No. of Layers to be Studied .

Reason for Laver Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to oe Matchea: t, relative tmnness, tmckness

glassmess, ropiness. ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (.Separate paint/ fintshlayer from stratigrapny, if necessary. J

Possible meaium Chemical Reaction

Oil
Latex
Vhitewasn/ calcimine
Waterbased/ distemper
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (.Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes no_

Probable pigment associated with f lourescence:_

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE:

Frobable pigmentls):_
Probable meaium:

COLOR: (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleaching

purposes if approprate.

)

Butens paint color Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/ slide NO:

Report prepared - Date:
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Phase I: Sequence of Layers 5 — yv. .

n^
Structure I , - T , ..yysv.1, '"yD'vo

Location of Sample jra.^ R\p^ y«urc Tv\ Al.fff 4 \r,r,r

Date Removed 1 As.~rJu Removed By fYV"
"

Significant Facts Regarding The Structure's History Which May Pertain The

To The Analysis (dateconstructed, significant alterations, dates painted!

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

CODES -Finish





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations C,- O.
- y1^v

Structure
Location of Sample
Date Removed Removes

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis ^ 3
No. of Layers to be Studied
Reason for Layer Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matcnea: (.relative tmnness, thicKness
glassiness, ropiness, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finishlaver from stratigraphy, if necessary.)

Possible medium Chemical Reaction
oil Dr^P ^t
Latex
Whitewasn/ calcimine
Waterbased, distemper
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes no \y , Color
Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test Reaction

L.,c rP » f .T i rrw „. -i»' r-s m ( [igka

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE

Probable pigment(s):_
Probable medium:

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleaching
purposes if approprate.)

Butens paint color ca rwii.le. l3-t^^i(w ) Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
bample/siide NO:

Report prepared - Date:
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Phase I: Sequence of Layers L '(-
'
— *^

Structure 1^^ &A\i~Usv,v-t.

Location of Sample Irvy.T-ig"' Shwp^t <~b^*<- roay -to \.e\\ (~o ' "Sr-; -O,o r

kemoved ByDate Removed
Significant Facts Regarding The Structure's History Which Hay Pertain The

To The Analysis (dateconstructed, significant alterations, dates painted)

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

-Finish
Primer
Glaze
Varnish
Shellac
Wall paper (W)

Fracture ( )

Dirt Layer (-)

(F)

(P)

(G)

(V)

(S)

Reaction of Sodium Sulfide (Na-,S)

Hydrochloric Acid





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations 2." A • ~

T

Structure
Location of Sample

Date Removed

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis -t-j .Vp V~ \.L,-»

No. of Layers to be Studied <^y\

Reason for Layer Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative tninness, thickness
glassiness, ropiness, ect. )

:

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finishlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.)

Possible medium Chemical Reaction
Oil
Latex __^_
Whitewasn/ calcimine
Waterbased/ distemper
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes no l/, Color
Probable pigment associated with flourescence: ^^^~~^~~~

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE:

Probable pigment(s)
:_

Probable medium:

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleaching
purposes if approprate.)

Butens paint color Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Color:
Paint Type:_

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/slide NO:

Report prepared - Date:
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c>j v vn

ex. 21 (continued)

MORTAR ANALYSIS: DATA SHEET

Sample No.. I- Pi- m
Origin of sample Wilnnn^|;i ^

Visual description of sample (color. texture. hardness,
inclusions, etc.): (.W.W m/ a. 1 4 !»».>•

' - tl bfli>M I T
-"- LC t !»! W IV- I'll U»^

Z±Jt ^-a

Mortar Analysis :

Original weight of powdered sample (W^) =

Weight of filter paper (W 2 ) -

Weight of filter paper + dry fines (W 3 ) •=

Weight of dry fines (W 3
- W2 ) -

Weight of dry sand (W 4 ) =

\ of sand ((W^WjJ x 100) -

* of fines ( (W 3 - W 2 )/W x x 100) -

* of dissolved binder =

\A.lt

c

±Lh£3Q

Observations

:





ex. 21 (continued)

MORTAR ANALYSIS: DATA SHEET 'OA/^t^_i_.

Sample No. ^~ fii - "^

Visual description
inclusions

Origin of sample

of sample (color. texture.
tc): LoVsTTT i^jj Cifey w- vt+,<.^a.t.t>rt-^^j

Xva«-\ ^->-o.t. f^x^v^^:

Mortar Analysis :

Original weight of powdered sample (W^)

Weight of filter paper (W 2 ) -

Weight of filter paper + dry fine6 (W 3 )

Weight of dry fines (W
3

- W 2 ) -

Weight of dry sand (W 4 ) =

* of sand ((W^Wx) x 100) -

* of fines ( (W 3
- W 2 ) IW^ x 100) -

\ of dissolved binder =

S77 V.rC* -=£.33

It.- SO

£.7.o5/S

Observations: dissolution of binder, color of liquid:

i it»r.to.

Characterization of Sand :

Microscopic Examination Finer





^/(CjZA

ex. 21 (continued)

MORTAR ANALYSIS: DATA SHEET
£q(, Rtftcnheos^

Sample No. J-fl'i - rrt

Date Origin of samole Jot GiUtn hous«_

Visual description of sample (color. texture. hardness,
inclusions, etc.): McjiiSt^C I~ ro/% IW/xju q un litvu. c tun/i

^

;

—

^"«y>"^.<

Mortar Analysis :

Original weight of powdered sample (W^)

Weight of filter paper (W 2 ) =>

Weight of filter paper * dry fines (W 3 )

Weight of dry fines (W 3
- W 2 ) -

Weight of dry sand (W 4 ) =.

* of sand ((W4 /W L ) x 100) =.

% of fines ( (W3 - W 2 )/W 1 x 100) =

* of dissolved binder »

^02-

lZ^x
f^

k-3?

L<r,
Liz?a

'..'a

%->. t,? ->j

Observations

:





ex. 21 (continued)

MORTAR ANALYSIS: DATA SHEET

Sample No. 'J- Ri - *"

Origin of 6ample ftmfnhocrx. -3Q6Origin of 6ample ^mcnwocrx. -<ub
£ nit tin , mmti r S**fi<

j
Lmi.<4.

f
.

Visual description of sample (color. texture. hardness,
inclusions, etc.): ticrA , ,.iy ,U __AmuU 4 UttSlii Sit~,_

Mortar Analysis : \
^~"

'

s ^ '

Original weight of powdered sample (W^) - ZZS\ O S

Weight of filter paper (W 2 ) - S.f<f >TS"'=• (fit

Weight of filter paper + dry fines (W 3 ) - g./*/ i

Weight of dry fines (W 3
- W 2 ) - ,,, l,7oyi

Weight of dry sand (W 4 ) . I 4> •
0<$

e^

\ of sand (CW4/W].) x 100) - 6> % tf *%
>

\ of fines ( (W 3
- W 2 )/W L x 100) - C .14, *%-.

\ of dissolved binder = Tg?? 2fj> °3 A>

Observations: dissolution of binder, color of liquid:

^(IIpi^j I-^wsA

ft. t e

Characterization of Sand :

Microscopic Examination \ Finer than 47 I b mra-

2.3 6 mm
1.18 mm
600 um
300 um
150 um
7 5 um
5 3 um
3 8 um
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Rac k i an c! Chai n a f T i 1 1 e
s-orm the i i tie Registry of the Department o-f Records,
Phi 1 adelphia City Hal 1 , Phi i ad« ! i p n i a

.

ennsyi van

i





Feci ted in Fotent

Warrant of Survey troii the Court
William Orion for 100 Acres.

Up 1 ana to

1650 Feci ted in Patent

Surveyed to William Drian, 100 &cr&s.
iecono lot ot 1 ana also included in tne paten'
containing <j'.' acres.

j. IoS2 From William Orion F.ecoraed: Feb. 1.

To Dennis hotcnTurc 1673—4
'.

: acres Leeo tool : M.pu. -'.

Feb. 10. 16S2 Willi am Or i on
Dennis Rotchti

:ored: r ec
1697--;

sed Book:

Feb. 16. lo=7-4 Fecora Boot : F

Patent: William Penn by his commi ssi oners
To l-.ar y Fotch + oro widow ot Dennis, Fotchford

and his administration -for tne above 100 acres and 60 &cr&<z and
also another 40 acres aioimng the Tormer of libertv land laid
out 20th ot 1st. month 1 3c~ b ^ Warrant from the proprietary
catea the same &~* unto Dennis F.ctcn+ord to beholaer ^-s a+ the
Manor of Spinrgetsbury "

200 acres 11. lc.94

Land Office of Fennsyl vani
Fecord Boor :

pg. jT.53.5 1
;

Feleaae: Heriot Fotch*ord Recorded: "oc
To Thomas Shuts 12. 1707

Deed Bool : E.
/ o 1 . o . py . 1

Will ot Thomas Shuts Proved: Dec.
To his son Joseph Shute 10, 174S

Will Boot : I

pg. 5
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rrom Edwofu earner e* . oil Fecoraea:
Trustees o-f Thomas Shute t. 1760
Josepr. Shuts aia not pay Deea Boat
900 pounas currencv rents. Mo. 10, p<

To Abel James
Z X acres

n Hbel Jtffries Recorded: Feo.
Joseph Shuts 23, 1760
acre- Deeo Boot : H

No. 10, pg.396

t. Joseph Shute Fecoraea: June
John Lawrence 26, l T ~"r

-icree part r- Deed roo. : I

oriuinei 2-X acres No. 17.pq.S9

July ^4. 1765 From John Lawrence Fecoraea: Dec,
To John McPhersor, 17oF
2c Acres Deed Boot : I

Vol .6, pp. 514

"lay 21, 1~"76 Mortgage Fecoraea: nug.
John McFhersan 10, 1776
To Thomas Meson Mortgage Bool :>
on the 26 acres No. 20, pg. 32

To secure the payment o-f 920 pounas with interest

In 1S03 the property is in aispute between fiarv Ann Mcpherson
Administrator o-f John Mcpherson's Estate. Vs. John Mason Thomas
F'aul E ecutors o+ Thomas Mason Deceased, Awarded to John Mason
and Thomas Paul.

uupreme Court Boot

May :. 1309 From Jonfi Mason ana Fecoraed : June
Thomas Paul 26. lSO-r

To George Thomas Ceed Boot: : IC

26 acres No. 2, pg. 164

Sept 12, 12-15 From George Thomas Recorded: Oct.
To Isaac L Jones 12. 1315
Paid 25.000 Dollars Deed Boot: MR

No. 4. pg. 745
Certain Messuage oi "'em merit ar-a tract or piece o-f

land. .. Containing 2a acres. This is the -first time the building
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= irentionea.

:t 21. 182E Mortgage
To Iebsc Jones
From Thomas Firtr

Satisfied DeceiiiDer 27, 1ST-

Recorde Oct.

Mortgage Bool

:

GWR. No. 1 1 . pg. o4i

Deed ot Trust
From Isaac C Jones
To John Carpenter i

Tr.oiT.as Firth
rJo. 1c. pg . 2-

Recorded: No»

.

11. 1 328
Deed Boot :

Recorded!

Deea Bool : AM.
Uo. 4 . pu . 4~c

Ml 1 1 Bool :

59.pg.39E

hppointea poth Sairu_-el Jont

executors and stated that th = » shoL.ic

reai estate.

id Isaac Jones his
l 1 ai i or part 0+ hi

s

From 1867 or, the citv 0+ Philadelphia was in the process ot

buying this land -from Isaac Jones E.-iecutor 0+ Isaac C. Jones

Estate.

March 19. 1870 Deed Fell Release Isaac Jones

C. Jor.es estate to the Cit\ o- Philadelphia.

Bne+ ot Title tc Rockian
. Jones. Fairmount F ar I- Co

itJlMI

Philadelphia Fa.

_o aCr~E.
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Inventory o-f Issac Jones
rom the will of Issac Jones #52, 1365, Register o+ Will'

City Hall Annex , Philadelphia r=*.

34c





Inventory of Issac Jones
Dobble Bedstead and Bedding 15 00

5
1 "?1 " " '

..'..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.lo'.IMiTable with Drawers , nn
Chairs .0.25 each. . . 1 .25

3.00Odd Chairs and Bedstead
Air Tight Stove and Front ....
Lot of Worn Matting and Sundry; ...!!! '. 300Bedstead and Bedding \

' 5'gn
Bureau, Table, and 3 Chairs •"•!!!!!!!!!!!"!!! 500
Bureau, and Book Case '

"l2°00
3-Moh hair Seat Chairs .!.!!! i '.50 '

each! ! ! 4 '. 50Small Wood Chair 50
Small Bedstead and Bedding '"ls'oo
Lar "3e

" '
'.'.'.'. '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. '.'.'.25. 00Looking Glass

2 00Sheet Iron Stove ....!"! ' 1*50
Wash Table '.'.'.'.

2 00
chamber set .......!!!!!!"!"!!".!!!!! e!ooC^pet 5.00Single Bedstead and Bedding 15.00
Case of Drawers !!!!!! !!lo!oO

,

5
,

C*a
i
rs

'.'.'.o'.zi'ea'cr,'.'.'. l!25
Wash Stand

50
Bureau

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.WWWW'.'.'.'.'.'. s!oo
Table Stand

_ 1.00
Chamber Chair !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2!oO
Small Looking Glass 100
Carpet \\'.'.'.'.\\\\\\\ sioo
Chest of Drawers

_ .15.00
Wardrobe and Table with Drawers !!!!!!lo!oO
Single Bedstead and Bedding !!!!!!l2!oO

20.00

Subtotal 220.50

Looking Glass
_ 2. 00

Table With Drawers ,..!!!! 3!oO
Candle Stand Table !.!!!! l!oO
6 Yellow Chairs

! . . !u '.25* each! !

'. 1 ! 50
Carpet 2.00
2 Large Bureaus 10.00 each. ..20.00
7 Hair Seat Chairs 1.50 each. ..10.50
Rocking Chair, Large 2.00

"
. Small .....!"! !50

Wash Stand and Furniture 5.00
Cain Seated Chair

_ 1.00
Cain Backed Chair

_ 1,00
Bedstead and Bedding 40.00
Dressing Table with Glass 10.00
Large Wardrobe 20.00
Small Bedstead and Bedding 17.00
1 Stove 5 \ 00
1 Card Table 5.00
1 Carpet 20.00
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2 Looking Glasses 4.00 •ach... 8.00
2 Bureaus 7.00 each. ..14.00

Plain 5.00
Mash Stand 5.00
1 Set Chamber Ware, Pitcher 4.00
2 Looking Glasses 3.50 each... 7.00
1 bedstead and Bedding 30 .00
4 Cane Seated Chairs 0.25 each... 1.00
1 Small Hinge Table 50
Carpet 5.00
Entry Carpet 2.50
Entry Table 2.50
Side Board 5.00
Mahogany Table 4.00

4.00
3.00

488.50

Fire Scr een 50
Small Table and Dressing Case 1.00
8 Rush Seated Chairs 0.25 each...
Looking Glass
Carpet
Clock
Looking Glass
4 Rattan Seat Chairs 0.25 each..,
2 Rush Seat Chairs

,

Round Table
Desk Book Case
1 Lot of Books
1 Looking Glass
6 Hair Seated Chairs 1.50 each..

* ' Rocking Chair 1,

2 Rush Bottom Chairs
1 arm Chair
1 Set Tea [Poy ?]
Center Table
2 Stools 1.00 each.
Screen
Card Table
Carpet (Brussil)

(back Parlour) 20.00
8 Hair Seated Chairs 1.50 each. ..12.00
2 Rush • 1.00
Hair Seated arm Chair 50

' * Rocking Chair 3.00
Looking Glass 15.00
Stove Air Tight 10.00
Work Table and Pair Foot Stools 4.00
Sofa 5.00
1 Pair China Stools 2.00
Pair Mantle Vases 4.00
Counting House Desk and Stool 2.00
Entry and Stair Carpet 8.00

2.





Entry Hat Rack 1.50
Mohoqanv Tabic 4.00
Mohogany Tabic Small 1.00
Umbrella Stand 25
Clock 2.00
Kitchen Tabic, Chain and with Kitchen utensills 10.00
1 set China Crokcry and Glass 10.00
1 Lot Silverware (Old) 210 oz. at 1.25 per oz . 262.50
Gold Match, and Chain 60.00
Pier TAble Marble Top (Parlour) 4.00
Roan Hourse 175.00
Single Carr l age. . .25.00 , and Harness ... 10 .00 35.00

-Rockland Place- 1264.50

1 Bay Horse 100.00
1 Dun Horse 125.00
Market Wagon and Cart 100.00
Lot of Agricultural Impliments 15.00
Red Cow (Dry) 30.00
White Cow 35.00
Lot of Old Furniture 30.00

435.00
353.88

2053.38
1 Lot East India China 30.00

Philadelphia: July 17, 1865 Completed By James Willson and Isaac

L. Wister.

Will of Issac Jones *52, 1865. Register of Wills. City Hall Annex,

Philadelphia Pa.
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r roni s hoc k j. a

F a i r itiaun t Par k

Rac k I an d F 1 oa r P 1 an s

i d F i 1 e . F a i r m u n t F
: ' ar k C umm i s 5 1 on F- lies. ,

Commission, i

¥!emanal Hall Philadelphia Pa,
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Rq c k i an d F 1 a ar P i an s

Froms Rockland File, Fairmount Park Commission Files.,

FairfiiQunt Park Commission, Memorial Hall Philadelphia r*..
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1988 V
Flut FloirPlin

simpli tit*
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Rockland ^>
1988 i7

Second Floor Plan

sample site scale none
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Rockland ^>
1988 <?

Third Floor Plan

sample site scale none
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Ex t

Aggendi_x tt27

Rockl and
)r M a. i n t e ri an c e P r a b 1 £m 3





Rock i and E-; ;i ev at i on

N o r t h El e '..' a t i o n





Rockland Nes t El ev a t i o

n

iuth El e '-,' a t j o

n





lintenance Problems Encountered at Rockland

Lea k i n q W a t e r U a 1 y e in the B a sem en t

Water
E ',' i den c i

;eeps through a basement door during heau 1

,

o r r i s 1 n g damp o n the wal 1

.





E a s t w all o f b a sem e n t i s

b

'

:
.
> e v a p o rati n g w a t e r .

covered with sal", deposits left

South Elevation
bulqes out

.

tructural problem; this wall drops and

f^TPS&J

'•'1 J -





South Nail Extending from Roof to abc-'e th>

Pet" ormat 1 o n .





The interior fir
the s e c o n d floor i

drop i n the wall .

. t floor window in the dining
! i n d ow a b o v e s h ow the e f f e c t

room and
if the





Wa ter p en strati o n i n t o t he wall ha h- cau sed t he

del ami nation of the rubble dash stucco in certain areas

The wooden porch column also shows the effects of water





A broken leader pipe drains rain water onto the building

wall and a section of porch bal luster ie seen on the

ground. On the opposite side of the building the leader

is also broken





klhen t hi e b a c k p o r c h s t a i r s were r em o y e d s om e of the rule

d

: t u c c o w a = d amaged.

jiMiumniimiM

All of the interior surfaces are peeling





Damage to the third floor ceiling caused by a bad roo'





p5i n 'c
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Phase I: Sequence of, Layers
Structure \? 0t/^y»^/

-(? p

Location of Sample ,^nw Qhv^t TX~<^t ' r-g*^ t L
Date Removed /7|ft<Tj/i BS emovea Bv i^VTi

-t;s€ b.-^wV ;fVflM

Significant Facts Regarding The Structure's History Which May Pertain lhe
To The Analysis (dateconstructed, significant alterations, dates painted)

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

CODES -Finish
Primer
Glaze
Varnish
Shellac
Wall paper (W)

Fracture ( )

Dirt Layer (-)

(F)

(P)

(G)

(V)

(S)

Reaction of Sodium Sulfide (Na^S)

Hydrochloric Acid (HC1)

Dimetnyiformamide (DMF)

Methylene Chloride (CH-CL,

Water (H o0)
*

Alcohol (OH)

Turentme (TURP)

Near. UV Light (UV)

Note layers of decorative painting, if any: (graining, marbleizing, polychromy

ect.).

Chromochronology Comments
Substrate: i^norP
1. Cr-

2 . ~j Wi Ve





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations \-ao^r
Structure
Location of Sample
Late Removed

~~
Ren

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis

Nc. of Layers to De Studieo & /
'„ -

Reason for Layer Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative thinness, thicicness
giassiness. ropiness, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finishlayer from stratigraphy, if necessarv.

Possible medium Chemical Reaction
Oil A / r-lt-L- 7)ir)f- ro-Tlene^ U prnF
Latex
Whitewash/ calcimine ft ~^ H LI TjfrrC

3^^^^~~~~"~~
Wateroased/ distemper

~

Varnish ~^~^~^^~^^~^~
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes no
Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type Snot Test Reaction

PIGMENT AN'D MEDIUM TYPE:
•) Of U»if«n

Probable pigment(s): ~& I c 7- i?^^ ^K>«-r i-. / iw.[f et» »
Probable medium: a- 3 c B *>«/> ^._, ,. /> a / £ /,-r ftln~^
COLOR: (Match sample to color standards: place under UV light for bleaching

purposes if approprate.

)

Butens paint color Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/ slide NO:

j
- fcl — (£-

Report prepared - Date: ~ 2 ^ By Wnom: }¥![/?!
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Phase I: Sequence of Layers i~-

Structure CotVU^w^

-£o~

Location or Sample

Date Removed fY)

:,', •A «J. ft. i no. frift.»4- f"t^
^ ''^* Semovea Bv jan

Significant Facts Regarding The btructure's History Which May Pertain The

To The Analysis tdateconstructed . significant alterations, aates painted)

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

CODES -Finish
Primer
Glaze
Varnish
Shellac
Wall paper (W)

Fracture ( )

Dirt Layer (-)

(F)

(P)

(G)

(V)

(S)

Reaction of Sodium Sulfide (Na^S)

Hydrochloric Acid (HCI)

Dimethylformamide (DMF)

Methylene Chloride (CH^CL-,

Water (H,0)
*

Alcohol (OH)

Turentine (TURP)

Near. UV Light CUV)

Note layers of decorative painting, if any: (graining, marbleizing, polychromv

ect. )

.

_^_^__ ,

Chromochronology Comments
Substrate: ~^lt.;M<

'"'- "-' t>Y*>r

1. (V ~

Chromochronology Comments

2





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations 1 " ^'
Structure
Location 01 Sample

-?

Date Removed Removed By

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis

No. of Layers to be Studied
Reason for Layer Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to De Matched: (.relative thinness, thickness

glassmess, ropmess, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finlshlayer from stratigrapny, if necessary.;

Possible medium Chemical _ Reaction

Oil T.|Wf >ntYM-t>
Latex
Whitewash/ calcimine
Waterbased/ distemper
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes no__/__, Color
Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

.

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test Reaction

&1 . v^V\»-f H No-, ~ fjK. f na\u^gv.

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TTPE:

Probable pigment(s): ' -' °.vv w^^
Probable medium: fA "L. i-^-i^-ww w \*<\<rt4-

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place under ITV light for bleacning

purposes if approprate.

)

Butens paint color Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/ slide NO:

Report prepared
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Phase I: Sequence or Layers
Structure t a r V yj,»> J-

Location or Sample [ ^^r,^
Date Removed «>W5
significant Facts Regarding The Structure's History Which V.

To The Analysis (dateconstructed, significant alterations.
iv Pertain The
dates painted I

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

Finish





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations g-flo-S'
S tructure
Location 01 Sample

Date Removed .
Remo

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose o£ Phase II Analysis

No. ot Layers to be Studied TW /a-yL''

Reason tor Layer Selection:

Visual Characteristics or Layer to be Matched: (relative thinness, thickness

glassiness, ropiness, ect.): . .

MEDIUM ANALYSIS: (Separate paint/ finlshlaver from stratigraphy, if necessary.)

Possible medium Chemical

Oil
Latex
Whitewash/ calcimine
Waterbased/ distemper

Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes no_\/_, Cole

Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test Reaction

i -~ii..ii,+.~ —Rum »
,
n>Wr . r»»-1

ini : —t£r
H, rOul

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE :

Probable pigment(s): '-JviV.'v

Probable medium: - ^cv^ ,*q

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleacning

purposes if approprate.)

Butens paint color ^^^ Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Color:
Paint Type:_

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/ slide NO: 3 - Ro ~P .--—

Report prepared - Date:
1 A » 1 3 Bv Whom: r\ V O
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Phase I: Sequence of Layer
Structure H~ So - ?

Location 01 Sampie irit-f
Date Removed ^fyvj., aV emoved' By f)1l/

;ta<(U lit/, / £r«

Significant Facts Regarding The Structure's History Which May Pertain The
To The Analysis (dateconstructed. significant alterations, dates painted)

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

CODES





Phase II: Analysis and Recommenaations L\ - \^°

S tructure
Location ot SamDie

Date Removea Removeo Bv

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis

No. ot Layers to be Studied
Reason for Layer Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative thinness, thickness
glassiness, ropiness, ect.): ^
MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finlshlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.;

Possible medium Chemical Reaction
Oil
Latex
Whitewasn/ calcimine
Waterbased/ distemper
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary. )

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes nc

Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test Uiv*'*'
I

Reaction

PIOtENT AND MEDIUM TYPE : '~a"'' < ^' j_/Utr<--r kl~*_ pi$r**t c o,<YC^

r£«C voLv*-t£ r-fr*^j2i Aui'l^'-- - Hu C
Probable pigment(s):
Probable medium:

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards: place under UV light for bleaching

purposes if approprate.

j

Butens paint color Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/slide NO:

Report prepared - Date:
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Phase I: Sequence of, Layers 3 ' "

Structure K r
. c < '-'"^^

Location of Sample
; „„; <-i, -n,- f-c.^4 »t=,<^p C^W rL..

Date Removea ^j,,,^ p'^ Removed By jmTj
^L

Significant facts Regaraing The Structure's History wnich Mav Pertain The

To The Analysis idateconstructea, significant alterations, aates painted i

' \s[0 .

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

CODES -Finish





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations L.-Y2-'^ \

Structure
Location or Sample

Date Removed Removed i'

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose 01 Phase II Analysis_

No. of La vers to be Studied
Reason for Layer Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to pe Matched: (relative tmnness, thickness

glassiness, ropiness, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finishlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary. )

-,•".* ReactionPossible medium
Oil
Latex
Whitewasn/ calcimine
Waterbased, distemper
Varnisn
Shellac

w^rto
Chemical

,Ylf
-'"

Lriiiii-

-.1.C-,

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary. J

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes no_

Probable pigment associated with flourescence :_

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test

"pa-.m,- ^/^c^^.xr

Reaction

r -\r.U^ [S^tt M aft m -..-"I '-''

*< biS -iw- _iirrf.

jdiat mi

Hi™'

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE:

Probable pigment(s):
Probable medium:

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleachma

purposes if approprate.

)

Butens paint color Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/ slide NO:

Report prepared - Date:
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Phase I: Sequence of Layers ^-^(jD— Y
Structure ^o^i-VanrV
Location or Samnie_j_^A j>rvffr .-• f\. />r\r

Date Removea PQ^i-,^ i '
c ••IV

3~
±^

Signilicant facts Regarding Die Structure's History Which May Pertain The
To The Analysis (dateconstructefl. significant alterations, dates paintea i

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

•Finish





Phase II: Analysis ana Recommendations fe
" ^3 ~T

Structure
Location of Sample
Date Removed Removi

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis

No. of Layers to be Studied p, j
*7--

Reason for Layer Selection:Reason tor Layer Selection: x^p Co x. \r

Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative thinness, thickness
glassmess, ropmess, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finlshlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.)

Possible medium a . Chemical Reaction* / 7-Oil " 'j
u

; :
pr\h

Latex
Whitevasn/ calcimine r* I

, z. r'A.X ^Qjj
Waterbased/ distemper
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary. )

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes no /_, Color
Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

~~~"^~^~

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test Reaction

*- ' ' 'J.
.<T ±~t

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE:

Probable pigment! s):

Probable medium:
. ir\sr^-v

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards: place under UV light for bleaching
purposes if approprate.)

Butens paint coloiHi— ZS"-ft I. l/i.n't £s, Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/slide NO:

Report prepared - Date:
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Phase I: Seauence of Layers
~~~?— 'CO — f

Structure
i
< -

, y, , ,—

^

-ocation 01 Sample ,r[ , ,^ v o, -"
? g>.-t per i>^

Date Removed rV)^^ fj.
'

r ~, s^LS—.-vemovea py
;

y\vj

Significant Facts Regarding The Structure's History Which Mav Pertain
To The Analysis ^ateconstructed, significant alterations, dates painted I

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

CODES -Finish





Phase II: Analysis and Recommenoations ~j - fl-o
_

'

Structure
Location or Sample
Date Removea Remov

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis_

No. of Layers to be Studied
Reason for Layer Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative thinness, thickness

glassiness, ropiness, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finishlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.)

Possible medium Chemical Reaction
Oil ^rv£- rzFj-r.nt**

Latex
Whitewash/ calcimine
Vateroasea/ distemper
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes nc

Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test Reaction

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE :

Probable pigment(s): '-£()<?«- I

•

fr*.

Probable medium:
, n ,

: , -

.

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleaching

purposes if approprate.) n „. L\- t

Butens paint color
"

Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/slide NO:

Report prepared - Date:
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Phase I: Sequence of Layers 6 i(^ >

Structure
,
:c't. v.£~ ;>

Location of Sampie~T_ ^vmqt Uimc r,-»>, T:^L U \\ **.

ite Removed RWrJL i^t-g
Significant Facts Regarding The Structure's History Which May Pertain The
To The Analysis (dateconstructed, significant alterations, aates painted)

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

Finish





Phase II: Analysis ana Recommendations - \J 3 -"P

S tructure
Location of Sample
Date Removed Remove

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis

No. 01 Layers to be Studied
Reason for Layer Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative thinness, thickness
glassiness, ropiness, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finishlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.)

Possible medium Chemical Reaction
oil w~* i "i_ T)

1"-^ __;
Latex
Whitevasn/ calcimine \-\ (_T~
Waterbased/ distemper
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessaty.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes nc

Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE:

Probable pigment(s): /p. c £ o y roi-r

Probable meaium: (Im~,,«.

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place unaer UV light for bleaching

purposes if approprate. )

M^utens paint color -V" r-g_ Shervin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/ slide NO:

Report prepared - Date:
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Phase I: Sequence of payers
Structure t o f ^t Vr-i

—

*>

location or Sample T h W-y tr.

Date Removea t\o, . / "W
U u-r^yl yVw corner /x /g^

t
£<;,- ^,1

Kemovea By ,71 \/
Significant Facts Regarding The Structure's History Which Mav Pertain i'he

To The Analysis (dateconstructed. significant alterations, dates painted

j

^ n/^ttm, C . /f/0

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

CODES -Finish
Primer
Glaze
Varnish
Shellac
Wall paper (W)

Fracture ( )

Dirt Layer (-)

(F)

(P)

CG)

(V)

(S)

Reaction of Sodium Sulfide (Na,S)
Hydrocnloric Acid





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations *1

Structure
Location of Sample
Date Removed

(LO-?

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis / r I 3 [A ;< < c
J I

J

No. 01 Layers to be Studied
Reason for Layer Selection: _^
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative thinness, thickness

glassiness, ropiness, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS: (Separate paint/ flnlshlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary. )

Possible meaium Chemical
Oil 2ti ' ?rm^
Latex
Whitewash/ calcimine V<V HC
Waterbasea/ distemper
Varnisn
Shellac

^l* ' P^

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes no v , Color_

Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type _ Spot Test Reaction

£aj E p'*'*" E y'*>' <^ c°d

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE:

Probable pigment(s): ft-t£- TV^ *-/vQ U/K./v U*£
Frobable meaium: Tul r-.ic^^t, .'.h.w 'i^rfg

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place under ITV light for bleaching

purposes if approprate./

Butens paint color Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS





Phase I: Sequence of .Layers

Structure i.ork'^^d
Location or Sample / ,-,•,/ ? *

Date Removea / VA . ,/ "
g j

lG-&*

removed Bv

Significant Facts Kesarding The Structure's History Which May Pertain The

To The Analysis (dateconstructed. significant alterations, dates painted

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

CODES -Finish (F)

Primer (?)

Glaze G)

Varnisn (V)

Shellac (S)

Wall paper (W)

Fracture ( )

Dirt Layer {.-)

Reaction of Sodium Sulfide (Na^S)

Hydrocnioric Acid 'HCD
Dimethvlf ormamide DMF)

Methylene Chloride (CH„CL,
Water (H,0)

*

Alcohol (OR)

Turentine (TURP)

Near UV Light (UV)

Note layers of decorative painting, if any: (graining, marbleizing, polychromv

ect.).

Chrojnochronology Comments
Substrate: tfA \j r <

(-.Cam I alv

jflcJt * -<IA
, ^.-.l yap*.'

j J- Hull fLZgt r ^

Chromocnronoiogy Comments

.-. rn-X—ir^r-i

C\
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Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations
Structure
Location ol Sample
Date Removed

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis

No. of Layers to be Studied
Reason lor Layer Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative tmnness, tmckness
glassiness, ropiness, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ fintshlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.;

Possible medium Chemical Reaction
Oil
Latex
Vhiteva6n/ calcimine
Wateroased/ distemper
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes no , Color
Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test

77^
£-

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE:

Probable pismentls):
Probable medium:

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleacmng
purposes if approprate.J

Butens paint coior Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

DOCUMENTATION
Sampie/slide NO:

Report prepared - Date:
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Phase I: Sequence of. L

Structure tofL|«,nt<
Location or Sample i^Wuy
Date Removed ffl*,,L kS- Removed By DDL
Significant Facts Regarding The Structure's History Which May Pertain The

To The Analvsis (dateconstructed, significant alterations, dates painted)

Li£tS

DATA: Mi-roscopic Analysis

Finish





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations \ \~ *s3

5 tructure
Location of Sample
Date Removed

-?

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis

No. of Layers to be Studied — / *L-

Reason for Laver Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative thinness, thickness
glassiness, ropiness. ect.): ~L.~ „/gH"i tAiwj

".EDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finishlayer from stratigraphy, if necessarv

Possible medium ^ , Chemical. Reaction

Oil Xinnfr

Latex C H.C; -
Whitewash/ calcimine jLLS

—
Vaterbased/ distemper ^ q -r

Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes no , Color
Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test
ii»

l Reaction

"IGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE:

Probable pigment! s)

Probable medium:

?/*-- uH,
'-^

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleachins

purposes if approprate. )

Cn~""«-/"*Z'

Butens paint color I \br r\ \ gm I «* Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/ slide NO:

Report prepared - Date:
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Phase I: Sequence of Layers )"L-~ *"

Structure /
:. c k I n->

«

Location ot Samplê nW,irv"''~'^B"wi-i y^ll

Date Removed Removed by

Significant facts Regarding Fhe Structure's History Which Mav Pertain The
To The Analvsis (dateconstructed , significant alterations, dates painted)

7.r\<C -n»«v ^bovt C-W.f "--\

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

ODES





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations v

S tructure
Location of Sample
Date Removed Ri

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis '— V

No. of Layers to be Studied
Reason for Layer Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative thinness, tmcxness
glassiness, ropiness. ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint finishlayer from stratigraphy, if necessarv

Possible medium Chemical Reaction
Oil _ i

—

'

Latex
Whitewash/ calcimine
Waterbased/ distemper
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes no
Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Tvpe Spot Test Reaction

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE:

Probable pigment(s):
Probable medium: .-, h

t tp 1/v^ ^

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleaching
purposes if approprate. )

at color t~ki kwvhButens paint color tvAi Kwvn •; Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Paint Type: ^\A>>

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/slide NO:
Report prepared - Date rT, if j- / By Whom:
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Phase I: Sequence of Layers I t)

Structure V- :.
rA ' i\ r\ cl

Location 01 Sampie~Tn ;fr i«r c^o

Vfte-^

i. K'wtiA, fv-W

Dlifl

(rgW mc g ili

Date Removea |T\W L. HA& Removea By

Significant Facts negaraing The Structure's History Which May Pertain The

To The Analysis (dateconstructed. significant alterations, dates painted)

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

CODES





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations \"h" *^°
~

Structure
Location ot Sample
Date Removed __ Remove

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose ot Phase II Analysis_

No. ot Layers to be Studied
Reason tor Layer Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (relative thinness, tr.icK.ness

glassiness, ropiness, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finlshlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.;

Possible medium Chemical Reaction

Oil ^Y>M

—

—

"

Latex ______
Whitevasn/ calcimine ~ Q.
Waterbasea/ distemper
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes no L/
, Color

Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test Reaction

-PrL ~^k: -«. ,Y»DU'+ HI. 14- C^faCNh. =p
__k£II t_J ±

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE :

Probable pigment(s): I'-gfi,'

Probable meaium: "»|p,miru

COLOR: (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleaching

purposes if approprate.)

Butens paint color Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Paint Type:

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/ slide NO:

Report prepared - Date: 3y Whom:
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Phase I: Sequence of Layers J'i—^
Structure i/'o tfc- /an#y

P
-ocation or bampie
Date Removed

I a k - • W->H ZnJi -Pee* b<l^- C.*—-c

"removed Bv

Significant Facts Regarding The Structure's Historv Which May Pertain The

To The Analysis ( dateconstructed, significant alterations, dates painted)

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

Finish





Phase II: Analysis and Recommendations V 1

Structure
Location 01 Sample
Date Removed ,-emovea By

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis

ft i<ir,i,i
No. ot Lavers to be Studiea
Reason tor Layer Selection:"
Visual Characteristics of Layer to De Matched: relative tninness, tr.icxness
glassiness. ropiness, ect.):

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finlshlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary

Possible medium Chemical Reaction
Oil M/ Dmf
Latex -g x. Qnj£_
Whitewash/ calcimine
Waterbased/ distemper „ y U/^-k> o>, u r% ° j,),.^)/
Varnish
Shellac rk i ir-. ZL2LS ±_

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes nc
Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type Spot Test Reaction

*7Z7T
it y. Un B " • rl

rc-a^r / ', k ,«-k*-h ZJ.^j

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE:

Probable pigment(s):
Probable medium:

COLOR: (Match sample to color standards; place under UV light for bleaching
purposes if approprate. )

Butens paint color Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Color:
Paint 1

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/ siide NO:
Report prepared - Date:
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Phase I: Sequence of Layers
Structure T^tVVcv^rX
Location of Sample p ^jfcQgv
Date Removed

1- ^O-frs

Removea Bv
Significant Facts Regarding The Structure's Historv Which May Pertain The
To The Analysis (dateconstructed, significant alterations, dates painted)

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

CODES -Finish (F)

Primer (P)

Glaze (G)

Varnish (V)

Shellac (S)

Wall paper (W)

Fracture ( )

Dirt Layer (-)

Reaction of Sodium Sulfide (Na^S)
Hydrochloric Acid (HCI)

Dimethylformamide (DMF)

Methylene Chloride (CH^CL-

Water (Ho0)
*

Alcohol (OH)

Turentine (TURP)

Near. L
rV Light (UV)

Note layers of decorative painting, if anv: (graining, marbleizing, polychromy
ect . )

.

Chromochronology
Substrate : 5^uc^
1-Qjraaflt P*^ U Air

Comments

omh

Chromochronology Comments

1-6.

17."

13."

19."

20."

21."

8._
9._
10.
11."

12."

13."

14."

15."

23.
24."

25."

26."

27."

28."

29."

30."

bummary

:
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Phase II: Analysis ana Recommendations

Structure
Location oi Sample

Oate Removea

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis

No. of Layers to be Studied
:

,

Reason for Layer Selection:

Visual Characteristics of Layer to be Matched: (.relative thinness, thickness

glassiness, ropiness, ect.):
,

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finlshlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary./

Possible medium Chemical Reaction

Oil ~
-~nv- ——

Latex
Whitewash/calcimine

,

WaterbaseO/ distemper .

Varnish
Shellac .

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes nc

Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type

iLd! -J^± —^£
Spot Test
A/„l^





Phase I: Sequence of Layers
Structure S?rlU^^
Location of Sample T vt^y|»/

5^_ ft-0 — h^

v tooi~ ^^^ r.tm-^
Date Removed fflcL ZX
Significant Facts Regarding The Structure's History Which May Pertain The

To The Analysis (dateconstructed, significant alterations, dates painted)

DATA: Microscopic Analysis

-Finish
Primer
Glaze
Varnish
Shellac
Wall paper (W)

Fracture ( )

Dirt Layer (-)

(F)

(P)

(G)

(V)

(S)

Reaction of Sodium Sulfide iNa„S)

Hydrocnloric Acid .
HCI)

rhjnethylformamide iDMF)

Methylene Chloride ( CH„CL.,

Water (H„0)

Alcohol 'OH)

Turwitine (TURP)

Neat UV Light (UV)

Note layers of decorative painting, if any: (graining, marbleizing, polvchromy

ect . )

.

.

Chromochronology Comments

Substrate: V\wM^
1. ^V.*< - r v

•M'^.f.''

^L±- Sa£

dfj,

10.

_

11."

12."

13."

14."

15."

Chromochronology Comments
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phase II: Analysis and Recommendations C, _
(
__ , ,

(y\
S tructure
Location of Sample
Date Removed Removed 1

IN-DEPTH MICROSCOPIC/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Purpose of Phase II Analysis^

No. of Layers to be Studied
Reason for Laver Selection:
Visual Characteristics of Laver to oe Matched: (relative thinness. tnicKness

classiness, ropiness. ect.j:

MEDIUM ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/ finlshlayer from stratigraphy, if necessary.)

Possible medium Chemical Reaction ,

Oil "i^Wir- Z"A o- ^U lft.-»/> :
-* *t*\c*

Latex
"

Whitewash/ calcimine
Waterbased/ distemper
Varnish
Shellac

PIGMENT ANALYSIS : (Separate paint/finish layer from stratigraphy, if

necessary.

)

Flourescence under near ultraviolet: yes no_i__, Color

Probable pigment associated with flourescence:

Possible Pigment Type _ Spot Test Reaction

* T- ^ w^.* c 'tvTtc-.n e. \ft.h _____

__j

PIGMENT AND MEDIUM TYPE:

Probable pigment(s): m \ x\v^ t>*-' iA\v\it\_. K*A Uajl^AvVt.
Probable medium: ____ _j

COLOR : (Match sample to color standards; place under LTV light for bleaching

purposes if approprate.

)

3utens paint color Sherwin-Williams

RECOMMENDATIONS

Paint Type:_

DOCUMENTATION
Sample/ slide NO: _T— KO —

^

Report prepared - Date:
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ex. 21 (continued)

Name_

Date

MORTAR ANALYSIS: DATA SHEET

Sample No. t~fto~ r>"'

Visual description
inclusions . etc . )

fc^A^j

Origin of sample 9pc.klo.r\cl

E eample (color. texture. hardness.

y* * O, C.rv.
f
->»L^\ \- ytJ/ouj moiltr

-$£^^
Mortar Analysis :

Original weight of powdered sample (W^) =

Weight of filter paper (W 2 ) »

weight of filter paper + dry fines (W 3 ) =

Weight of dry fine6 (W
3

- W 2 ) *

Weight of dry sand (W 4 ) =

% of sand ( (W 4 /W L ) x 100) -

% of fines ( (W 3
- W 2 )/W 1 x 100) =

\ of dissolved binder

2*t/fe

f^

~n -,

5g 7o -

Observations: dissolution of binder, color of liquid:.

Characterization of Sand :

Microscopic Examination % Finer than 4.75 mm
_

2.36 mm '

1 . IB mm : 7
600 um ' ir

300 um ' -

150 um -- £
75 um r T
53 um '*~

38 um
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ex. 21 (continued)

Narae_

Date

MORTAR ANALYSIS: DATA SHEET

Sample No. £- ft-O * <nr>

Visual description
inclusions, etc.): ^gfc

Origin of samplei_

sample (color. texture, hardness.

Hortar Analysis :

Original weight of powdered sample (Wj.)

Weight of filter paper (W 2 ) =

Weight of filter paper + dry fines (W3)

Weight of dry fines (W 3
- W 2 ) -

Weight of dry 6and (W4) =

* of sand ((W^/W^ x 100) =

* of fines ( (W 3
- Wj)^ x 100) -

% of dissolved binder =

9 t-c-

2-2G

R "13

Observations: dissolution of binder, color of liquid:.

13. ^
Characterization of Sand :

Microscopic Examination Finer





ex. 21 (continued)

MORTAR ANALYSIS: DATA SHEET

Name Sample No. 3~ R° - >v>

Date Origin o£ 6ample Rt>c,/t /<<»i(,l

Visual description of 6ample (color, texture. hardness,
inclusions, etc.): (.)ViU Pw a^^ u^j 4. b^r-uc> s -SaGf

V Irtf rj> Xro^ <»w-<-^ V"A-A">

Mortar Analysis :

Original weight of powdered sample (W^) - £~J i

Weight of filter paper (W 2 ) = S"
,
1 b" r ,

"^7- -
. 7 2 </

Weight of filter paper + dry fines (W 3 ) - T. qO

Weight of dry fines (W
3

- W 2 ) - a.6>£ t „

I

Weight of dry sand (W 4 ) = L.U f">.--

* of sand ((W^W^ x 100) = lit * '
" -"-'

* of fines ( (W 3
- W 2 )/W x x 100) -

I f) , £ 7 *5n<

* of dissolved binder = 6 ~'j
, c \.

C.A.

Observations: dissolution of binder, color of liquid:

- l-IM,' l"^V .

Character i2ation of Sand :

(,. t a Ve^*>^

Microscopic Examination \ Finer than 4.75 mm »' t~

2.36 mm
1.18 mm \. ; it. •»*'>•

600 urn \ ". is."^
3 00 urn \

- ai.si'»

150 um 37.c3*>

75 um . ii.fcl*?.

53 um 5.11%
38 um

fc.fcZ
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ex. 21 (continued)

MORTAR ANALYSIS: DATA SHEET

Name Sample No . T" f2p- />->

Date Origin of sample Qot^tL IUt\C'

J,rf£/no/ L*.

e icoio "Visual description of sample (color. texture. hardne66,
inclusions, etc.): t sr« LiiyJhti , UAxk*

, (

' *' i «-'~

llX-C tfuVW U> b »Su">lu<wv. >rVi »-
( £*

^f f^^"*

S"fco -Y .5-7-6.17

Mortar Analysis :

Original weight of powdered sample (W^) - £LS^ ,P'

Weight of filter paper (W 2 ) -

Weight of filter paper + dry fines (W 3 ) - 7 CO cf

Weight of dry fines (W 3
- W 2 ) - % 5. c.

Weight of dry sand (W 4 ) = 7,
c
, S' c

\ of sand ((W^j/W^ x 100) = *3
I

,

~>
' :

% of fines ( (W 3
- W2)/W x x 100) - ~V -^ \

cO
* of dissolved binder =

jf J '

°

Observations :





ex. 21 (continued)

MORTAR ANALYSIS: DATA SHEET

Sample No. ^'^-^

Date ___ Origin of sample AcxJctUKtl
<SemW ;>;<*< rJ^h it- gfcjW .Queers

Visual description of sample (color. texture. hardness,
inclusions, etc.): ^-gui i / C . .kui .. ./ A ,y uj.r^yyt-

Mortar Analysis :

Original weight of powdered sample (W^) - ^S v Qfa

Weight of filter paper (W 2 ) - *
~

>l ¥ ^"V ~ ^ "-k

Weight of filter paper + dry fine6 (W 3 ) = g o \
*».

Weight of dry fines (W 3
- W 2 ) - \\~lh' ,-

Weight of dry sand (W 4 ) = !? r'Z <-/\

% of sand ((W^/W^ x 100) - k %
">

'

"•"-'

% of fines ( (W 3
- W 2 )/W 1 x 100) = (* •

1
' "O

* of dissolved binder •=
?^\\-'.j

Observations: dissolution of binder, color of liquid:.

Characterization of Sand:

Microscopic Examination X Finer than 4.75 mm
2.36 mm I. 2.-

1 . 1 B mm i

600 urn ,
. IiU.Tt^c

300 um _j \c i'

150 um |- Pi
c«

75 um -j_

5-1—-vm- J.

38 um
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